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Name of creator(s): Elanor Kvasnicka Johnston, Noble O. Johnston, E.O. Goldbeck, Winter & Pond, Rosswog, Ordway Photo Shop, Charles S. Cann, Dedman’s Photo Shop; G. Morris Taylor

Administrative/Biographical History:
The following biography was written by the donor:

Elanor was born in Pendennis, Kansas (North central Kansas). She was named after her two grandmothers (Ella Nora Hunter Zimmerman and Marie Carda Kvasnicka). Her father ran a grain elevator and her mother worked in the Kansas schools for a time. She had three siblings (Robert, Thalia, and Gordon). The family left Kansas about 1935 looking for work. They moved to Wenatchee, Washington where her mother’s brother had settled with his family. In 1940 they again moved to Dishman, WA (near Spokane, Washington). Elanor graduated from Central Valley High School in Spokane, WA in 1940. She worked for a while at a local photographer’s shop in Spokane. She then moved to Seattle for a couple of years. In 1942/1943 she took a clerical job in Anchorage at Fort Richardson. She was there until 1946 when she accepted a position in finance with Army Intelligence in Prague, Czechoslovakia. She was in Europe 1946-1948. In 1948/49 she transferred to Okinawa, Japan. In June of 1950 she again relocated to Anchorage, AK, working for the Corps of Engineers at Fort Richardson-Elmendorf, AFB. My aunt loved the outdoors. She was an avid hunter, fisherman and hiker. At one time she held the Boone and Crockett record for largest Caribou shot by a woman. She married [Noble Orlan] “Johnny” Johnston (an engineer with the Corps of Engineers) in Anchorage in 1954 and they
built a home in the Turnagain area of Anchorage [2109 Arctic Circle Drive]. They were building their home (second?) when the 1964 earthquake struck [2219 Arctic Circle Drive]. The house was damaged but they were O.K. They both retired, I think, in the late 1970s and moved to the Port Angeles/Port Townsend area of Washington State. They built two homes in that area. Johnny passed away in 2007 and Elanor in 2009.

Scope and Content Description:
The collection consists of 2332 images in transparency and print formats, as well as ephemera and a manuscript diary of a trip from Anchorage to Circle to Whitehorse to Skagway and back again in 1945. Two photo albums contain 685 of the prints. Of note are early color prints from the 1940s, early Polaroid prints, and two black-and-white panoramic group portraits taken by E.O. Goldbeck. The images primarily depict Alaskan scenes and outdoor recreation from the time of Elanor’s arrival during World War II through the 1970s, including 135 photographs of the aftermath of the 1964 Alaska Earthquake (.2027-2161). For more information, see Detailed Description of Collection.

Arrangement: Arranged by format and loosely by date. Slides arranged by donor; arrangement retained for the most part.

CONDITIONS GOVERNING ACCESS AND USE

Restrictions on Access: The collection is open for research use.

Physical Access: Original items in good condition.

Technical Access: No special equipment is needed to access the materials. A light box may be used to view transparencies.

Conditions Governing Reproduction and Use:
The Anchorage Museum is the owner of the materials and makes available reproductions for research, publication, and other uses. Written permission must be obtained from the Anchorage Museum before any reproduction use. The Anchorage Museum does not necessarily hold copyright to all of the materials in the collections. In some cases, permission for use may require seeking additional authorization from the copyright owners.

Preferred Citation:
Elanor Marie Johnston Collection, Anchorage Museum, B2017.019

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

Acquisition and Appraisal Information
Separated Materials
Several reels of 8mm film transferred to AMIPA.
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Detailed Description of the Collection

Color 35mm slides
B1
.1 – Jul. ’44 [men and women posed on steps of McKinley Park Hotel, Elanor in center foreground]
.2 – McKinley Park, path to hotel, Jul. ’44 [view down gravel trail through brush]
.3 – McKinley Park laundry bldg., Jul. ’44 [view down gravel road to building in McKinley Park Hotel complex]
.4 – McKinley Park R.R. station, Jul. ’44 [men and women sitting on baggage wagon in front of Alaska Railroad depot at McKinley Park]
.5 – Jul. ‘44 [two men and two women with dog sitting on steps of McKinley Park Hotel, possibly Elanor at right wearing sunglasses]
.6 – Jul. ‘44 [group portrait of three women, Elanor at right, C. Buford at left]
.7 – Jul. ‘44 [men and women sitting outside McKinley Park Hotel, Elanor in center foreground]
.8 – Jul. ‘44 [distant view of walled tents at Camp Eielson, red wagon in middle ground]
.10 – Jul. ‘44 [men and women sitting in red wagon with banner “Bloody Bucket Special”, Elanor in center foreground, one man wearing military uniform]
.11 – McKinley Park, C. Buford, myself, horseback riding, Jul. ‘44 [Elanor and C. Buford smoking cigarettes, posed with man wearing cowboy hat, vest, and bandana, horses in background]
.12 – McKinley Park, Mt. McKinley, Jul. ‘44 [scenic of Denali, park road in middle ground]
.13 – McKinley Park, Jul. ‘44 [scenic, horse in foreground]
.14 – McKinley Park, Jul. ‘44 [scenic]
.15 – Jul. ‘44 [scenic of McKinley Park, tripod markers in middle ground]
.16 – Jul. ‘44 [scenic of McKinley Park, with mountains and riverbed]
.17 – Jul. ‘44 [scenic of McKinley Park]
.18 – Jul. ‘44 [scenic of tundra foliage and flowers alongside gravel park road, McKinley Park]
.19 – Jul. ‘44 [scenic of McKinley Park, pole markers in middle ground]
.20 – Jul. ‘44 [scenic of McKinley Park]
.21 – Jul. ‘44 [scenic of McKinley Park]
.22 – Jul. ‘44 [foliage in McKinley Park]
.23 – Jul. ‘44 [unidentified woman standing amid wildflowers next to gravel park road, structures in background, possibly Camp Eielson. Cf. 26]
.24 – Jul. ‘44 [foliage and clouds, McKinley Park]
.25 – Jul. ‘44 [Elanor lying on tundra with eyes closed]
.26 – Jul. ‘44 [unidentified woman standing amid fireweed wildflowers next to gravel park road, walled tent, structures, and metal barrel in background, Camp Eielson]
.27 – Jul. ‘44 [view down unpaved park road]
.28 – Jul. ‘44 [Elanor, right, and C. Buford, left, sitting on fence rails with unidentified man, Camp Eielson]
.29 – Jul. ‘44 [C. Buford, left, Elanor, center, and unidentified woman using sluice box on rocky creek, probably near Camp Eielson]
.30 – Jul. ‘44 [Elanor, left, C. Buford, right, posed with man, McKinley Park]
.31 – Jul. ‘44 [Elanor sitting with two men on tundra, lake in background, McKinley Park]
.32 – Jul. ‘44 [Elanor, C. Buford, and unidentified man sitting on tundra above lake, McKinley Park]
.33 – Jul. ‘44 [scenic of lake, McKinley Park]
.35 – Ft. Rich, Ak., myself, Apr. ‘45 [Elanor posed outdoors with faux fur stole on head, buildings painted in camouflage in background, Chugach Mountains in distance]
.39 – Palmer Hwy., 4 Jun ’50 [scenic, road in foreground, lingering snow on mountains, raven flying at left]
.40 – Alaska, Palmer to Anchorage, 4 Jun ’50 [scenic view down road, lingering snow on mountains]
.41 – Alaska, 4 Jun ’50 [woman sitting on running board of automobile holding leashes of two dogs, man sitting in automobile, hood up, Palmer Road]
.42 – Alaska, 4 Jun ’50 [woman, two men, and dog sitting outdoors picnicking on gravel riverbed]
.43 – Alaska, 4 Jun ’50 [woman, man, and dog posed on gravel riverbed]
.44 – From bank on Knik River by bridge, Palmer Hwy, 4 Jun ’50 [scenic of mountains, empty bottle on ground in foreground]
.45 – Anch. to Palmer Highway, 4 Jun ’50 [scenic]
.46 – Palmer Hwy, Alaska, landslide, 4 Jun ’50 [dust rising off slide area on mountainside, section of dead spruce at left]
.47 – Alaska, Anchorage area, Mt. View, Bill S., 18 Jun ’50 [man posed on tree stump]
.48 – Alaska, Anchorage area, Mt. View, 18 Jun ’50 [Elanor posed on tree stump]
.49 – Elmendorf, 19 Jun ’50 [Elanor posed on building steps]
.50 – Elmendorf, 19 Jun ’50 [exterior of Headquarters, Alaskan Command]
.51 – Anchorage, 9 Jul ’50 [family posed in front of lilac bushes]
.52 – Dale Z., Anchorage, 9 Jul ’50 [man sitting on wooden bench on lawn]
.53 – Anchorage, 9 Jul ’50 [couple posed in front of garden with strawberry plants]
.54 – Anchorage, 9 Jul ’50 [couple posed in front of building with window flower boxes, chicken wire fence in foreground]
.55 – 16 Jul ’50 [woman sitting in passenger seat of automobile, log cabin in background]
.56 – Matanuska Valley, 16 Jul ’50 [bird’s eye view across tree-filled valley to Chugach Mountains, gravel road in right foreground, buildings in middle ground, Twin Peaks at right]
.57 – Matanuska Valley, 16 Jul ’50 [scenic view down gravel road with fireweed, river visible through trees and brush in background]
.58 – Matanuska Valley, 16 Jul ’50 [view down gravel road to Palmer, water tower at left]
.59 – Palmer Hwy, sunset, 16 Jul ’50 [scenic of sunset over Knik Arm]
.60 – Elmendorf, 6 Aug. ’50 [view across dirt road or landing strip to Chugach Mountains, military equipment in middle ground]
.61 – Anchorage area, Port Rd, Nicki, 6 Aug. ’50 [Elanor posed next to railroad tracks, tank car at left, Chugach Mountains in background]
.62 – Anchorage, Nicki, 13 Aug. ’50 [Elanor wearing bikini top, washing automobile in yard between houses]
.63 – Anchorage, Nicki, 13 Aug. ’50 [Elanor wearing bikini top, drinking and smoking cigarette while leaning against automobile in yard between houses]
.64 – Anchorage, Nicki, 13 Aug. ’50 [Elanor sitting on automobile hood]
.65 – Anchorage, Nicki, 13 Aug. ’50 [Elanor in tall grass next to house]
.66 – Anchorage, Peg A., 13 Aug. ’50 [woman wearing eyeglasses lying in tall grass next to house]
.67 – Anchorage, Nicki, 13 Aug. ’50 [Elanor topless on blanket in grass, covering chest with towel and smoking cigarette]

.68 – Anchorage, Nicki, 13 Aug. ’50 [Elanor lying on blanket on grass, smoking cigarette]

.69 – Elmendorf, 30 Aug. ’50 [scenic of rainbow, with housing in foreground]

.70 – Elmendorf, 30 Aug. ’50 [scenic of rainbow, small structures in foreground]

.71 – Elmendorf, 3 ton bomb exploding 15 miles distant, Sept. ’50 [cloud of smoke and fireball visible in distance]

.72 – Anchorage area, Chugach Mts., 24 Sep. ’50 [scenic of termination dust on mountains, Alaska Railroad track in foreground, Near Point in center]

.73 – Palmer Hwy, Tatro homestead, 24 Sep. ’50 [scenic of lake, autumn foliage, and termination dust on mountains, garden in foreground, automobile near water in middle ground, probably Mirror Lake]

.74 – Palmer Hwy, Tatro homestead, 24 Sep. ’50 [scenic of Mirror Lake and autumn foliage, lumber in foreground, automobile at left]

.75 – Palmer Hwy, Tatro homestead, 24 Sep. ’50 [man sitting on rolls of wire fencing, autumn foliage in background]

.76 – Palmer Hwy, Tatro homestead, 24 Sep. ’50 [Elanor sitting on pile of lumber, Mirror Lake and autumn foliage in background]

.77 – Palmer Hwy, Tatro homestead, 24 Sep. ’50 [Elanor standing in garden rows, Mirror Lake in background]

.78 – Palmer Hwy, Tatro homestead, 24 Sep. ’50 [scenic of Mirror Lake, autumn foliage and mountains, lumber and rolls of fencing in foreground]

.79 – Palmer Hwy, Tatro homestead, 24 Sep. ’50 [scenic of Mirror Lake, autumn foliage, and mountains]

.80 – Palmer Hwy, Tatro homestead, 24 Sep. ’50 [scenic of Mirror Lake and autumn foliage, automobile at left]

.81 – Palmer Hwy, Tatro homestead, 24 Sep. ’50 [floatplane taxiing on Mirror Lake, automobile in center]

.82 – Elmendorf, 15 Dec ’50 [Quonset hut in snow, hoar frost on trees]

.83 – Elmendorf, 15 Dec ’50 [exterior of United States Army Alaska Engineer and Transportation building in winter]

.84 – Elmendorf, 15 Dec ’50 [buildings in snow, hoar frost on utility wires]

.85 – Elmendorf, 15 Dec ’50 [view past Quonset hut in snow to group standing in road, hoar frost on trees]

.86 – Elmendorf, 15 Dec ’50 [icicles on Quonset hut]

.87 – Elmendorf, 28 Dec ’50 [room interior, with small lighted Christmas tree, greeting cards hanging on wall]

.88 – Elmendorf, 28 Dec ’50 [room interior, with small lighted Christmas tree, map of Alaska hanging on wall]

.89 – Anchorage area, Homesite Pk., Johnny, Dec. ’50 [Johnston standing next to automobile in snowy driveway, hoar frost on trees, Homesite Park, East Anchorage]

.90 – Anchorage area, Homesite Pk, George Kiel, Dec ’50 [man wearing cold weather military gear and eyeglasses standing next to trees covered in hoar frost, East Anchorage]
.91 – Anchorage area, Muldoon Rd, winter ’50 [scenic view down snow-covered road, Chugach Mountains in background, Ship Creek Valley at right, probably near corner of E. 32nd Avenue and Old Muldoon Road, East Anchorage]
.92 – Elmendorf AFB, arrive 1950 [dirt automobile parked in muddy lot, mobile housing units in background]
.93 – Elmendorf, arrive 1950 [two automobiles parked next to long, low building, icicles hanging off roof of building]
.94 – Elmendorf, arrive 1950 [close-up of icicles on building]
.95 – Elmendorf football, arrive 1950 [teams playing on field, crowd of spectators wearing military uniforms]
.96 – Elmendorf football, arrive 1950 [color guard and marching band on field, crowd of spectators wearing military uniforms]
.97 – Elmendorf football, arrive 1950 [color guard on field, crowd of spectators wearing military uniforms]
.98 – Anchorage area, Lake Spenard, 21 Jan ’51 [log building next to frozen lake in winter, with sign ‘No dogs or horses on beach’]
.99 – Anchorage area, Chugach Mts, 21 Jan ’51 [scenic view down road in winter, full moon over alpenglow on mountains, house in distance]
.100 – Anchorage Fur Rendezvous, Feb ’51 [King Island dancers performing at Anchorage High School Auditorium, man wearing gut parka on stage next to kayak. Cf. Bi1989.016.1747.1-10]
.101 – Anchorage Fur Rendezvous, Feb ’51 [King Island dancers performing at Anchorage High School Auditorium, man wearing gut parka on stage next to kayak]
.102 – Anchorage Fur Rendezvous,’51 [King Island dancers performing at Anchorage High School Auditorium, three people on stage next to tent]
.103 – Anchorage Fur Rendezvous, Feb ’51 [King Island dancers performing at Anchorage High School Auditorium, people on stage next to tent]
.104 – Anchorage Fur Rendezvous, winter ’51 [King Island dancers performing at Anchorage High School Auditorium, four women on stage doing bench dance]
.105 – Anchorage Fur Rendezvous, Feb ’51 [King Island dancers performing at Anchorage High School Auditorium, men and women wearing fur parkas on stage, drummers in background]
.106 – Anchorage Fur Rendezvous, Feb ’51 [King Island dancers performing at Anchorage High School Auditorium, man wearing Nome t-shirt hanging from rope suspended between two poles on stage]
.107 – Anchorage Fur Rendezvous, Feb ’51 [King Island dancers performing at Anchorage High School Auditorium, men wearing Nome t-shirts on stage, one climbing on rope suspended between two poles]
.108 – Anchorage Fur Rendezvous, Feb ’51 [King Island dancers performing at Anchorage High School Auditorium, men wearing Nome t-shirts on stage, one climbing on rope suspended between two poles]
.109 – Anchorage Fur Rendezvous, Feb ’51 [King Island dancers performing at Anchorage High School Auditorium, men wearing Nome t-shirts on stage, one climbing on rope suspended between two poles]
.110 – Anchorage Fur Rendezvous, winter ’51 [musher leading team west on Fourth Avenue at E Street, spectators in front of businesses including Lois Beauty Salon, Rexall Drugs, Hewitt's
Drugs, Cheechako Tavern, banners hanging over street and from light poles, World Championship Sled Dog Races)

.111 – Anchorage Fur Rendezvous, winter ‘51 [plow arranging snow on Fourth Avenue for World Championship Sled Dog Races, policeman in foreground, spectators in front of businesses including Federal Bar, Panhandle Bar, Silver Slipper, Village Bar, D & D Bar & Café, Mac’s Foto, The Hangar, Union Cab]

.112 – Anchorage Fur Rendezvous, 11 Nov ‘51 [sic] [two sled dogs in harness resting on grass]

.113 – Anchorage dog races, 21 Jan ‘51 [musher standing with dog team on park strip, playground equipment and buildings in background, late evening sun on mountains]

.114 – Elmendorf, around barracks, 28 Feb ’51 [seven women dressed for party, some holding glasses]

.115 – Eklutna Lake, 18 Mar ’51 [view down road in winter to lake in distance]

.116 – Eklutna Lake, 18 Mar ’51 [scenic of snow on mountains]

.117 – Eklutna Lake, 18 Mar ’51 [Elanor and man posed on winter road, Johnston wearing knitted sweater with reindeer image, Elanor holding dachshund dog, lake in background]

.118 – Eklutna Lake, 18 Mar ’51 [Elanor and man posed on winter road, Elanor holding dachshund dog]

.119 – Alaskan Hwy, 14 May ’51 [Trackson Traxcavator bulldozer trapped in mud at side of road in spring, men standing at right]

.120 – Alaskan Hwy, 14 May ’51 [Gateway Transport tanker truck trapped in mud at side of road in spring]

.121 – Alaskan Hwy, 14 May ’51, coming to Grande Prairie [view down unpaved road in Alberta]

.122 – Alaskan Hwy, 15 May ’51 [Milepost 0 marker, Alaska Highway, Dawson Creek, automobiles parked in front of businesses]

.123 – Alaskan Hwy, 15 May ’51, Peace River MP 35 [distant view of Peace River Bridge]


.125 – Alaskan Hwy, 15 May ’51, near Ft. St. John [view down unpaved highway]

.126 – Alaskan Hwy, 15 May ’51, near Ft. St. John [man smoking cigarette sitting on hood of automobile on side of road]

.127 – Alaskan Hwy, 15 May ’51, near Ft. St. John [Elanor posed next to automobile with Idaho license plate on unpaved road]

.128 – Alaskan Hwy, 15 May ’51, near Blueberry Lodge, MP 101, area destroyed by fire [view down unpaved highway through burn area]

.129 – Alaskan Hwy, 15 May ’51, just past Beatton R. Lodge [view down unpaved highway]

.130 – Alaskan Hwy, 15 May ’51, Lum ‘n Abner’s, MP 233 [exterior of trading post, with log cabins, automobiles parked in front of building with Coca-Cola sign]

.131 – Alaskan Hwy, 15 May ’51, Lum ‘n Abner’s, MP 233 [man standing in front of trading post, truck parked at right]

.132 – Alaskan Hwy, 16 May ’51, road around Muncho Lake, MP 455 [view down gravel highway]

.133 – Alaskan Hwy, 16 May ’51 [interpretive marker at Contact Creek, mile 588.1]
.134 – Alaskan Hwy, 16 May ‘51 [man smoking cigarette sitting on guardrail next to interpretive marker at Contact Creek]
.135 – Alaskan Hwy, 16 May ‘51 [Elanor posed next to weathered sign reading “Entering Yukon Territory, Leaving British Columbia”]
.136 – Alaskan Hwy, 16 May ‘51, Muncho Lake [view down gravel highway along shore of partially frozen lake]
.137 – Alaskan Hwy, 16 May ‘51, coming into Whitehorse [view down winding gravel highway, man walking in distance]
.138 – Alaskan Hwy, 16 May ‘51 [view down gravel driveway to log cabin on lakeshore, large buildings across water in background]
.139 – Alaskan Hwy, 16 May ‘51, Whitehorse [view across gravel parking area to several paddle steamers in dry dock including Aksala]
.140 – Alaskan Hwy, 16 May ‘51 [First Nations cemetery with spirit houses, probably Champagne]
.141 – Alaskan Hwy, 16 May ‘51 [First Nations cemetery with spirit houses, probably Champagne]
.142 – Alaskan Hwy, 16 May ‘51 [view down gravel highway to mountains]
.143 – Alaskan Hwy, 17 May ‘51 [view down gravel highway to lake in distance]
.144 – Glenn Hwy, 17 May ‘51 [view down paved highway]
.145 – Glenn Hwy, 17 May ‘51 [view across gravel highway to mountains, valley glacier at right, small outbuilding in foreground]
.146 – Glenn Hwy, 17 May ‘51 [view across gravel highway to mountains]
.147 – Glenn Hwy, 17 May ‘51 [view down gravel highway to mountains]
.148 – 17 May ‘51 [scenic of Matanuska Glacier]
.149 – 17 May ‘51 [scenic of Matanuska Glacier]
.150 – 17 May ‘51 [scenic of Matanuska Glacier]
.151 – Glenn Hwy, Matanuska Gl., 17 May ‘51 [scenic of Matanuska Glacier]
.152 – Glenn Hwy, Matanuska Gl., 24 June ‘51 [scenic of Matanuska Glacier]
.153 – Glenn Hwy, Matanuska Gl. [scenic of Matanuska Glacier]
.154 – Glenn Hwy, Matanuska Glacier [scenic of Matanuska Glacier]
.155 – Glenn Hwy, Matanuska Gl., May ‘51 [scenic of Matanuska Glacier]
.156 – Fishing en route, May ‘51 [three women bundled against the cold sitting in back of pickup truck, Elanor at right]
.157 – Fishing, Ship Ck., Nicke, 30 May ‘51 [Elanor sitting on boulder in Ship Creek, drinking can of beer]
.158 – Fishing, Ship Ck., Johnny, 30 May ‘51 [Johnston smoking cigarette fishing from rocky bank of Ship Creek]
.159 – Fishing, Ship Ck., 30 May ‘51 [scenic of Ship Creek rapids]
.160 – Fishing, Ship Ck., 30 May ‘51 [scenic of Ship Creek rapids]
.161 – Fishing, Ship Ck., May ‘51 [scenic of Ship Creek rapids]
.162 – Fishing, Ship Ck., 30 May ‘51 [scenic of Ship Creek rapids]
.163 – Fishing, Ship Ck., May ‘51 [scenic of Ship Creek rapids]
.164 – Fishing, Wasilla Lake, D. Reedy, 17 Jun ‘51 [portrait of man wearing military jacket fishing from boat]
.165 – Fishing, mi. 120, Glenn Hwy, got stuck, 24 Jun ’51 [automobile trapped in mud on dirt road]
.166 – Fishing, mi. 120, Glenn Hwy, stuck, 24 Jun ’51 [woman working to free automobile trapped in mud on dirt road]
.167 – Glenn Hwy, mi. 120, 24 Jun ’51 [scenic of valley and mountains, between Eureka Lodge and Sheep Mountain]
.168 – Glenn Hwy, mi. 120, 24 Jun ’51 [scenic of valley and mountains, between Eureka Lodge and Sheep Mountain]
.169 – Fishing, mi. 120, Glenn Hwy, camp, 24 Jun ’51 [two men working over camp fire, possibly Johnston at right, woman near tent in background, can of Blazo on ground]
.170 – Glenn Hwy, mi. 120, 24 Jun ’51 [scenic of valley, lake and mountains, between Eureka Lodge and Sheep Mountain]
.171 – Glenn Hwy, Evelyn Richert, 22 Jun ’51 [woman posed next to automobile]
.172 – Elmendorf, hangar 1, July ’51 [view across tarmac to hangar, several airplanes parked in middle ground]
.173 – Elmendorf F-80’s, July ’51 [squadron of Lockheed P-80 Shooting Star airplanes on tarmac, buildings and water tower in background]
.174 – Elmendorf, July ’51 [view from airplane of Lockheed P-80 Shooting Star airplanes on tarmac, buildings in background, airplane wing in foreground]
.175 – Elmendorf, July ’51 [view from airplane of airplanes, hangar, and water tower, airplane wing in foreground]
.176 – Elmendorf, Green Lake, 4 Jul ’51 [two men posed with two women, one wearing bathing suit, Elanor second from left]
.177 – Elmendorf, Jul ’51 [Elanor wearing sundress posed with bushes next to building]
.178 – Anchorage parade, 4 Jul ’51 [Fourth of July parade, spectators lining sidewalk, automobile pulling Elks float, Shriners marching behind, Chugach Mountains in background]
.179 – Anchorage parade, 4 Jul ’51 [Fourth of July parade, Fourth Avenue, Shriners marching past businesses including Russell Swank, Service Center, City Hotel, City Mike’s Cocktail Lounge, Taxi, advertisement for Coca-Cola painted on building]
.180 – Anchorage parade, 4 Jul ’51 [Fourth of July parade, spectators watching military tanks drive on Fourth Avenue, Chugach Mountains in distance]
.181 – Anchorage parade, 4 Jul ’51 [Fourth of July parade, Fourth Avenue, military marching band passing spectators]
.182 – Anchorage parade, 4 Jul ’51 [Fourth of July parade, Fourth Avenue, military unit passing spectators]
.183 – Anchorage parade, 4 Jul ’51 [Fourth of July parade, Fourth Avenue, man on horseback, Quonset hut in background with sign for Moose Club]
.184 – Anchorage parade, 4 Jul ’51 [Fourth of July parade, Fourth Avenue, spectators watching Alaska State Police pass businesses including Denali Theater, City Hotel, City Mike’s Cocktail Lounge]
.185 – Anchorage from air, ’51 July [high aerial looking north, with Cook Inlet at left]
.186 – Anchorage from air, Jul ’51 [aerial looking southeast, mouth of Ship Creek at left, Turnagain Arm in distance at right]
.187 – Anchorage from air, Jul ’51 [high aerial looking northeast from Cook Inlet to Chugach Mountains]
.188 – Anchorage from air, Jul ’51 [aerial looking south from tank farm and Port of Anchorage, with Ship Creek, Turnagain Arm in distance]
.189 – Anchorage & Fort Rich, July ’51 [high aerial looking north from Lake Spenard]
.190 – Elmendorf, sunset, Sept ’51 [scenic]
.191 – Anchorage area, Homesite Pk, Kelly, Verna & family, Oct ’51 [man, woman, and three children outdoors, woman drinking coffee at picnic table, girls reading magazines, Homesite Park]
.192 – Anchorage area, Homesite Pk, Oct ’51 [man, woman, and boy at homestead with tar paper cabin, metal barrels, wooden table in yard, Homesite Park]
.193 – Hunting, Brodget [?] Lake country, Oct ’51 [scenic of wetland and trees]
.194 – Noble Johnston, Anchorage, Dec ’50 [Johnston posed sitting on moose carcass, holding rifle]
.195 – Hunting, Brodget Lake, Oct ’51 [Johnston posed sitting on moose carcass, holding rifle]
.196 – Hunting, Kellie’s [?] moose kill, Oct. ’51 [man posed with rifle next to partially butchered moose carcass]
.197 – [Johnston posed with moose carcass, rifle next to antlers for size comparison]
.198 – [Johnston standing next to partially butchered moose carcass, rifle propped against carcass]
.199 – Palmer Hwy, “The Butte”, Nov ’51 [scenic view across Knik River to sunlight hitting Bodenburg Butte]
.200 – Palmer Hwy, The Butte, 12 Nov ’51 [scenic view across Knik River to sunlight hitting Bodenburg Butte]
.201 – Elmendorf, 18 Nov ’51 [view across road to small outbuilding in winter, hoar frost on trees, snow on Chugach Mountains]
.202 – Anchorage area, Homesite Pk., Nicki, 18 Nov ’51 [Elanor posed outdoors in winter]
.203 – Anchorage area, Oilwell Rd., 18 Nov ’51 [scenic view down road in winter]
.204 – Anchorage area, Ship Ck., 18 Nov ’51 [scenic of partially frozen Ship Creek]
.205 – Anchorage area, Ship Ck., 18 Nov ’51 [scenic of partially frozen Ship Creek]
.206 – Anchorage area, Oilwell Rd., 18 Nov ’51 [scenic view down road in winter]
.207 – Elmendorf [Elanor sitting on sofa in room, sewing, shelves at left hold books, record player, ashtray and other items, Anchorage Rifle & Pistol Club plaque on wall]
.209 – Elmendorf, 9 Dec ’51 [Elanor sitting on sofa in room, shelves at left hold books, record player, ashtray and other items, Anchorage Rifle & Pistol Club plaque on wall]
.210 – Elmendorf 29 Dec ’51 [Elanor sitting on floor, wearing formal gown that she was sewing in .207-208, Christmas tree at left, greeting cards mounted on wall, dish of nuts next to radio on shelf]
.211 – Anchorage, 4th Ave, Dec 27th, 14:30, ’51 [view down darkened Fourth Avenue in winter, with automobiles and neon signs for businesses including City Mike’s Cocktail Lounge]
.212 – Anchorage, 4th Ave at nite [view down darkened Fourth Avenue in winter, with automobiles and neon signs for businesses including City Mike’s Cocktail Lounge]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>213</td>
<td>Elmendorf, Peg T., Hank P., Jan 1, '52 [man and woman in formal dress sitting on sofa, woman wearing corsage, man smoking pipe]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>214</td>
<td>Anchorage, Homesite, Jan '52 [exterior of tar paper cabin in winter, Homesite Park]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>215</td>
<td>Palmer Hwy, 1 Jan '52 [view down road in winter, Bodenburg Butte at left, mountains in distance]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>216</td>
<td>Palmer Hwy, 1 Jan '52 [view down road in winter, mountains in distance]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>217</td>
<td>Palmer Hwy, 1 Jan '52 [view down road in winter, Knik Arm and mountains in distance]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>218</td>
<td>Palmer Hwy, 1 Jan '52 [view down road in winter, mountains in distance]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>219</td>
<td>Glenn Hwy, 1 Jan '52 [view down road in winter, Talkeetna Mountains in distance, Eska Mountain on left, Granite Peak on right]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220</td>
<td>Elmendorf, 3 Feb '52 [automobile parked next to building with long icicles]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>221</td>
<td>Seward Hwy, 3 Feb '52 [man standing next to ice wall]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>222</td>
<td>Seward Hwy, Winter '52 [view down Seward Highway along Turnagain Arm, frozen waterfalls and overflow ice along cliff]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>223</td>
<td>Seward Hwy, 3 Feb '52 [scenic of frozen Turnagain Arm, Alaska Railroad tracks in foreground]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>224</td>
<td>Seward Hwy, Turnagain Arm, 3 Feb '52 [scenic of frozen Turnagain Arm, Alaska Railroad tracks in foreground, freight train rounding corner of Beluga Point in distance]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>225</td>
<td>Palmer Hwy, 17 Feb '52 [view down Glenn Highway in winter, Bodenburg Butte in distance]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>226</td>
<td>Sterling Hwy, 24 Feb '52 [woman standing next to dog pulling sled carrying young girl, second girl standing on sled runners]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>227</td>
<td>Sterling Hwy, 24 Feb '52 [people standing next to automobiles parked outside B &amp; K Bar, Soldotna]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>228</td>
<td>Sterling Hwy, Feb '52 [view past mound of snow to Holy Transfiguration of Our Lord Chapel, Ninilchik]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>229</td>
<td>Sterling Hwy, Mt. Redoubt, Feb 52 [scenic of Redoubt Volcano]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>230</td>
<td>Sterling Hwy, 24 Feb '52 [view down highway in winter, automobile parked in distance at left]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>231</td>
<td>Homer [scenic view across Kachemak Bay in winter, pancake ice in foreground]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>232</td>
<td>Homer [scenic view across Kachemak Bay in winter, driftwood in foreground]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>233</td>
<td>Homer, 24 Feb '52 [people standing next to automobile in front of Heady Hotel]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>234</td>
<td>Homer [dachshund dog wearing sweater outdoors in winter]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>235</td>
<td>Homer [two men holding rifles sitting on driftwood log on beach in winter, woman sitting in automobile in background, bottles of alcohol on ground, Johnston at left]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>236</td>
<td>Homer [two men holding rifles sitting on driftwood log on beach in winter, bottles of alcohol on ground, Johnston at left]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>237</td>
<td>Homer, 24 Feb '52 [Elanor squatting next to dock building, looking through rifle scope]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>238</td>
<td>Anchorage, sunset end of 4th Ave, 3/9/52 [scenic of sunset over Cook Inlet]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>239</td>
<td>Anchorage, Apr. '52, Sleeping Lady [scenic of Cook Inlet in winter, Alaska Railroad yards and storage tanks in foreground, Mount Susitna at right]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
.240 – Sleeping Lady, Anchorage, Apr. ’52 [scenic of Cook Inlet in winter, Alaska Railroad yards and storage tanks in foreground]
.241 – 5/30/52 [two bison next to gravel roadbed in wooded area]
.242 – Palmer Hwy, 5/30/52 [scenic of Pioneer Peak, gravel road with utility poles in foreground]
.243 – [view down curving gravel road to Mount Sanford, Tok Cutoff]
.244 – [view across river in spring with ice chunks in foreground, homestead or roadhouse buildings across river]
.245 – [scenic view down paved Seward Highway near Turnagain Arm, Alaska Railroad tracks at right]
.246 – Susitna area, Little Susitna River, 6/29/52 [scenic]
.247 – Fishing, Little Susitna River, 6/29/52 [man angling in river, possibly Johnston]
.248 – Fishing, Wasilla Lake, Johnny, 7/4/52 [portrait of Johnston smoking pipe]
.249 – Palmer Hwy, 7/13/52 [scenic view across paved road to possibly Twin Peaks in distance]
.250 – Susitna area, 7/20/52 [scenic view of Hatcher Pass]
.251 – Susitna area, 7/20/52 [scenic in Hatcher Pass]
.252 – Susitna area, 7/20/52 [man in military uniform standing next to automobile off the road in Hatcher Pass]
.253 – Susitna area, 7/20/52 [automobile off road in Hatcher Pass]
.254 – Susitna area, Little Susitna River, 7/20/52 [scenic]
.255 – Matanuska Valley, 7/20/52 [view down dirt road through trees, mountains in distance]
.256 – Matanuska Valley, L. Wasilla, 7/20/52 [Wasilla Lake]
.257 – Fishing, L. Wasilla, 7/20/52 [Elanor fishing from boat]
.258 – Fishing, Kenai Pen., R. Hannebrink, 7/28/52 [woman washing dishes on beach, paper towels on ground]
.259 – Fishing, Kenai Pen., J. Hannebrink, 7/28/52 [man sitting on beach]
.260 – Sterling Hwy, Kenai Lake, 7/28/52 [scenic]
.261 – Seward Hwy, 7/28/52 [scenic of wetlands]
.262 – Fishing, Canyon Ck., Johnny, 7/28/52 [Johnston angling in Canyon Creek]
.263 – Fishing, Kenai R., 2 Aug ’52 [man in inflatable raft on Kenai River]
.264 – Fishing, Kenai River, 2 Aug ’52 [fish on ground]
.265 – Fishing, Kenai R., 2 Aug ’52 [fish hanging from pole]
.266 – Fishing, Kenai R., 2 Aug ’52 [still life with fish, tackle box, rod and reel, roe]
.267 – Fishing, Kenai R., Rita & Nicke, 2 Aug ’52 [Elanor and Rita fishing from raft]
.268 – Fishing, Kenai River, Nicke, 2 Aug ’52 [Elanor baiting hook, fishing from raft]
.269 – Fishing, Kenai R., Nicke, 2 Aug ’52 [Elanor posed in raft with salmon and rod]
.270 – Fishing, Kenai River, Nicke, 2 Aug ’52 [Elanor posed in front of tent with two fish]
.271 – Fishing, Kenai R., Johnny, 2 Aug ’52 [Johnston posed holding four fish, more fish on ground]
.272 – Fishing, Kenai R., Johnny, 2 Aug ’52 [Johnston squatting next to several fish on ground, holding small fish]
.273 – Fishing, Kenai River, Nicke & Rita T., 2 Aug ’52 [Elanor and Rita, both wearing bikini tops and jeans, posed with fish]
.274 – Fishing, Kenai R., 2 Aug ’52 [Elanor and Rita in tent adjusting bikini tops]
.275 – Fishing, Kenai R., camp, 2 Aug ’52 [Elanor and Rita sitting on riverbank next to small tent, outboard motor on boat in foreground]
.276 – Fishing, Kenai River, Rita & Nicke, 2 Aug ’52 [Elanor and Rita cooking over camp fire, tent at left, garbage in woods behind them]
.277 – Fishing, Kenai R., Rita & Nicke, 2 Aug ’52 [Elanor and Rita cooking over camp fire, tent at left, garbage in woods behind them]
.278 – Fishing, Kenai R., 3 Aug ’52 [Stinson Voyager 108 floatplane tail number NC9810 on Kenai River, “The Farmer’s, Anchorage” painted on float]
.279 – Fishing, Kenai R., 3 Aug ’52 [view from water of camp site at left with tent and inflatable rafts on bank, Stinson Voyager 108 floatplane at right]
.280 – Fishing, Kenai R., 3 Aug ’52 [view of camp site from water]
.281 – Matanuska Valley, 10 Aug ’52 [view across fields to homestead]
.282 – Glenn Hwy, Matanuska River, 10 Aug ’52 [scenic]
.283 – Glenn Hwy, mi. 100, 17 Aug ’52 [scenic near Lions Head]
.284 – Glenn Hwy, Matanuska River, 10 Aug ’52 [scenic]
.285 – Fishing, Glenn Hwy, Nicke, 17 Aug ’52 [portrait of Elanor wearing red hat with flies]
.286 – Glenn Hwy, Caribou Ck., 17 Aug ’52 [scenic of Caribou Creek]
.287 – Glenn Hwy, 17 Aug ’52 [scenic view down highway to Lions Head]
.288 – Glenn Hwy, Sheep Mtn. area, 17 Aug ’52 [scenic]
.289 – Glenn Hwy, Sheep Mtn. area, 17 Aug ’52 [scenic]
.290 – Hunting, Walter, Blodgett Lake, Sep ’52 [man wearing boots and suspenders smoking cigar, standing in front of cabin]
.291 – Hunting, Skwentna, 6 Sep ’52 [sign, Civil Aeronautics Administration, Dept. of Commerce, Skwentna]
.292 – Hunting, Skwentna, view from camp, 1-6 Sep ’52 [scenic]
.293 – Hunting, Skwentna, view from camp, 1-6 Sep ’52 [scenic]
.294 – Hunting, Skwentna, Johnny, 1-6 Sep ’52 [Johnston standing in creek]
.295 – Hunting, Skwentna, Nicke, 1-6 Sep ’52 [Elanor posed with rifle next to river]
.296 – Hunting, Skwentna, 1-6 Sep ’52 [scenic of sunset]
.297 – Hunting, Skwentna, camp, 1-6 Sep ’52 [gear and supplies on ground]
.298 – Hunting, Skwentna, camp, 1-6 Sep ’52 [people around camp fire]
.299 – Hunting, Skwentna, Nicke, 1-6 Sep ’52 [Elanor posed with rifle, unidentified man at right]
.300 – Hunting, Skwentna, Johnny, 1-6 Sep ’52 [portrait of Johnston smoking cigarette]
.301 – Hunting, Skwentna, 6 Sep ’52 [small building with weather vane on roof, probably CAA building at airport]
.302 – Hunting, Skwentna, 6 Sep ’52 [airplane in front of building seen in .301]
.303 – Hunting, Skwentna, Johnny, 6 Sep ’52 [Johnston standing next to airplane]
.304 – Hunting, Skwentna, 6 Sep ’52 [Stinson Voyager 108 airplane tail number NC8997K at Skwentna airport]
.305 – Hunting, Skwentna, Nicke, 6 Sep ’52 [Elanor posed with rifle next to pile of baggage and airplane]
.306 – Hunting, Skwentna, 6 Sep ’52 [Elanor posed next to airplane]
.307 – Anchorage from air, 6 Sep ’52 [high aerial of Anchorage and Elmendorf Air Force Base]
.308 – Anchorage area, Debarr Rd., Fall ’52 [scenic from top of hill on Debarr Road near Boniface Parkway looking west to downtown and mountains, Russian Jack neighborhood]
.309 – Anchorage area, Debarr Rd., Fall ’52 [scenic from top of hill on Debarr Road near Boniface Parkway looking west to downtown and mountains, Russian Jack neighborhood]
.310 – Elmendorf around barracks, Nov ’52 [Elanor posed next to automobile]
.311 – Elmendorf around barracks, Nov ’52 [Johnston posed next to automobile]
.312 – Elmendorf around barracks, Nicke at home, Nov ’52 [Elanor wearing robe and carrying coffee pot standing in hallway]
.313 – Anchorage area, Homesite Park, Dec ’52 [scenic view down road in winter at sunset, automobile approaching, possibly Muldoon Road]
.314 – Elmendorf, Nicke at home, Xmas ’52 [Elanor wearing formal dress posed in room holding present, Christmas tree in background]
.315 – Elmendorf, my room, Johnny, Xmas ’52 [Johnston sitting on floor next to small Christmas tree]
.316 – Elmendorf, my tree, Xmas ’52 [presents underneath small Christmas tree]
.317 – Elmendorf, Xmas party at Peg T.’s, Dec ’52 [men and women sitting around a small tray with food, some smoking cigarettes, Elanor in center]
.318 – Elmendorf, Xmas party at Peg T.’s, Dec ’52 [women and men sitting in room, one man in Air Force uniform, one woman smoking cigarette]
.319 – Elmendorf, around barracks, Dec ’52 [two women at party, one smoking cigarette, one holding cup]
.320 – Elmendorf, Peg T., Hank P., Dec ’52 [woman adjusting man’s tie]
.321 – Elmendorf, Nicke at home, Dec ’52 [Elanor sewing at sewing machine]
.322 – Elmendorf, Frank & Vera Green, Johnny & Nicke, 31 Dec ’52 [Johnston and Elanor with second couple in formal dress]
.323 – Ft. Richardson, car stuck, Feb ’53 [Gateway Service tow truck operators working to remove automobile from side of road, traffic piled up in background]
.324 – Seward Hwy, Turnagain Arm, ice cakes, Feb ’53 [ice chunks on mudflats, Mount Susitna in background]
.325 – Moose at Ninilchik, Feb 53 [moose moving through brush, buildings in background]
.326 – Glenn Hwy, F & V Green, Feb ’53 [Frank and Vera Green posed with small dog outdoors in winter, Frank holding camera]
.327 – Glenn Hwy, Feb ’53 [mile marker 123 and sign, “Entering Sheep Mountain Reserve, Closed to Sheep & Goat Hunting”]
.328 – Glenn Hwy, Feb ’53 [view down snow-covered road in winter]
.329 – Glenn Hwy, Matanuska Gl., Feb ’53 [scenic of Matanuska Glacier]
.330 – Glenn Hwy, Nicke, Feb ’53 [Elanor posed holding snowball]
.331 – Glenn Hwy, Feb ’53 [scenic]
.332 – Glenn Hwy, King Mt., Feb ’53 [scenic of King Mountain]
.333 – Glenn Hwy, Caribou Ck., Mar ’53 [bridge construction at Caribou Creek]
.334 – Ft. Richardson, Nicke at home, Apr ’53 [Elanor sitting in armchair wearing eyeglasses and reading Anchorage Daily Times newspaper with headline “Wreckage of Jet Found”]
.335 – Seward Hwy, Apr ’53 [scenic view down road in Turnagain Pass area]
.336 – Seward Hwy, Apr ’53 [scenic along highway]
.337 – Seward Hwy, Apr ’53 [scenic along highway]
.338 – Seward Hwy, Apr ’53 [scenic view down highway, possibly near Portage]
.339 – Seward Hwy, Apr ’53 [scenic view down grade on highway]
.340 – Seward Hwy, Apr ’53 [scenic view down grade on highway to Turnagain Arm]
.341 – Seward Hwy, Apr ’53 [automobile on highway between high cuts in snow]
.342 – Seward Hwy, Apr ’53 [view down highway with high cuts in snow on both sides]
.343 – Seward Hwy, Apr ’53 [automobile parked on highway next to high cut in snow]
.344 – Seward Hwy, Nicke, Apr ’53 [Elanor reaching up with arm to show height of snow in cut]
.345 – Sterling Hwy, Apr ’53 [sign, Entering Kenai National Moose Range]
.346 – Hunting, Kelly, Apr ’53 [man sitting on rocky slope looking through binoculars. Cf. .355]
.347 – Hunting for bear, Apr ’53 [scenic view from ridge]
.348 – Hunting for bear, Apr ’53 [scenic view from ridge]
.349 – Hunting camp, Apr ’53 [tarped lean-to over camp fire at left, packboard on ground at center, automobile parked at right, mountains in distance]
.350 – Hunting, Apr ’53 [man standing next to lean-to over camp fire]
.351 – Hunting camp, Apr ’53 [camp fire at left, small tent in right background, man walking in background]
.352 – Hunting, Apr ’53 [willow ptarmigan]
.353 – Hunting, Apr ’53 [scenic]
.354 – Hunting for bear, Apr ’53 [scenic]
.355 – Hunting for bear, Apr ’53 [man smoking pipe and holding binoculars. Cf. .346]
.356 – Hunting for bear, Apr ’53 [scenic]
.357 – Hunting, Apr ’53 [scenic]
.358 – Fishing, lake at Atlasta House, May ’53 [Johnston smoking cigarette, sitting on bank with rod and creel, two dogs behind him, Glenn Highway mile 166]
.359 – Fishing, lake at Atlasta House, May ’53 [Johnston angling in lake, two dogs at right, mountains in distance]
.360 – Fishing, Atlasta House lake, May ’53 [Johnston angling in lake, two dogs at right, mountains in distance]
.361 – Fishing, lake at Atlasta House, Johnny, May ’53 [Johnston sitting on bank with creel and tackle box]
.362 – Fishing, lake at Atlasta House, May ’53 [Johnston angling in lake]
.363 – Anchorage, Carnival Club, Jun ’53 [club as seen from road, sign for Cold Beer atop small building at left, Seward Highway just south of Northern Lights Boulevard]
.364 – Fishing, Sterling Hwy, en route, Nicke, Jun ’53 [Elanor sitting on bumper of automobile parked on side of gravel road, sign for Steep Winding Grade in background]
.365 – Fishing, Sterling Hwy, en route, Johnny, Jun ’53 [Johnston sitting on bumper of automobile parked on side of gravel road, sign for Steep Winding Grade in background]
.366 – Fishing, Kenai Pen., V. Green, Nicke, Jun ’53 [Elanor and Vera Green washing dishes on beach]
.367 – Fishing trip, Kenai Pen., Johnny, Jun ’53 [Johnston posed with pistol]
.368 – Fishing trip, Kenai Pen., Johnny, Jun ’53 [Johnston lying on grass, smoking cigarette]
.369 – Fishing trip, Kenai Pen., Nicke, Jun ’53 [Elanor lying on grass, wearing bathing suit, sunning herself]
.370 – Fishing, Newhalen R., Jul ’53 [passengers taking baggage from Northern Consolidated Airlines Douglas DC-3 airplane tail number N21748]

.371 – Fishing, Newhalen R., Jul ’53 [passengers taking baggage from Northern Consolidated Airlines Douglas DC-3 airplane tail number N21748 on gravel airstrip]

.372 – Fishing, Newhalen R., Jul ’53 [scenic of Newhalen River, people standing at right]

.373 – Fishing, Newhalen R., Jul 4, ’53 [scenic of Newhalen River]

.374 – Fishing, Newhalen R., Jul 4, ’53 [scenic of Newhalen River]

.375 – Fishing, Newhalen R., Johnny, Jul ’53 [Johnston angling on Newhalen River]

.376 – Fishing, Newhalen R., Johnny, Jul 4, ’53 [Johnston posed with fish on bank of Newhalen River]

.377 – Fishing, Newhalen R., Jul 4, ’53 [scenic of Newhalen River, Johnston angling at left]

.378 – Fishing, Moose R., Jul ’53 [distant view of three boats on Moose River, Kenai Peninsula]

.379 – Fishing, Moose R., Jul ’53 [view from water of automobiles in campground on Moose River]

.380 – Fishing, Moose R., Johnny, Jun ’53 [Johnston posed with fish on bank of Moose River, several people angling in river, cabin and access road in background]

.381 – Fishing, Moose R., V. Mason, Jun ’53 [woman holding fishing rod sitting on driftwood log on bank of Moose River]

.382 – Fishing, Moose R., Jul ’53 [Elanor cooking over camp fire]

.383 – Fishing, Moose R., V. Mason, Nicke, Jun ’53 [Elanor cooking over camp fire, woman in background]

.384 – Fishing, Moose R., Jul ’53 [Johnston cooking over camp fire, V. Mason at right]

.385 – Moose River, fishing trip, Johnny, Jul ’53 [Johnston posed holding fish]

.386 – Moose River, fishing trip, Nicke, silver salmon, Jul ’53 [Elanor holding fish, standing in fireweed]

.387 – Susitna area, Independence Mine, Jul ’53 [bird’s eye view of mine in Hatcher Pass]

.388 – Susitna area, Lucky Shot Mine, Jul ’53 [bird’s eye view of mine in Hatcher Pass]

.389 – Susitna area, Lee C., picking daisies, Jul ’53 [man picking flowers next to Hatcher Pass Road]

.390 – Glenn Hwy, Matanuska Gl., Jul ’53 [distant view of Matanuska Glacier, paved Glenn Highway curve in foreground]

.391 – Glenn Hwy, Matanuska Gl., Jul ’53 [scenic of Matanuska Glacier]

.392 – Glenn Hwy, Matanuska Glacier, Summer ’53 [scenic of Matanuska Glacier]

.393 – Glenn Hwy, lake, waterlilies, Summer ’53 [scenic]

.394 – Mi. 120, Summer ’53 [Elanor posed in fireweed, Glenn Highway near Eureka]

.395 – Mt. Iliamna, Jul ’53 [aerial of Iliamna Volcano]

.396 – Mt. Iliamna, Jul ’53 [aerial of Iliamna Volcano]

.397 – Seward Hwy, Turnagain Arm bore tide [sic], Summer ’53 [bore tide]

.398 – Seward Hwy, fireweed, Jul ’53 [scenic]

.399 – Seward Hwy, Portage Glacier, Fall ’53 [view down paved Seward Highway to glacier in distance]

.400 – Seward Hwy, Fall ’53 [sign for Red’s Bar & Café, “Morningside Annex, most inmates gone, a few vacancies”, Portage]

.401 – Seward Hwy, Trail Lake, Summer 1953 [scenic]
.402 – Seward Hwy, Trail Lake, Summer 1953 [scenic]
.403 – Seward Hwy, Moose Pass, Summer 1953 [automobile parked outside Jockey Club]
.404 – Seward, Summer ’53 [view down beach to people walking, Quonset huts in center, pier at right]
.405 – Seward port & docks, Summer ’53 [view from beach of steamship at dock, man and woman pushing automobile off beach in foreground]
.406 – Seward R.R. station, Summer ’53 [Alaska Railroad passenger train at Seward depot]
.407 – Seward, falls, Summer ’53 [probably Lowell Creek]
.408 – Seward Hwy just outside Seward, Summer ’53 [scenic, probably Resurrection River]
.409 – Palmer Hwy, Fall ’53 [view down paved highway through autumn foliage]
.410 – Palmer Hwy, Knik R. Bridge, Fall ’53 [Knik River Bridge]
.411 – Palmer Hwy, Spring Ck Lodge, Fall ’53 [woman standing next to automobiles parked outside log building with sign, Spring Creek Lodge Coffee Shop, Chugiak]
.412 – Aug ’53 [view down unpaved road through trees]
.413 – Aug ’53 [Caterpillar tractor in wooded area]
.414 – Aug ’53 [man operating Caterpillar tractor in wooded area]
.415 – Aug ’53 [man, probably Johnston, operating Caterpillar tractor in wooded area]
.416 – Fall ’53 [house construction site in wooded area]
.417 – Fall ’53 [house construction site in wooded area, Elanor in foreground, large tent in background]
.418 – Fall ’53 [Johnston at house construction site in wooded area]
.419 – Fall ’53 [Elanor at house construction site in wooded area]
.420 – Fall ’53 [house construction site in wooded area, large tent at right, automobile in background]
.421 – Fall ’53 [Johnston at house construction site in wooded area]
.422 – Fall ’53 [house construction site in wooded area]
.423 – Fall ’53 [Johnston and another man at house construction site in wooded area]
.424 – Fall ’53 [house construction site in wooded area]
.425 – Fall ’53 [concrete walls of house at construction site in wooded area]
.426 – Fall ’53 [view through trees to low concrete house, construction site in wooded area]
.427 – Fall ’53 [stacked logs in hole, house construction site in wooded area]
.428 – Winter ’53 [house construction site in wooded area, large tent covered with frost at right]
.429 – Winter ’53 [view down driveway to house construction site in wooded area, large tent at left]
.430 – Winter ’53 [house construction site in wooded area. Cf. .457]
.431 – Hike off Palmer Hwy, Winter ’53 [Elanor posed holding dachshund dog, standing next to automobile]
.432 – Hike off Palmer Hwy, Winter ’53 [scenic]
.433 – Hike off Palmer Hwy, Winter ’53 [Elanor and unidentified woman smoking cigarette standing outdoors, possibly on railroad tracks, mountains in background]
.434 – Hike off Palmer Hwy, Winter ’53 [Elanor standing with dachshund dog in snow]
.435 – Palmer Hwy, Winter ’53 [scenic view down railroad tracks to mountains]
.436 – Palmer Hwy, Nicke, Winter ’53 [Elanor posed outdoors, wearing sweater with patches]
437 – Ft. Richardson, Winter ’53 [sign, U.S. Army Alaska, Fort Richardson]
438 – Anchorage, Vera Green, Nicke, Winter ’53 [Elanor and Vera Green reclining on beds in bedroom]
439 – Anchorage, Frank & Vera Green, Nicke, Winter ’53 [Elanor and couple sitting on couch, woman holding dachshund dog]
440 – Anchorage area, Turnagain Park, Hank P., Peg T., Johnny, Winter ’53 [Johnston standing with man and woman outdoors]
441 – Anchorage area, Turnagain Park, Johnny, Nicke, Winter ’53 [Johnston and Elanor posed outdoors]
442 – Seward Hwy, Winter ’53 [sign for Rabbit Creek Inn, Seward Highway milepost 10]
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443 – Ft. Richardson, my room, Johnny, Jan ’54 [Johnston sitting in armchair reading Hunting magazine]
444 – Elmendorf AFB, Winter ’54 [sign, Elmendorf AFB Top Cover for America]
445 – Homer, Kelly, Verna, myself, Feb ’54 [Elanor holding dachshund dog, man sitting on automobile hood looking through camera, woman smoking cigarette]
446 – Homer, Johnny & I, Feb ’54 [Johnston and Elanor posed with automobile, Elanor holding dachshund dog]
447 – Homer, Mindy, Feb ’54 [dachshund dog in snow]
448 – Homer, Feb ’54 [scenic of Kachemak Bay]
449 – Homer beach, Kelly, Verna, Johnny, Feb ’54 [Johnston and couple beachcombing]
450 – Homer beach, driftwood, Feb. ’54 [driftwood in foreground, probably Augustine Volcano in background]
451 – Homer, myself, Feb ’54 [Elanor posed on beach]
452 – Homer, Feb ’54 [scenic of Kachemak Bay from Sterling Highway]
453 – Grant’s Ck., Summer ’54 [man crossing dilapidated pedestrian bridge over Grant Creek, Kenai Peninsula]
454 – Grant’s Ck., Summer ’54 [view across dilapidated pedestrian bridge over Grant Creek]
455 – Juneau Ck., Summer ’54 [scenic of Juneau Creek, Kenai Peninsula]
456 – Mindy at steps, Summer ’54 [dachshund dog chewing on bone next to house stairs]
457 – Summer ’54 [house construction site in wooded area]
458 – Summer ’54 [house construction site in wooded area]
459 – Summer ’54 [Johnston moving section of pipe, house construction site in wooded area]
460 – Johnny, Summer ’54 [Johnston setting pipe, house construction site in wooded area]
461 – Summer ’54 [house construction site in wooded area]
462 – Oct ’54 [Elanor standing next to automobile parked outside Copper Center Roadhouse and Trading Post]
463 – Oct ’54 [Johnston standing next to automobile parked outside Copper Center Roadhouse and Trading Post]
464 – Oct ’54 [Johnston leaning against building, automobile at right, possibly Copper Center Roadhouse]
465 – Oct ’54 [Elanor standing next to log building, possibly Copper Center Roadhouse]
466 – Oct ’54 [fireplace in cabin]
.467 – Oct ’54 [interior of cabin, dachshund dog on cot, table made from cardboard cartons]
.468 – Oct ’54 [fireplace in cabin]
.469 – Oct ’54 [interior of cabin, rocks and wood on floor]
.470 – Oct. ’54 [interior of cabin, Elanor working at table made from plywood]
.471 – Summer ’54 [house construction site in wooded area]
.472 – New Year’s, ’55 [Johnston and Elanor wearing formal dress posed in front of fireplace in cabin]
.473 – New Year’s, ’55 [Johnston carving meat in kitchen]
.474 – New Year’s, ’55 [Johnston and woman filling plates at buffet table]
.475 – New Year’s, ’55 [Johnston and man filling plates at buffet table]
.476 – Anchorage coastline, Cook Inlet, 4 Jul 55 [Anchorage skyline as seen from boat in inlet]
.477 – Johnny, Cook Inlet, 4 Jul ’55 [Johnston steering boat with outboard motor on inlet, Anchorage skyline in background]
.478 – Johnny, Cook Inlet, Jul ’55 [Johnston smoking cigarette and steering boat with outboard motor on inlet]
.479 – Mindy on boat, Cook Inlet, Jul ’55 [dachshund dog on boat]
.480 – Seal camp, mouth of Sus. R., Jul ’55 [large tent on Susitna Flats]
.481 – Mt. Susitna from seal camp, Jul ’55 [scenic of Susitna River, Mount Susitna in background]
.482 – Seal camp, mouth of Sus. R., Jul ’55 [boats tied to bank of Susitna River, supplies in foreground. Cf. .499]
.483 – Stop at seal camp, mouth of Susitna R., Jul ’55 [boats tied to bank of Susitna River]
.484 – Seal camp, mouth of Sus. R., Jul ’55 [Johnston smoking cigarette, talking to woman standing on boat tied to bank of Susitna River]
.485 – Seal camp, mouth of Sus. R., Jul ’55 [camp on Susitna River, with seal faces drying on board at right, tent and supplies in center, boats tied to bank at left]
.486 – Seal camp, mouth of Sus. R., Jul ’55 [dogs in boat tied to bank of Susitna River]
.487 – Susitna R., Miller’s place, Sep ’55 [view from water of homestead on Susitna River]
.488 – J. Miller’s cabin, Susitna R., Jul ’55 [men near log cabin on Susitna River]
.489 – J. Miller’s cabin, Susitna R., Jul ’55 [five men sitting on dock or deck under construction]
.490 – Susitna, Sep ’55 [Elanor in trees at camp site]
.491 – Susitna R., Sep ’55 [Johnston steering boat with outboard motor on Susitna River]
.492 – Clear Creek, Yentna River, Sep ’55 [Elanor posed on boar of boat with fish and rod, dachshund dog on boat behind her]
.493 – Clear Creek, Sep ’55 [scenic]
.494 – Winter ’55 [view down unpaved road through hoar frosted-trees]
.495 – Winter ’55 [Elanor standing at kitchen sink]
.496 – Xmas ’55 [fire in fireplace, small bookcase at left. Cf. .691]
.497 – Xmas ’55 [Elanor posed in front of small Christmas tree, holding dachshund dog]
.498 – Xmas ’55 [Johnston sitting next to pile of presents under small Christmas tree]
.499 – Stop at seal camp, mouth of Susitna R., Jul ’55 [boats tied to bank of Susitna River, supplies at right. Cf. .482]
.500 – Lorrain, New Yrs ’55 [woman sitting on couch in living room, radio at right]
.501 – Seward, Aug ’56 [scenic looking across Resurrection Bay]
.502 – Seward, Thumb’s Cove, Aug ’56 [Johnston walking to beach from boat moored in shallow water, Thumb Cove]
.503 – Seward, Thumb’s Cove, Aug ’56 [Johnston with woman and two dogs on rocky beach, boat moored in shallow water]
.504 – Seward, Thumb’s Cove, Aug ’56 [view across rocky beach to people near water, boat moored at left, creek at right]
.505 – Seward, Thumb’s Cove, Aug ’56 [scenic of small hanging glacier, boat in cove in foreground]
.506 – Seward, Thumb’s Cove, Aug ’56 [scenic of small hanging glacier, boats in cove in foreground]
.507 – Seward, Thumb’s Cove, Aug ’56 [scenic of small hanging glacier]
.508 – Seward, Thumb’s Cove, Aug ’56 [scenic of small hanging glacier]
.509 – Tyone Lake, Sep ’56 [view through trees to tent, Elanor standing at left]
.510 – Tyone Lake, Sep ’56 [Elanor posed with small caribou carcass next to U.S. Air Force tracked vehicle on taiga]
.511 – Tyone Lake, Sep ’56 [Elanor field dressing caribou next to U.S. Air Force tracked vehicle]
.512 – Me at work, Dec ’56 [Elanor wearing apron, standing at sink in kitchen, stove at left, turkey on counter at right]
.513 – Dinner table, Xmas, our living room [dining room table set with china, candles, and centerpiece]
.514 – Dinner table, Xmas, our living room [turkey on dining room table set with china, candles, and centerpiece]
.515 – Kathy White, our living room [woman smoking cigarette posed next to fireplace]
.516 – Marcia & Buck Boykin, our living room [Marcia and Lemuel Boykin sitting in living room]
.517 – Dogs & I [Elanor with dachshund dogs sitting next to small Christmas tree]
.518 – Johnny & dogs [Johnston with dachshund dogs next to small Christmas tree]
.519 – [scenic view across tundra, possibly volcano partially shrouded by clouds in distance; print date Apr 58]
.520 – [bird’s eye view of barracks and Quonset huts on tundra, military installation; print date Apr 58]
.521 – [scenic view across tundra to mountains; print date Apr 58]
.522 – [scenic view across tundra to mountains, road at left, rooftop in foreground; print date Apr 58]
.523 – [scenic view across tundra to mountains, rooftop in foreground; print date Apr 58]
.524 – [two men wearing hard hats standing on rooftop; print date Apr 58]
.525 – [buildings on tundra, frozen lake or cove at left; print date Apr 58]
.526 – [buildings and Quonset hut on tundra along sea coast; print date Apr 58]
.527 – [scenic view across frozen lake or inlet to mountains; print date Apr 58]
.528 – [scenic view across tundra; print date Apr 58]
.529 – [heavy equipment, possibly for mining, next to barracks building on sea coast; print date Apr 58]
.530 – [buildings and Quonset hut on sea coast; print date Apr 58]
.531 – [bird’s eye view of curving spit on sea coast; print date Jun 58]
.532 – [bird’s eye view of spit on sea coast; print date Jun 58. Cf. .546]
.533 – [view along curving coastline to headland; print date Jun 58]
.534 – [man wearing bib overalls and carrying binoculars posed on sea coast; print date Jun 58]
.535 – [Johnston posed on sea coast; print date Jun 58]
.536 – [fox on tundra; print date Jun 58]
.537 – [fox on tundra, mountains in background; print date Jun 58]
.538 – [statue of Virgin Mary in small shrine on tundra; print date Jun 58]
.539 – [statue of Virgin Mary in small shrine on tundra; print date Jun 58]
.540 – [aerial of volcanoes and tundra; print date Jun 58]
.541 – [scenic of sunset over tropospheric scatter antenna, White Alice site; print date Jul 58]
.542 – [White Alice site under construction on coastline, with radome and tropospheric scatter antennas; print date Jul 58]
.543 – [White Alice site under construction on coastline, with radome and tropospheric scatter antennas; print date Jul 58]
.544 – [White Alice site under construction on coastline, with radome and tropospheric scatter antennas; print date Jul 58]
.545 – [Arctic ground squirrel on tundra next to binoculars; print date Jul 58]
.546 – [bird’s eye view of spit on sea coast; print date Aug 58. Cf. .532]
.547 – [bird’s eye view of spit on sea coast; print date Aug 58]
.548 – [scenic along sea coast; print date Aug 58]
.549 – [bird’s eye view of buildings on curving spit on sea coast; print date Aug 58]
.550 – [bird’s eye view of Quonset hut, storage tanks, barracks, and other structures at base of spit on sea coast; print date Aug 58]
.551 – [pipe sections on beach; print date Aug 58]
.552 – [sign, Liberty Falls Picnic Ground; print date Aug 58]
.553 – [scenic of Liberty Falls; print date Aug 58]
.554 – [scenic of Liberty Falls; print date Aug 58]
.555 – [view of White Alice site with radome and tropospheric scatter antennas from airplane on gravel airstrip; print date Aug 58]
.556 – [aerial of White Alice site under construction; print date Aug 58]
.557 – [aerial of White Alice site under construction; print date Aug 58]
.558 – [floatplane landing on lake; print date Dec 59]
.559 – [man posed with moose carcass in autumn foliage on lake shore, floatplane in background; print date Dec 59]
.560 – [Johnston posed with moose carcass in autumn foliage on lake shore, rifle on antlers to show size, floatplane in background; print date Dec 59]
.561 – [Canada and Yukon Territory signs at Alaska-Canada border on Alaska Highway in winter; print date Dec 59]
.563 – [Yukon Territory sign, Alaska Highway; print date Dec 59]
.564 – [sign, “This unfortified boundary line between the Dominion of Canada and the United States of America should quicken the remembrance of the more than a century old friendship between these countries a lesson of peace to all nations”; print date Dec 59]
.565 – [Alaska sign at Alaska-Canada border on Alaska Highway, graffiti visible on sign; print date Dec 59]
.566 – [road signs, one with mileages to Whitehorse, Haines and Dawson Creek, and the other reading “Watch for snowplows approaching in your lane”; print date Dec 59]
.567 – [Snag Creek Canadian customs office on Alaska Highway, with travel trailer parked in front; print date Dec 59]
.568 – [winter scenic view down highway to Mount Drum; print date Mar 60]
.569 – [caribou in winter; print date Mar 60]
.570 – [winter scenic along highway; print date Mar 60]
.571 – [U.S. Army arctic overland train vehicles on highway in winter; print date Mar 60]
.572 – [mountain scenic; print date Mar 60]
.573 – [scenic view down winter highway to mountain range; print date Mar 60]
.574 – [view down winter highway in whiteout conditions; print date Mar 60]
.575 – [Elanor posed holding two fish, one fish lying on her boots; print date Jan 62]
.576 – [water geyser on lake from dynamite used to kill fish; print date Jan 62]
.577 – [water geyser on lake from dynamite used to kill fish; print date Jan 62]
.578 – [cabin in stand of spruce, dachshund dog in foreground; print date Jan 62]
.579 – [house construction site; print date Jan 62. Cf. .416 et cetera]
.580 – [truck at house construction site; print date Jan 62]
.581 – [house construction site; print date Jan 62]
.582 – [two men working on foundation, house construction site; print date Jan 62]
.583 – [house construction site; print date Jan 62]
.584 – [automobile parked in driveway at house construction site; print date Jan 62]
.585 – [house construction site; print date Jan 62]
.586 – [automobile parked in driveway at house construction site; print date Jan 62]
.587 – [house construction site; print date Jan 62]
.588 – [house construction site; print date Jan 62]
.589 – [house construction site; print date Jan 62]
.590 – [automobile in driveway at house construction site; print date Jun 62]
.591 – [exterior of nearly completed house, house construction site; print date Jun 62]
.592 – [Elanor crouching down to feed dachshund dogs, woman holding child up to look through spotting scope on tripod, cabin in background; print date Mar 63]
.593 – [exterior of Paxson Roadhouse, Chevron gasoline station at left; print date Mar 63]
.594 – [radome and buildings, mountains in background; print date Mar 63]
.595 – [exterior of military building and storage tank behind chain-link fencing, automobile in foreground; print date Mar 63]
.596 – [American flag flying on pole over base buildings, automobile on street, fire hydrant in foreground]
.597 – [American flag flying over base buildings; print date Mar 63]
.598 – [barracks on stilts under construction on base, spruce trees in background; print date Mar 63]
.599 – [aerial of building fire in coastal town; print date Mar 63]
.600 – [Juneau waterfront, with Alaska Coastal-Ellis Airlines docks at right, mountains at left; print date Jun 63]
.601 – bird’s eye view of Juneau from waterfront, with Alaska Electric Light & Power Co. in foreground; print date Jun 63
.602 – docks along Juneau waterfront, Juneau-Douglas Bridge visible in background; print date Jun 63. Cf. .600
.603 – Juneau-Douglas Bridge as seen from amphibious airplane in Gastineau Channel; print date Jun 63
.604 – aerial of Juneau; print date Jun 63
.605 – aerial of Juneau; print date Jun 63
.606 – low aerial of Juneau, Governor’s Mansion in center; print date Jun 63
.607 – aerial of Juneau; print date Jun 63
.608 – aerial of Haines and Chilkoot Barracks; print date Jun 63. Cf. .612
.609 – aerial of tank farm along inlet or channel, airplane float in foreground; print date Jun 63
.610 – aerial of Skagway, possibly oil slick in water near docks; print date Jun 63
.611 – aerial of Skagway, with airstrip in foreground; print date Jun 63
.612 – aerial of Haines and Chilkoot Barracks; print date Jun 63. Cf. .608
.613 – Alaska Coastal-Ellis Airlines amphibious airplane on tarmac in front of control tower at Juneau airport; print date Jun 63
.614 – Alaska Coastal-Ellis Airlines amphibious airplane on tarmac in front of control tower at Juneau airport, Mendenhall Glacier in background; print date Jun 63
.615 – Sitka small boat harbor, Mt. Edgecumbe High School across water at left, Mount Edgecumbe in background; Alaska Coastal-Ellis Airlines amphibious airplane on tarmac in front of control tower at Juneau airport; print date Jun 63
.616 – Sitka small boat harbor, water towers and buildings across water in background; print date Jun 63
.617 – Sitka small boat harbor, Mt. Edgecumbe High School across water; print date Jun 63
.618 – exterior of Sitka Pioneer Home; print date Jun 63
.619 – Alonzo Victor statue, “The Prospector,” outside Sitka Pioneer Home; print date Jun 63
.620 – close-up of plaque on “The Prospector” statue, Sitka; print date Jun 63
.621 – Elanor posed on small log dock holding two fish, boat at right; print date Aug 63
.622 – Elanor posed holding two fish on small log dock; print date Aug 63
.623 – living room, interior of Johnston house, 2219 Arctic Circle Drive; print date Apr 65
.624 – dining room, interior of Johnston house, 2219 Arctic Circle Drive; print date Apr 65
.625 – living room, interior of Johnston house, 2219 Arctic Circle Drive; print date Apr 65
.626 – dock under construction after 1964 earthquake, snow on mountains across water, possibly Seward; print date Apr 65
.627 – dredge and dock construction, Seward?; print date Apr 65
.628 – view across bay to buildings, Seward?; print date Apr 65
.629 – dock under construction, snow on mountains across water, Seward?; print date Apr 65
.630 – scenic of bay from end of dock under construction, Seward?; print date Apr 65
.631 – construction yard at dock, with automobiles, supplies, and heavy equipment, Seward?; print date Apr 65
.632 – automobiles parked in front of structure fire, water hose being used; print date Apr 65
.633 – [men walking past structure fire, automobile parked at left; print date Apr 65]
.634 – [people watching structure fire; print date Apr 65]
.635 – [view across parking lot to mountains across water, automobiles and trailer in lot next to buildings, possibly Seward; print date Apr 65]
.636 – [Evergreen Helicopters helicopter hauling water buckets landing at Chevron gasoline station, highway at right; print date Jul 68]
.637 – [scenic view of trees along gravel road; print date Jul 68]
.638 – [two men in road next to Evergreen Helicopters fuel tank truck in ditch, vehicle accident; print date Jul 68]
.639 – [Evergreen Helicopters fuel tank truck in ditch, vehicle accident; print date Jul 68]
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.640 – Anchorage area, ocean dock [storage tanks, Port of Anchorage; undated, 1950s]
.641 – Anchorage area, ocean dock [close-up of pipes and valves leading from storage tanks, Port of Anchorage; undated, 1950s]
.642 – [scenic view down gravel highway, mile marker 35 at right, snow-covered mountains in distance, possibly Glenn Highway; undated, 1950s]
.643 – [smoke rising from grassy area, dirt road in foreground, possibly artillery range? undated, 1950s]
.644 – [view down gravel drive to power plant, woman walking in grass at left, Elmendorf Air Force Base?; undated, 1950s]
.645 – [Elanor posed outdoors in winter wearing snowshoes; undated, 1950s]
.646 – [Johnston standing with woman and child outside cabin in winter, automobiles in driveway, Homesite Park; undated, 1950s. Cf. .89]
.647 – [dachshund dog sitting on top of woman lying on forest floor in spring; undated, 1950s]
.648 – [woman sitting on pile of fuel wood; undated, 1940s]
.649 – [distant view across water to cannery complex; undated, 1950s]
.650 – [view across tundra to windsock and small airstrip, storage tanks on beach of sea coast, two distinctive rock formations in water; undated, 1950s]
.651 – [exterior of building with sign “U.S. Navy Aero Unit, Dutch Harbor, Kodiak, Adak”; undated, 1950s]
.652 – [two men walking away from Sea Airmotive Beech Twin Bonanza airplane on airstrip, tail number N49429?; undated, 1950s]
.653 – [sign, “Welcome to Sarichef you poor bastard”; undated, 1950s]
.654 – [scenic of waves crashing on sea coast; undated, 1950s]
.655 – [view across tundra to communications site with radome, tropospheric scatter and microwave antennas, possibly Cape Sarichef DEW Line site; undated, 1950s]
.656 – [Johnston standing next to spruce trees holding two fish, young girl and unidentified man at right; undated, 1960s]
.657 – [camp site in wooded area, with tent, supplies, camp stove; undated, 1960s]
.658 – [Johnston with young boy and unidentified man at camp site in wooded area; undated, 1960s]
.659 – [people standing around camp fire in camp site, Elanor standing at right; undated, 1960s]
.660 – [bird’s eye view of Anchorage in winter, possibly from Mount Gordon Lyon prior to construction of Nike Site Summit, with Elmendorf Air Force Base and Knik Arm at right, Fire Island, Cook Inlet and Alaska Range in distance; undated, late 1950s]
.661 – [bird’s eye view of Anchorage in winter, with Elmendorf Air Force Base and Knik Arm, Alaska Range in distance; undated, late 1950s]
.662 – [bird’s eye view of Anchorage in winter, with Elmendorf Air Force Base and Knik Arm, Mount Susitna and Alaska Range in distance; undated, late 1950s]
.663 – [bird’s eye view of Anchorage in winter, with Elmendorf Air Force Base and Knik Arm, Alaska Range in distance; undated, late 1950s]
.664 – [bird’s eye view in winter, scenic of Knik Arm and Alaska Range; undated, late 1950s]
.665 – [bird’s eye view in winter, scenic of Knik Arm and Alaska Range; undated, late 1950s]
.666 – [bird’s eye view of Anchorage in winter, with Elmendorf Air Force Base and Knik Arm, Alaska Range in distance; undated, late 1950s]
.667 – [bird’s eye view of Anchorage in winter, with Elmendorf Air Force Base and Knik Arm, Alaska Range in distance; undated, late 1950s]
.668 – [bird’s eye view of Anchorage in winter, with Elmendorf Air Force Base, Fire Island, and Knik Arm, Alaska Range in distance; undated, late 1950s]
.669 – [bird’s eye view of Anchorage in winter, with Fire Island and Turnagain Arm, Alaska Range in distance; undated, late 1950s]
.670 – [man, possibly Johnston, operating Johnson Sea Horse outboard motor on small boat; undated, late 1950s]
.671 – [woman wearing eyeglasses and headscarf fishing from small boat with Johnson outboard motor; undated, late 1950s]
.672 – [salmon hanging from fish scale on dock, weight 12 pounds, cleaning table underneath tarp in background; undated, late 1950s]
.673 – [scenic of gravelly stream in mountainous area; undated, late 1950s]
.674 – [scenic of gravelly stream in mountainous area, man in foreground, hanging glacier at right; undated, late 1950s]
.675 – [scenic of hanging glacier; undated, late 1950s]
.676 – [scenic of hanging glacier; undated, late 1950s]
.677 – [hunting cabin in winter, supplies on covered porch, possibly meat hanging from eave; undated, 1950s]
.678 – [Johnston standing next to hunting cabin, dog lying on ground; undated, 1950s]
.679 – [caribou antlers on ground in autumn, hunting cabin in background; undated, 1950s]
.680 – Hunting carib. [Elanor posed with caribou antlers in autumn; undated, 1950s]
.681 – Hunting carib. [Elanor posed with rifle and caribou antlers in autumn; undated, 1950s]
.682 – Hunting carib. [Elanor posed with caribou antlers in autumn; undated, 1950s]
.683 – [scenic view of lake in wooded area; undated, 1950s]
.684 – [scenic view across Knik River Bridge to Bodenburg Butte; undated, 1950s]
.685 – [Elanor sitting on steps of cabin, writing or sketching on notepad; undated, 1950s]
.686 – [Elanor posed in front of fireplace; undated, 1950s]
.687 – [men and women in formal dress at party, woman in center wearing corsage, woman in background wearing Groucho glasses; undated, 1950s]
.688 – [men and women at party, women smoking cigarettes, woman in center background wearing Groucho glasses; undated, 1950s]
.689 – [man and women at party, dog lying on floor, rifles mounted on wall; undated, 1950s]
.690 – [men and women gathered around bar in low-ceilinged room; undated, 1950s. Cf. .724]
.691 – [fire in fireplace in living room, small bookcase at left; undated, 1950s. Cf. .496]
.692 – [house interior, living room, with fire in fireplace, coffee table in center, bookcase and television set in background; undated, 1950s]
.693 – [three dachshund dogs in deep snow on Arctic Circle Drive in Anchorage in winter, Johnston mailbox at right; undated, winter 1954-1955?]
.694 – [three dachshund dogs in driveway of Johnston house on Arctic Circle Drive in Anchorage in winter, deep snow in yard; undated, winter 1954-1955?]
.695 – [view across deep snow in yard to Johnston house; undated, winter 1954-1955?]
.696 – [distant view of DEW Line or White Alice site with radome and tropospheric scatter antennas, beach in foreground; undated, 1950s]
.697 – [bird’s eye view of coastal village, two large storage tanks at left; undated, 1950s]
.698 – [launch building doors, Nike Site Summit?; undated, 1950s]
.699 – [small airplane landing on airstrip at missile site; undated, 1950s]
.700 – [small airplane landing on airstrip at missile site; undated, 1950s]
.701 – [small airplane in flight; undated, 1950s]
.702 – [bird’s eye view of military construction site on tundra, with Quonset huts, piles of supplies, crane, and vehicles, possibly White Alice site; undated, 1950s]
.703 – [crane on small dock on sea coast, heavy truck exiting dock at left; undated, 1950s]
.704 – [bird’s eye view of cannery complex; undated, 1950s]
.705 – [bird’s eye view of cannery complex; undated, 1950s]
.706 – [hunting camp site in birch trees in autumn, lake or inlet in background, mountains in distance; undated, 1950s]
.707 – Hunting lean-to [unidentified person with dog sitting on ground at camp site; undated, 1950s]
.708 – Hunting lean-to [dog laying inside covered area in camp site; undated, 1950s]
.709 – Hunting lean-to [covered area in camp site, fish hanging in trees in center; undated, 1950s]
.710 – Hunting lean-to [covered area in camp site; undated, 1950s]
.711 – [man working on roof of hunting cabin under construction in spruce trees; undated, 1950s]
.712 – [hunting cabin under construction; undated, 1950s]
.713 – [hunting cabin under construction; undated, 1950s]
.714 – [hunting cabin under construction; undated, 1950s]
.715 – [two men on roof of hunting cabin under construction; undated, 1950s]
.716 – [hunting cabin under construction; undated, 1950s]
.717 – [young man standing next to hunting cabin under construction; undated, 1950s]
.718 – [outhouse; undated, 1950s]
.719 – [winter view across snowy yard to Johnston house on Arctic Circle Drive in Anchorage; undated, 1950s]
.720 – [view across yard to automobile in driveway of Johnston house; undated, 1950s]
.721 – [view across yard to Johnston house under construction; undated, 1950s]
.722 – [women in formal dress at party, Elanor seated in center, smoking cigarette; undated, 1950s]
.723 – [couple dancing at party; undated, 1950s]
.724 – [men and women sitting at bar in low-ceilinged room; undated, 1950s. Cf. .690]
.725 – [men and woman filling plates at buffet table with “Happy New Year” tablecloth; platters of food on table; undated, 1950s]
.726 – [house interior, kitchen with sink, oven, cabinets; undated, 1950s]
.727 – [house interior, living room with three dachshund dogs laying on carpet, coffee table, bookcases, bureaus, radio next to table at left; undated, 1950s]
.728 – [Elanor standing outdoors smoking cigarette with unidentified couple, dachshund dog on grass, wooden boat with outboard motor on boat trailer behind; undated, 1950s]
.729 – [unidentified couple posed with wooden boat in yard; undated, 1950s]
.730 – [canoe under construction on sawhorses inside canvas building; undated, 1950s]
.731 – [canoes under construction inside canvas building, man standing at left; undated, 1950s]
.732 – [three new wooden canoes on snow in yard; undated, 1950s]
.733 – [scenic view down Glenn Highway to Lions Head, signs for Sheep Mountain Lodge at right; undated, 1950s]
.734 – [man posed with one foot on bumper of automobile, one hand shading eyes, automobile stopped on gravel road in spring, government markings CE-NPA and TMP-25, Corps of Engineers?; undated, 1950s]
.735 – [view down road to sign for Fort Greely in spring, snow-covered mountains in background; undated, 1950s]
.736 – [sign for Gate 1, Fort Greely, snow-covered mountains in background; undated, 1950s]
.737 – [Johnston and unidentified man sitting in barracks; undated, 1950s]
.738 – [unidentified man sitting in barracks; undated, 1950s]
.739 – [unidentified man sitting in barracks; undated, 1950s]
.740 – [unidentified man wearing hardhat holding two Arctic fox kits; undated, 1950s]
.741 – [Arctic fox kit dragging fish through beach grass; undated, 1950s]
.742 – [Reeve Aleutian Airways Douglas DC-4 airplane tail number N91067 on airstrip; undated, 1950s]
.743 – [scenic view across airstrip to snow-covered mountains, Quonset huts on tundra in distance; undated, 1950s]
.744 – [scenic view from airstrip to mountains; undated, 1950s]
.745 – [scenic view across airstrip to low hills, structures on tundra in distance; undated, 1950s]
.746 – [workmen standing next to Enterprise generator next to metal building, Quonset hut in left background; undated, 1950s]
.747 – [man using bulldozer to move generator into building, workman wearing hard hat signaling at left, cranes at right; undated, 1950s]
.748 – [men using bulldozer to move generator into building; undated, 1950s]
.749 – [interior view of building, with pipes and possibly generators; undated, 1950s]
.750 – [interior view of building, with pipes and possibly generators; undated, 1950s]
Photographic prints

Photo Albums
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[Album 1, measuring 13.5” x 9”, with painted cover “Souvenir of Alaska”. Eight signatures and addresses on “Memory Leaves” in front of album: Hollis O. Gray, Edith H. Simmerer, Betty Eschen, Jimmy Ciszewski, Sam Tisser, Andrew A. Schittina, Alan M. Woodside, Robert C. McGrath. Photos from Elanor’s time on Fort Richardson and in Anchorage, 1943-1944]

.756 – [soldier lying in small boat on Cook Inlet]
.757 – Yours truly, August 1943 [soldier in boat on Cook Inlet]
.758 – Labor Day 1943, Sgt. G. Westerman and myself [two soldiers posed outdoors, sign at right for Bowers Dress Shop]
.759 – [Elanor posed on steps of barracks. Cf. .780]
.760 – [soldier wearing sunglasses reclining on rocky slope]
.761 – [Elanor and unidentified woman posed next to barracks]
.763 – [four soldiers posed with alcohol bottles in front of Officers Club]
.764 – [three soldiers in uniform posed next to barracks]
.770 – [Elanor holding camera, posed outdoors with three soldiers, base building in background with camouflage paint]
.771 – [Elanor taking photograph with camera]
.772 – [Elanor and unidentified woman posed with soldier in front of building]
.773 – [two soldiers posed in front of building]
.774 – [two soldiers and unidentified woman posed in front of building]
.775 – [Elanor and unidentified woman posed in front of building]
.776 – [Elanor and soldier posed in front of building]

[.777-779 on page labeled “Marge Roscoe & yours truly, October ‘43”]
.777 – [Elanor and Roscoe in formal dress, posed in barracks]
.778 – [portrait of Elanor]
.779 – [Elanor and Roscoe in formal dress, posed in barracks]
.780 – Yours truly, 157A [Elanor posed on steps of barracks. Cf. .759]
.781 – “Our first sun in Alaska, Sept. ’43,” on a hike to Ship Creek & Mt. View, Marge & Stevens [soldier holding Marge Roscoe on bank of Ship Creek]
.782 – Sammie & yours truly [Elanor and soldier on bank of Ship Creek]
.783 – [soldiers in trucks next to Alaska Railroad box cars on tracks next to freight house]
.784 – [scenic view down gravel road to Chugach Mountains, utility poles running at right, man walking in middle distance]
.785 – [Army Air Force airplanes on base, Chugach Mountains in background]
.786 – [Army Air Force airplane with nose art on base]
.787 – [soldier wearing cold weather gear posed outdoors]
.788 – [soldier wearing cold weather gear and holding rifle posed outdoors]
.789 – [two soldiers firing rifles on range, instructor standing in center]
.790 – [bird’s eye view of base in winter, soldier walking in foreground, Quonset hut at right, building with camouflage paint in left background]
.791 – [bird’s eye view of base in winter, with Quonset huts and automobile parked next to building at right]
.792 – Woodie, Edith & Willie [Alan Woodside, Edith Simmerer, Elanor, and “Willie” posed outdoors]
.793 – Dinner, 890th Mess Hall [two soldiers sitting with Elanor and unidentified woman at table]
.794 – Yours truly [Elanor posed outdoors]
.795 – Edith [Simmerer posed outdoors]
.796 – October 1943 [Elanor posed on steps of building]
.797 – [Elanor posed outdoors]
.798 – Office [interior of base building, people sitting at desks]
.799 – Office [interior of base building, people sitting at desks]
.800 – Our office, Margaret & Cosey [two women at desk, poster on wall with slogan “Hey soldier, that stuff’s dynamite”, soldier carrying box of Rumors]
.801 – Myself [Elanor posed outside in winter, base building with camouflage paint in background]
.802 – A nap out window NCO 189 [view of base buildings seen through paneled glass]
.803 – Frances, Marcia, Breece [man and two women standing next to automobile in snowstorm, building with camouflage paint in background]
.804 – [skiers at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
.805 – My first attempt at skiing, January ’44 [Elanor wearing skis, fallen in snow. Same as .1459]
.806 – [skiers at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
.807 – [scenic at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
.808 – Margaret C. I asked her to smile [portrait of woman posed at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
.809 – [scenic at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
.810 – [scenic at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
[811 – [skiers at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
[812-822 on pages labeled “January 1944”]
[812 – [man skiing at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
[813 – [man skiing at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
[814 – [Elanor skiing at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
[815 – [skiers at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
[816 – [skiers at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
[817 – [skiers at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
[818 – [skiers at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
[819 – Angie [woman wearing skis, many soldiers in background picking out skis]
[820 – [skiers at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
[821 – [skiers at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
[822 – Margaret H. and Marcia T. [skiers at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
[823 – [man posed on skis at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
[824 – [three skiers posed at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
[825 – [man posed on skis at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
[826 – [man posed on skis at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
[827-832 on page labeled “Post ski area, January 1944”]
[827 – [skiers standing around Quonset hut at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
[828 – [skiers standing around Quonset hut at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
[829 – [skiers at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
[830 – [two fallen skiers at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
[831 – [skiers at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
[832 – [skiers at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
[833-838 on page labeled “January 1944”]
[833 – [scenic at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
[834 – [skiers at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
[835 – [skiers at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
[836 – [skiers at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
[837 – [skiers at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
[838 – [skiers at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
[839 – 1-13-44 [soldier carrying skis and poles at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
[840 – [skiers at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
[841 – 1-13-44 [soldier carrying skis and poles at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
[842 – [man and woman posed at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl, woman holding box camera, skiers next to Quonset hut in background]
[843 – [woman posed outdoors at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
[844 – [skiers at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
[845 – 1-13 [skiers at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
[846 – 2-44 [woman posed on skis at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
[847 – 1-13-44 [men and women riding in Army truck, Elanor at right]
[848 – 1-13 [man posed on skis at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
[849 – 2-44 [distant view of skiers next to small buildings at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl, three shadows of people in foreground]
.850 – 1-13 [Elanor posed on skis at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
.851 – [skiers at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
.852 – [three skiers posed at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
.853 – [two skiers posed at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
.854 – 3-44 [Elanor and soldier posed on skis at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
.855 – March ‘44 [Elanor posed on skis at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
.856 – 3-44 [Elanor and soldier posed on skis at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
.857 – [automobile covered in snow in driveway, icicles on eaves of house in background]
.858 – [scenic of Chugach Mountains as seen from yard of house, automobile at right]
.859 – [two men standing next to automobile buried in snow, dog at left]
.860 – 1-30 [soldier posed outdoors in winter. Cf. .1456]
.861 – [trail through snow in field, Chugach Mountains in background, probably walking path onto base from residential area]
.862 – 1-30 [scenic of Ship Creek in winter]
.863 – Dec ‘43 [Elanor and unidentified woman wearing apron standing in kitchen]
.864 – Dec ‘43 [man sitting in chair in living room, possibly sewing button on jacket, LP records on stand at right]
.865 – Nov ‘43 [Elanor and soldier sitting in room]
.866 – Dec ‘43 [man and woman playing cards on floor, radio on table at left]
.867 – Dec ‘43 [soldier sitting on sofa in room]
.868 – Nov ‘43 [Elanor and soldier sitting in room]
.869 – [Ingrid Bergman talking with soldier at table in club, USO tour]
.870 – [Ingrid Bergman dancing with soldier in club, USO tour]
.871 – [man playing violin on stage, two men sitting at piano at right, USO tour]
.872 – [Elanor and unidentified woman posed outdoors in winter, building with camouflage paint in background]
.873 – [Elanor and unidentified woman wearing fur mittens laughing next to building in winter, Elanor holding camera]
.874 – [two unidentified women posed outdoors in winter, building with camouflage paint in background]
.875 – [two unidentified women posed outdoors in winter, one wearing fur mittens, building with camouflage paint in background]
.876 – [unidentified woman posed outdoors in winter, icicles on eaves of building in background]
.877 – [two unidentified women posed outdoors in winter, building with camouflage paint in background]
.878 – [Elanor and unidentified woman wearing posed next to building in winter, Elanor holding camera]
.879 – 3-44 [Elanor and unidentified woman packing snowballs, building with camouflage paint in background]
.880 – [two unidentified women posed outdoors in winter, building with camouflage paint in background]
.881 – 3-44 [Elanor with unidentified woman and soldier sitting in room, Elanor eating food]
.882 – 1-30-44 [scenic of Ship Creek]
.883 – 3-44 [two soldiers and woman in room, eating]
.884 – [Elanor reclining on bed reading newspaper in barracks room]
.885 – [soldier reclining on bed reading newspaper in barracks room]
.886 – [Elanor sitting at dressing table, drinking from bottle. Cf. .1455]
.887 – [soldier posed looking at self in handheld mirror at dressing table]
.888 – [Elanor sitting on bed in barracks room]
.889 – [soldier sitting at dressing table]
.890 – [Elanor reclining on bed reading newspaper in barracks room]
.891 – [Elanor sitting on bed in barracks room]
.892 – [Elanor, out of frame, holding pair of mukluks in barracks room, photographer and tripod partially visible in mirror of dressing table in background]
.893 – [Elanor posed sitting on back of chair, wearing mukluks. Same as .1454]
.894 – [Elanor and soldier with camera on tripod reflected in dressing table mirror]
.895 – [Elanor sitting on chair, eating candy bar]
.896 – [soldier sitting in chair, reading newspaper]
.897 – [soldier sitting in chair, drinking from glass and smoking cigarette]
.898 – 1-44 [bird’s eye view of log building on base in winter, icicles hanging from eaves, possibly NCO Club]
.899 – [scenic overlooking Cook Inlet]
.900 – [scenic overlooking Cook Inlet, Alaska Railroad train on track in foreground]
.901 – 1-44 [bird’s eye view of log building on base in winter, icicles hanging from eaves, possibly NCO Club]
.902 – [bird’s eye view down base street in winter, barracks at right, water tower in left background]
.903 – 1-44 [base view in winter, icicles on eaves of building in foreground, hangar or hall in background]
.904 – [bird’s eye view down base street in winter, barracks at left]
.905 – [two women standing in entrance of house in winter, one wearing cold weather clothing, one wearing house dress, bicycle covered in snow in background, can of Pearl Oil Kerosene at left]
.906 – 3-44 [two-story base building with camouflage paint]
.907 – 2-44 [skiers at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
.908 – 1-30-44 [Elanor and unidentified woman on trail in winter]
.909 – 1-44 [view across snowy yard to base building in winter, icicles on eaves]
.910 – [Elanor posed at dressing table in barracks room. Cf. .1453]
.911 – [Elanor posed at dressing table, soldier with camera on tripod visible in mirror]
.912 – [Elanor posed at dressing table, soldier partially visible in mirror]
.913 – [Elanor posed at dressing table]
.914 – [dressing table in barracks room, with mirror, chair, photographs pinned to wall]
.915 – [Elanor posed next to wall with several fashion sketches, wall calendar reads “February”]
.916 – [soldier reading book on bed in barracks room, radio and books on shelf at right]
.917 – [dressing table in barracks room, with mirror, chair, photographs pinned to wall]
.918 – [Elanor and soldier sitting in chairs in hotel lobby, smoking cigarettes, piano at left, possibly McKinley Hotel]
.919 – [unidentified woman talking to soldier at party, other soldiers in background]
.920 – [soldiers posed with raised glasses at buffet table, sheet cake on table]
.921 – [soldiers talking and couples dancing at party]
.922 – [soldiers sitting with unidentified woman, Elanor at back, streamers on window at right, bookcase at left, possibly base club]
.923 – April 19 [Air Force band performing on stage, with reed and wind instruments, piano, drums, guitar, horns]
.924 – [couples dancing at party in hall, streamers hanging from ceiling]
.925 – Mar 28 [soldiers and women at party, Elanor seated at table in left foreground, bottles of alcohol on tables]
.926 – [portrait of Elanor in bathroom. Cf. .1452]
.927 – [portrait of Elanor in bathroom]
.928 – [unidentified woman cleaning toilet in bathroom]
.929 – [view down hall to soldier polishing floor]
.930 – [two soldiers posed in front of barracks room door, smoking cigarettes]
.931 – [Elanor posed in doorway to barracks room]
.932 – [Elanor reclining on bed in barracks room]
.933 – [soldier posed on chair in barracks room]
.934 – [soldier reclining on bed in barracks room]
.935 – [Alaska Railroad Matanuska depot as seen from train]
.936 – [Palmer school]
.937 – [view past wire fence and across field in spring to homestead buildings, mountains in background]
.938 – [Palmer Presbyterian Church, log building. Same as .1451]
.939 – [soldier and two women posed in front of Alaska Railroad Palmer depot]
.940 – [distant view of Matanuska Colony buildings at Palmer, school at right]
.941 – [woman posed holding willow sprigs in front of Palmer Trading Post, signs on building for Copenhagen tobacco, Bob Bartlett campaign]
.942 – [woman posed with fist raised as if to hit soldier next to base building]
.943 – [Elanor and two soldiers posed outdoors in winter, buildings with camouflage paint in background]
.944 – [Elanor posed outdoors in winter, buildings with camouflage paint in background]
.945 – [unidentified woman and soldier posed outdoors in winter, buildings with camouflage paint in background]
.946 – [soldier and unidentified woman walking on base, water tower in background]
.947 – [scenic at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
.948 – [woman, possibly Elanor, at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
.949 – [Elanor on skis at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
.950 – [scenic at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
.951 – [scenic at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
.952 – [woman at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
.953 – [skiers at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
.954 – [Elanor at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
.955 – [scenic at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
.956 – [skiers at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
.957 – [woman standing, shading eyes with hand, Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
.958 – [Elanor posed with soldier at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
.959 – [women walking away from Army trucks at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl, Elanor at left]
.960 – [soldier on skis at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
.961 – [woman pointing ski pole at camera, Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
.962 – [woman on skis at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
.963 – [soldier on skis at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
.964 – [soldier posed with long icicle hanging from eave of base building]
.965 – [soldier posed with long icicle hanging from eave of base building]
[.966-971 on page labeled “April 30”]
.966 – [scenic looking toward Cook Inlet, probably from Fort Richardson]
.967 – [scenic, possibly overlooking Knik River with Bodenburg Butte in background]
.968 – [scenic looking downriver to Knik River Bridge and mountains]
.969 – [Elanor and soldier posed next to base building]
.970 – [scenic in Matanuska Valley, mountains in background]
.971 – [scenic in Matanuska Valley, curving dirt road in foreground, possibly near Palmer]
.972 – Aug 19, 1944. A few of my boys and myself [seven soldiers posed in front of Quonset hut, Aleutian Islands]
.973 – May 13, 1944, Aleutians, yours truly [soldier posed with military Jeep]
.974 – Myself & Leslie, May 14, 1944, Aleutians [two soldiers standing outdoors with baseball mitts]
.975 – Elanor, here I am prior to firing on the rifle range. Made expert too! Aug 19, 1944 [soldier aiming rifle on tundra, Aleutian Islands]
.976 – [cropped portrait of soldier]
.977 – [Elanor sitting in kitchen]
.978 – [Elanor sitting in kitchen]
.979 – Get a load of that silly look on my face. Yes, you’re right, I was getting an inoculation, Leslie took this picture. July 1944, Aleutians [soldier with sleeve rolled up receiving immunization]
.980 – Aleutians, June 1944. We had a formal dinner party, hence the blouse & pinks [soldier in dress uniform standing in front of buildings]
.981 – [Elanor and unidentified woman posed with large sign showing Japanese man holding binoculars, reading “He likes your snapshots — civilian cameras, binoculars & firearms forbidden on this reservation, think before you snap”]
.982 – [Elanor and unidentified woman posed next to base building]
[.983-997 on pages labeled “June 4”]
.983 – [Elanor and soldier posed outdoors, Chugach Mountains in background]
.984 – [Elanor and unidentified woman posed outdoors, grass flats and mountains in background]
.985 – [man and woman posed outdoors, buildings and mountains in background, possibly Palmer]
.986 – [soldier posed next to building]
.987 – [man crouched in creek or wetland area, possibly taking gutting fish]
.988 – [Elanor posed next to building]
.989 – [scenic of mountains, gravel road in foreground]
.990 – [soldier posed on brush or debris pile in brush]
.991 – [Elanor posed on brush or debris pile in brush]
.992 – [sunset over Cook Inlet]
.993 – [scenic of mountains, gravel road in foreground]
.994 – [soldier standing in front of Wasilla Cocktail Lounge, pointing to sign “No Minors Allowed”]
.995 – [sunset over Cook Inlet]
.996 – [soldier wearing hip boots fishing in creek]
.997 – [Elanor fishing in creek]
[.998-1003 on page labeled “June 11”]
.998 – [Elanor holding camera posed outdoors with two soldiers, buildings with camouflage paint in background]
.999 – [Elanor and unidentified woman posed next to base building]
.1000 – [unidentified woman posed outdoors, buildings with camouflage paint in background]
.1001 – [two soldiers posed outdoors, Jeep in background]
.1002 – [unidentified woman talking to soldier outdoors, buildings with camouflage paint in background]
.1003 – [unidentified woman holding camera outdoors]
.1004 – [two women standing at metal gate on railroad car, tall laced boots visible, heads cut out of image. Cf. .1007, .1642]
.1005 – [two women standing next to railroad car, briefcase on ground]
.1006 – [two women standing next to railroad car]
.1007 – [two women standing at metal gate on railroad car]
.1008 – [two women and man standing at metal gate on railroad car, train crewman working in foreground]
.1009 – [two women standing at metal gate on railroad car, waving]
.1010 – [base view, water tower at left, flagpole in center, hangars and Chugach Mountains in background]
.1011 – [woman and soldier eating off paper plates outside, soldier carrying Life magazine, automobile next to buildings with camouflage paint in background]
.1012 – [distant view of base buildings with camouflage paint]
.1013 – [Elanor and woman smoking cigarette standing in front of totem pole, probably Idle Hour]
.1014 – [man, woman, and soldier posed in front of totem pole, probably Idle Hour]
.1015 – [two dog puppies in yard, sandbags piled at left]
.1016 – [Elanor and two women posed with automobile next to building with camouflage paint]
.1017 – [soldier and two women posed with automobile next to building with camouflage paint]
.1018 – [woman and soldier posed next to building]
1019 – [Elanor and woman embracing outdoors, buildings with camouflage paint in background]
1020 – [two dog puppies in yard]
1021 – [woman playing with puppy dog]
1022 – [Elanor posed outdoors, buildings with camouflage paint in background]
1023 – [Elanor posed in driver’s seat of automobile next to building with camouflage paint]
1024 – [woman and soldier sitting next to volleyball net on base, buildings with camouflage paint in background]
1025 – [Elanor and woman sitting at table eating popcorn]
1026 – [woman reclining in bed in barracks room, radio and souvenir totem pole on shelf at right]
1027 – [woman sitting on steps of base building]
1028 – [Elanor and soldier posed on steps of base building holding cake]
1029 – [Elanor sitting at desk in barracks room sorting through photographs]
1030 – April 9 [Elanor posed on Alaska Railroad track, train approaching in distance, Chugach Mountains in background]
1031 – April 9 [Elanor posed on Alaska Railroad track, train approaching in distance, Chugach Mountains in background]
1032 – [young boy carrying chest of drawers into building]
1033 – [woman standing next to building with camouflage paint]
1034 – [Elanor and woman standing next to building with camouflage paint, photographer’s shadow in foreground]
1035 – [two women posed next to building with camouflage paint]
1036 – [sunset over Mount Susitna]
1037 – April 20 [Elanor and woman standing next to building with camouflage paint]
1038 – [man working beneath automobile on side of road, soldier bending down at left, woman smoking cigarette in background]
1039 – [view of homestead from road, with house and laundry on clothesline]
1040 – [view of homestead from road, with house and laundry on clothesline]
1041 – [soldier standing outdoors, mountains in background]
1042 – [Elanor posed with automobile next to building with camouflage paint]
1043 – [two soldiers standing next to automobile overturned in ditch]
1044 – [automobile overturned in ditch]
1045 – [two soldiers standing next to automobile overturned in ditch]
1046 – [Elanor and woman posed next to building]
1047 – [woman posed on steps of base building]
1048 – [interior of barracks room, bookcase with candles, floral arrangement, books, framed photograph]
1049 – [interior of barracks room, bookcase with candles, floral arrangement, books, framed photograph]
1050 – [soldier sitting in chair in barracks room]
1051 – [Elanor and two women posed on steps of base building]
1052 – [federal building, Fourth Avenue]
1053 – [Elanor and two women posed on steps of base building]
1054 – [woman scrubbing floor in base building]
1055 – [Elanor and woman scrubbing floor in base building]
1056 – [Elanor and woman scrubbing floor in base building]
1057 – [woman scrubbing floor in base building]
1058 – [woman scrubbing floor in base building]
1059 – [woman and two soldiers posed on steps of base building]
1060 – [Elanor and woman posed on steps of base building]
1061 – [Elanor posed on base in winter, chapel in background]
1062 – [two soldiers posed outdoors, one holding camera, building with camouflage paint in background]
1063 – [woman and soldier posed on base in winter, volleyball net and buildings with camouflage paint in background]
1064 – [Elanor and two soldiers posed on base in winter, volleyball net and buildings with camouflage paint in background]
1065 – [Elanor with woman and soldier posed on steps of base building]
1066 – [Elanor with woman and soldier posed on steps of base building]
1067 – [woman and two soldiers standing outdoors, building with camouflage paint in background]
1068 – [woman and soldier posed on base in winter, volleyball net and buildings with camouflage paint in background]
1069 – [soldier posed next to building with camouflage paint]
1070 – [Elanor and two soldiers posed on steps of base building]
1071 – [Elanor and two soldiers posed on steps of base building]
1072 – [men and women posed on steps of building, Elanor at right]
1073 – [three soldiers posed on steps of base building]
1074 – [Elanor and two soldiers posed on steps of base building]
1075 – [Elanor posed on steps of base building]
1076 – [Elanor and soldier sitting on bed in barracks room]
1077 – [Elanor and soldier sitting on bed in barracks room]
1078 – [Elanor and soldier sitting on bed in barracks room]
1079 – [Elanor posed in front of base building]
1080 – [soldier posed in front of base building]
1081 – [woman posed outdoors, possibly along Ship Creek]
1082 – [Elanor posed outdoors]
1083 – [Elanor posed on trail through brushy area]
1084 – [woman posed outdoors]
1085 – [woman posed on trail through brushy area]
1086 – [Elanor posed outdoors]
1087 – [Elanor and woman posed outdoors]
1088 – [Elanor posed outdoors, possibly along Ship Creek]
1.089 – woman posed outdoors
1.090 – woman posed outdoors, possibly along Ship Creek
1.091 – woman posed on wooden boardwalk along trail
1.092 – Elanor posed outdoors
1.093 – woman posed outdoors, photographer’s shadow in foreground
1.094 – Elanor and woman smoking cigarettes, sitting on bank of creek, possibly Ship Creek
1.095 – Elanor posed outdoors
1.096 – woman holding paper bag and box of Kleenex tissues standing in front of Mountain View Store
1.097 – Elanor posed on wooden boardwalk along trail
1.098 – Elanor holding paper bag standing in front of Mountain View Store
1.099 – Elanor holding paper bag standing in front of Mountain View Store
1.100 – Elanor sitting on blanket in wooded area
1.101 – woman posed outdoors, possibly along Ship Creek
1.102 – woman posed outdoors, possibly along Ship Creek
1.103 – Elanor posed on driftwood along creek, possibly Ship Creek
1.104 – woman posed outdoors, possibly along Ship Creek
1.105 – Elanor posed outdoors, possibly along Ship Creek
1.106 – Elanor posed outdoors, possibly along Ship Creek
1.107 – woman posed outdoors, possibly along Ship Creek
1.108 – woman posed outdoors, possibly along Ship Creek
1.109 – Elanor posed outdoors, possibly along Ship Creek
1.110 – woman posed outdoors, possibly along Ship Creek
1.111 – Elanor wrapped in beach towel standing on gravel road, small dock with hand winch possibly for boat launch at right
1.112 – Elanor swimming in small lake
1.113 – man swimming in small lake
1.114 – Elanor and man swimming in small lake
1.115 – Athabascan woman and girl standing next to log cabin
1.116 – distant view of cache
1.117 – log cabin as seen from road
1.118 – woman posed outdoors, possibly along Ship Creek
1.119 – Elanor with woman and man picnicking around camp fire in front of cabin, automobile at right
1.120 – Elanor with woman and man cooking hot dogs over camp fire in front of cabin, automobile at right
1.121 – Elanor posed outdoors
1.122 – Elanor and woman sitting in snow, possibly at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl
1.123 – woman posed standing on creek bank, possibly Ship Creek
1.124 – Elanor and soldier posed on base in winter, buildings with camouflage paint in background
1.125 – woman and soldier posed on base in winter, volleyball net and buildings with camouflage paint in background
1.126 – Elanor posed on base in winter, buildings with camouflage paint in background
.1127 – [soldier posed next to base building]
.1128 – [Elanor and two women posed in front of Post Civilian Personnel Office]
.1129 – [five women posed in front of Post Civilian Personnel Office]
.1130 – [Elanor and soldier sitting on bed in barracks room]
.1131 – [Elanor and soldier sitting on bed in barracks room]
.1132 – [soldier sitting in chair in barracks room, dressing table in background]
.1133 – [Elanor sitting in chair in barracks room, dressing table in background]
.1134 – [Elanor sitting in chair at dressing table in barracks room]
.1135 – [woman posed on steps of base building]
.1136 – [woman posed on steps of base building]
.1137 – [woman sitting in chair at dressing table in barracks room]
.1138 – [woman wearing bathing suit and holding puppy dog sitting on steps of base building]
.1139 – [street view on base looking east to Chugach Mountains]
.1140 – [street view on base looking west]
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[.1141-1145 on page labeled “10 April 1945 Ski Bowl”]
.1141 – [scenic at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
.1142 – [dog sitting in snow]
.1143 – DeWitt, Kenny & -- [Elanor sitting with two soldiers inside warm-up building]
.1144 – [scenic at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
.1145 – [scenic at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
.1146 – [six women posed in front of Post Civilian Personnel Office]
.1147 – [woman standing next to base building]
.1148 – [six women posed in front of Post Civilian Personnel Office]
.1150 – [Elanor and five women posed in front of Post Civilian Personnel Office]
.1151 – [woman posed in front of Post Civilian Personnel Office]
.1152 – [Elanor and five women posed in front of Post Civilian Personnel Office]
.1153 – [Elanor posed next to long icicles hanging from eave of base building]
.1154 – [woman posed next to long icicles hanging from eave of base building]
.1155 – [two women posed next to long icicles hanging from eave of base building]
.1156 – [two women posed next to long icicles hanging from eave of base building]
.1157 – [woman posed next to long icicles hanging from eave of base building]
.1158 – [Elanor posed next to long icicles hanging from eave of base building]
.1159 – [Elanor posed next to long icicles hanging from eave of base building]
.1160 – [tree covered in snow and long icicles hanging from eave of base building]
.1161 – [Elanor and woman standing between base buildings in winter]
.1162 – [Elanor posed next to long icicles hanging from eave of base building]
.1163 – [woman wearing earmuffs standing with man outdoors in winter]
.1164 – [woman wearing earmuffs sitting in snow, word written in snow behind her]
.1165 – [woman wearing earmuffs standing in snow on word she has written with her boots]
.1166 – [scenic of ski tracks in snow on trail]
.1167 – [two women standing between base buildings in winter]
.1168 – [Elanor and woman standing next to base building in winter]
.1169 – [woman posed next to base building]
.1170 – [woman posed next to base building]
.1171 – [Elanor posed outdoors, base building in background]
.1172 – [Elanor and woman posed on steps of base building]
.1173 – [Elanor posed on steps of base building]
.1174 – [wrapped presents piled under small Christmas tree in barracks room]
.1175 – [Elanor posed in bright sunlight in barracks room]
.1176 – [woman posed in bright sunlight in barracks room]
.1177 – [Elanor posed in bright sunlight at dressing table in barracks room]
.1178 – [woman posed in bright sunlight at dressing table in barracks room]
.1179 – [Elanor posed in bright sunlight in barracks room]
.1180 – [woman posed in bright sunlight at dressing table in barracks room]
[.1181-1189 on page labeled “Christmas 1944, NCO 190-B, June Smirl and yours truly”]
.1181 – [woman posed next to small Christmas tree in barracks room]
.1182 – [woman sitting in chair next to small Christmas tree in barracks room]
.1183 – [Elanor posed next to small Christmas tree in barracks room]
.1184 – [Elanor posed next to small Christmas tree in barracks room]
.1185 – [two chairs and small Christmas tree in barracks room]
.1186 – [Elanor posed next to small Christmas tree in barracks room]
.1187 – [midsection of woman standing next to small Christmas tree in barracks room]
.1188 – [Elanor eating apple next to small Christmas tree in barracks room]
.1189 – [woman posed next to small Christmas tree in barracks room]
[.1190-1196 on page labeled “11 March 1945”]
.1190 – [five women posed outdoors on base in winter, Elanor at right]
.1191 – June, Lorraine, Edith, Fern [four women posed next to building with camouflage paint in winter]
.1192 – Edith & Lorraine [three women posed next to building with camouflage paint in winter]
.1193 – Dorothy C. & Jean B. [two women posed on base in winter, buildings with camouflage paint in background]
.1194 – June [woman posed on base in winter, building with camouflage paint in background]
.1195 – Edith & -- [Elanor and woman posed on base in winter, buildings with camouflage paint in background]
.1196 – Ace [soldier holding camera posed on base in winter, buildings with camouflage paint in background]
[.1197-1204 on page labeled “11 March 1945, Ace & --“]
.1197 – [soldier posed on base in winter]
.1198 – [Elanor wearing cold weather clothing on base in winter, buildings with camouflage paint in background]
.1199 – [soldier posed next to base building]
.1200 – [Elanor posed on base in winter, buildings with camouflage paint in background]
.1201 – [Elanor wearing cold weather clothing]
.1202 – [Elanor posed on base in winter, buildings with camouflage paint in background]
.1203 – [soldier posed on base in winter, buildings with camouflage paint in background]
.1204 – [soldier posed on base in winter, buildings with camouflage paint in background]
.1205-1209 on page labeled “December 1944, hike to Mountain View, June Smirl, Julia Sahler & -- ”
.1205 – [two women on trail in winter]
.1206 – [scenic of snow on bushes along Ship Creek]
.1207 – [two women posed outdoors in winter]
.1208 – [scenic of Ship Creek in winter]
.1209 – [two women on banks of Ship Creek in winter, one sitting in snow]
.1210-1214 on page labeled “Hike to Mt. View, Dec. 1944”
.1210 – [scenic of Ship Creek in winter]
.1211 – [scenic of snow on bushes along Ship Creek]
.1212 – [scenic of Ship Creek in winter]
.1213 – [scenic of Ship Creek in winter]
.1214 – [scenic of Ship Creek in winter]
.1215 – Gordon, Douglas, Arizona [soldier posed outdoors]
.1216 – Gordon, Douglas, Arizona [soldier wearing sunglasses and smoking pipe posed outdoors]
.1217 – [woman posed outdoors]
.1218 – [interior of living room, with couch, small bookcase, floral arrangement, mirror, and framed photographs]
.1219 – [man and woman sitting in armchair in living room]
.1220 – [man and woman sitting on couch in living room]
.1221 – [man and woman sitting on couch in living room]
.1222-1229 on page labeled “At home, Spokane, Wash., Christmas of 1944"
.1222 – [woman sitting in armchair in living room]
.1223 – [soldier and woman wearing fur coat posed next to building]
.1224 – [soldier posed with two women next to building]
.1225 – [Elanor posed next to building with soldier and woman wearing fur coat]
.1226 – [wrapped presents next to small Christmas tree in living room]
.1227 – [Elanor and two women sitting on couch in living room]
.1228 – [woman and two men sitting on couch in living room]
.1229 – [man and woman sitting in armchair in living room]
.1230-1234 on page labeled “Gordon, Robert & Thalia, Spokane, Wn., May ‘45"
.1230 – [sailor posed outdoors]
.1231 – [soldier, sailor, and woman posed outdoors]
.1232 – [Gordon posed outdoors in civilian clothing]
.1233 – [Robert posed outdoors in civilian clothing]
.1234 – [soldier and sailor sitting on blanket outdoors]
.1235-1240 on page labeled “May 1945, Spokane”
.1235 – [woman and soldier posed outdoors]
.1236 – [sailor and soldier posed outdoors]  
.1237 – [sailor and woman posed outdoors]  
.1238 – [Gordon posed outdoors in civilian clothing]  
.1239 – [soldier and sailor standing on blanket outdoors]  
.1240 – [Robert posed outdoors in civilian clothing]  
.1241 – [woman bending down to make snowball next to base building]  
.1242 – [Elanor posed next to base building]  
.1243 – [Elanor posed next to base building]  
.1244 – [Elanor posed next to base building]  
.1245 – [woman holding snowball next to base building]  
.1246 – [woman poised to throw snowball next to base building]  
.1247 – [Elanor poised to throw snowball next to base building]  
.1248 – [woman standing next to bush along base building in winter, photographer’s shadow in foreground]  
.1249 – [Elanor and woman posed on steps of base building]  
.1250 – [woman posed on steps of base building]  
.1251 – [Elanor and woman posed on steps of base building]  
.1252 – [woman posed on steps of base building]  
.1253 – [Elanor and woman posed on steps of base building]  
.1254 – [woman posed on steps of base building]  
.1255 – [Elanor and woman posed on steps of base building]  
.1256 – [woman posed on steps of base building]  
.1257 – [woman posed on steps of base building]  
.1258 – [Elanor posed in wooded area]  
.1259 – [Elanor posed in wooded area]  
.1260 – [Elanor posed in wooded area]  
.1261 – [woman posed in wooded area]  
.1262 – [woman posed outdoors on base in winter, buildings with camouflage paint in background]  
.1263 – [woman posed in wooded area]  
.1264 – [soldier standing on Alaska Railroad tracks, Chugach Mountains in background]  
.1265 – [Elanor and soldier sitting next to railroad bridge, Alaska Railroad yards and Government Hill in background. Cf. .1323]  
.1266 – [woman with shoe off sitting on Alaska Railroad tracks]  
.1267 – [Elanor posed next to raised Alaska Railroad tracks]  
.1268 – [Elanor standing on Alaska Railroad tracks, two people walking on tracks in background, road at left]  
.1269 – [Elanor posed at mouth of Ship Creek, dock or Alaska Railroad bridge behind her, bluff and Chugach Mountains in background]  
.1270 – [woman and two and soldiers sitting next to railroad bridge, bluff and downtown Anchorage in background]  
.1271 – [soldier lying on bed with stuffed animal in barracks room, radio on small shelf at right]
.1272 – [soldier lying on bed with stuffed animal in barracks room, radio on small shelf at right, world map on wall]
.1273 – [soldier sitting on dock railing at mouth of Ship Creek, Alaska Railroad hospital on bluff in background]
.1274 – [Elanor and woman posed on steps of base building]
.1275 – [woman posed next to base building]
.1276 – [woman posed in front of Post Civilian Personnel Office]
.1277 – [Elanor posed next to base building]
.1278 – [Elanor and woman wearing fur coat posed in front of Post Civilian Personnel Office]
.1279 – [Elanor smoking cigarette on steps of base building]
.1280 – [woman reclining on bed with stuffed animal in barracks room]
.1281 – [Elanor sitting with coffee cup on bed in barracks room]
.1282 – [woman sitting with coffee cup on bed in barracks room]
.1283 – [Elanor reclining with coffee cup and stuffed animal on bed in barracks room]
.1284 – [Elanor reclining with coffee cup on bed in barracks room]
.1285 – [Elanor reclining with stuffed animal on bed in barracks room]
.1286 – [Elanor reclining with coffee cup and stuffed animal on bed in barracks room]
.1287 – [soldier cooking on stove in kitchen]
.1288 – [dining room table set with plates and food]
.1289 – [two soldiers posed next to building with camouflage paint]
.1290 – [soldier and woman eating at dining room table]
.1291 – [Elanor, soldier and woman eating at dining room table]
.1292 – [soldier and woman eating at dining room table, woman holding up string with bones tied to it]

[1293-1300 on page labeled “29 July 1945, Tom, Patts & I fishing”]
.1293 – [soldier holding stringer of fish on gravel creek bank]
.1294 – [soldier sitting on creek bank]
.1295 – [soldier holding up pink salmon on gravel creek bank]
.1296 – [two soldiers holding opposite ends of pole to which several fish are tied]
.1297 – [two soldiers carrying opposite ends of pole to which several fish are tied]
.1298 – [soldier holding up pink salmon on gravel creek bank]
.1299 – [fish hanging from ceiling in kitchen]
.1300 – [soldier holding fish on gravel creek bank]

[.1301-1320 on pages labeled “13 May ‘45”
.1301 – [woman in seductive pose on suitcases]
.1302 – [woman in seductive pose on chair]
.1303 – [woman in seductive pose on bed]
.1304 – [woman in seductive pose on chair]
.1305 – [woman in seductive pose on bed]
.1306 – [woman in seductive pose with suitcases]
.1307 – [woman in seductive pose on suitcases]
.1308 – [Elanor in seductive pose on suitcases]
.1309 – [Elanor in seductive pose on chair]
.1310 – [Elanor in seductive pose at dressing table, reflected in mirror]
.1311 – [Elanor in seductive pose on bed]
.1312 – [Elanor in seductive pose on chair]
.1313 – [Elanor in seductive pose on bed]
.1314 – [Elanor in seductive pose on bed]
.1315 – [Elanor in seductive pose on suitcases]
.1316 – [Elanor in seductive pose at dressing table, reflected in mirror]
.1317 – [Elanor in seductive pose on bed]
.1318 – [woman in seductive pose on bed]
.1319 – [woman in seductive pose on bed]
.1320 – [woman in seductive pose on bed]
.1321 – 8/5/45 Louise, Simms & -- [Elanor holding milk bottle standing with soldier holding paper bag and woman holding unidentified object, building with camouflage paint in background]
.1322 – [base view, with flagpole in center, buildings in background, Chugach Mountains in distance]
.1323 – 5/27/45 Tom & I [Elanor and soldier sitting next to railroad bridge, Alaska Railroad yards and Government Hill in background. Cf. .1265]
.1324 – [base view, with flagpole in center, hangar and buildings in background, Chugach Mountains in distance]
.1325 – 5/27/45 [Elanor on railroad bridge with back to camera]
.1326-1331 on page labeled “29 July ‘45”]
.1326 – [woman and soldier posed outdoors]
.1327 – [two soldiers walking through tall grass and fireweed]
.1328 – [Elanor and woman posed outdoors]
.1329 – [Elanor posed outdoors]
.1330 – [fireweed]
.1331 – [soldier posed in brush]
.1332 – [base view looking east to Chugach Mountains, buildings in background]
.1333 – [Elanor standing on riverbank]
.1334 – [soldier standing in river, taking off boots]
.1335 – [view across river to two people sitting on far bank]
.1336 – [two soldiers fishing near damaged dock on river, woman sitting at left]
.1337 – [two soldiers and woman sitting on bench next to building, one soldier holding fishing rod, one soldier smoking pipe]
.1338 – [Elanor posed next to guy wires on riverbank]
.1339 – [soldier fishing in river]
.1340 – [Elanor and man sitting on riverbank]
.1341 – [gravel area and wooden boardwalks along riverbank or lakeshore]
.1342 – [Elanor and soldier sitting on beach, people sunbathing in background, Lake Spenard?]
.1343 – [three soldiers posed on beach, lake in background, Lake Spenard?]
.1344 – [soldiers sunbathing on beach]
.1345 – [soldier wearing uniform standing on beach, many people sunbathing behind him, swimming platform in water in background, Lake Spenard?]
.1346 – [two soldiers sitting in chairs leaning against log building, Lake Spenard?]
.1347 – [Elanor and two soldiers sitting on beach]
.1348 – [Elanor and man sitting on beach, soldier standing in background]
.1349 – [Elanor standing next to log building, soldier standing in doorway at left, Lake Spenard?]
.1350 – [people sunbathing on beach]
.1351–1362 on pages labeled “16 Sept. 1945, Louise & Rob & Tom & I hiked to Mt. View”
.1351 – [Elanor posed in wooded area]
.1352 – [soldier sitting in brush]
.1353 – [woman and soldier posed next to Ship Creek]
.1354 – [woman and soldier walking in wooded area]
.1355 – [Elanor sitting smoking cigarette, soldier and woman holding camera bag behind her]
.1356 – [soldier posed in wooded area]
.1357 – [scenic view of Chugach Mountains as seen from base]
.1358 – [Fort Richardson entry gate]
.1359 – [scenic view of Chugach Mountains, bus at right]
.1360 – [soldier and woman walking on trail]
.1361 – [soldier walking along gravel bars in Ship Creek, woman and soldier in foreground]
.1362 – [Elanor with woman and soldier on bluff overlooking Ship Creek]
.1363–1374 on pages labeled “Attu, winter of ‘45”]
.1363 – [soldier standing next to interpretive sign for West Arm Holtz Bay]
.1364 – [Quonset hut in snow]
.1365 – [soldier standing next to sign for Holtz Bay Cemetery]
.1366 – [scenic of mountains, group of soldiers standing among grave markers in Holtz Bay Cemetery in foreground]
.1367 – [bird’s eye view of road across Attu]
.1368 – [soldier smoking cigarette standing on bluff above road across Attu]
.1369 – [scenic of creek in winter, military buildings on bluff at right]
.1370 – [scenic view down road in winter, mountains in distance, Quonset huts buried in snow at right]
.1371 – [soldiers standing near creek in winter, one soldier taking photograph of soldier on skis, dog at left, military buildings on bluff at right]
.1372 – [view down curving road in winter to Quonset huts buried in snow]
.1373 – [view across snow to Quonset hut buried in snow, footprints in snow in foreground]
.1374 – [cluster of tents on tundra in winter, soldier walking on road in foreground]
.1375–1378 on page labeled “Andy & friend on Attu, winter ‘45”]
.1375 – [soldier wearing sunglasses and bomber jacket and smoking cigar posed outdoors]
.1376 – [soldier wearing sunglasses and bomber jacket standing with soldier smoking pipe outdoors]
.1377 – [soldier wearing sunglasses and bomber jacket posed outdoors]
.1378 – [soldier sitting on beach, possibly loading film into camera, photographer’s shadow in foreground]
.1379–1385 on page labeled “18 March 1945 Ski Bowl”
.1379 – [bird’s eye view of Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
.1380 – [bird’s eye view of Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
.1381 – [bird’s eye view of Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
.1382 – [soldier holding camera standing on road beneath sign for Fort Richardson Ski Bowl]
.1383 – [bird’s eye view of skiers at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
.1384 – [view down road with sign for Fort Richardson Ski Bowl, Quonset hut and buildings in background]
.1385 – Morgan [soldier crouching down next to dog at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
[.1386-1389 on page labeled “Margaret & Charly Brown & son, 9 Sept. 1945”]
.1386 – [couple posed outdoors with infant]
.1387 – [soldier holding infant outdoors]
.1388 – [soldier holding infant outdoors]
.1389 – [woman posed with horse next to walled tent, log cabin at left]
.1390 – [man and woman posed on skis at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
.1391 – [woman posed on skis at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
.1392 – [two men posed on skis at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
.1393 – [soldier carrying skis and poles at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl, Quonset mostly buried in snow at left]
.1394 – [large icicles hanging from eaves of base building]
.1395 – [large icicles hanging from eaves of base building]
.1396 – [view down row of barracks in winter, large icicles hanging from eaves, person sweeping snow at left]
.1397 – [dog in snow]
.1398 – [two men standing next to automobile stopped beneath sign for Copper Center Roadhouse in winter, Coca-Cola sign at left]
.1399 – [two men standing next to automobile stopped beneath sign for Copper Center Roadhouse in winter, Coca-Cola sign at left]
.1400 – [woman looking into ice crevice on frozen river, possibly Klutina River]
.1401 – [automobile parked in front of log cabin in winter]
.1402 – [woman looking at ice ridges on frozen river]
.1403 – [close-up of ice crevice on frozen river]
.1404 – [Elanor posed with ice ridges on frozen river]
.1405 – [close-up of ice ridges on frozen river]
.1406 – [Elanor peeking out of tar-paper shed in winter]
.1407 – [woman peeking out of tar-paper shed in winter]
.1408 – [Athabascan woman standing outdoors in winter, men working on automobile parked next to log building in background]
.1409 – [Athabascan woman standing outdoors in winter]
.1410 – [Athabascan woman wearing dress and apron standing next to sled frame in winter, log building in background]
.1411 – [Athabascan woman wearing dress and apron standing outdoors in winter, log building in background]
.1412 – [four people posed on skis at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
.1413 – [skiers at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
.1414 – [skiers at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
.1415 – [skiers at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
Loose prints

B7

.1441 – June Smirl & yours truly in front of office [Elanor and woman posed on steps of barracks building. Duplicate in album]
.1442 – June & I [Elanor and woman posed on steps of barracks building. Duplicate in album]
.1443 – Taken shortly after I returned here [Elanor smoking cigarette on steps of base building. Duplicate in album]
.1444 – Edith & I, taken Sun. before Easter. Edith is back in Seattle now. Was cold here yet then [Elanor and woman posed on steps of barracks building. Duplicate in album]
.1445 – Cleaning house one Sun. p.m. [Elanor posed outdoors, buildings with camouflage paint in background. Duplicate in album]
.1446 – Marcia (girlfriend) really giving the floor a go, good old G2 – after a couple girls [illegible] out [Elanor and woman scrubbing floor in base building. Duplicate in album]
.1447 – Roommate Lois Cropley & myself [Elanor and woman posed next to building with camouflage paint. Duplicate in album]
.1448 – Down at the very end of mt., little bit of white is a glacier, was a bit cloudy when I took pictures so I can’t see it very well [scenic of mountains, gravel road in foreground. Duplicate in album]
.1449 – Just mts. in Matanuska Valley [scenic of mountains, gravel road in foreground. Duplicate in album]
.1450 – A sunset, taken 10:30-11:00 p.m. [scenic of sunset. Duplicate in album]
.1451 – Church in Palmer, Alaska, kinda pretty, built of logs [Duplicate in album, .938]
.1452 – Me in fatigues – after a nite of scrubbing [portrait of Elanor in bathroom. Duplicate in album, .926-927]
.1453 – I made this dress, Mother, cut my own pattern, is brown wool [Elanor posed at dressing table in barracks room. Duplicate in album, .910]
.1454 – Note the mucklucks, what the picture was for [Elanor posed sitting on back of chair, wearing mukluks. Duplicate in album, .893]
.1455 – Mother, is just Coke in the bottles, just wanted to make a setting [Elanor sitting at dressing table, drinking from bottle. Duplicate in album, .886]
.1456 – A snap I took on Mt. View trail, a trail thru wilderness. One Sun. when Woody & I went walking. Woody is a kid who came up on boat with me, left for islands recently. Arch is a big tree bent over, grew that way I guess. Jan. 30, ’44 [soldier posed outdoors in winter. Duplicate in album, .860]
.1457 – Mt. View trail, note light at bottom in sky, was cloudy that day but sun was setting & that was all bright red, Jan. 30, ’44 [scenic of Ship Creek in winter. Duplicate in album]
.1458 – A view of one of the mts. on the ski run [skiers at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl. Duplicate in album]
.1459 – Me, first day I went skiing – you know I couldn’t move in that position. A kid behind me obligingly said wait & he would help me up. But took my picture first. I’m progressing a little more now tho. [Elanor wearing skis, fallen in snow. Duplicate in album, .805]
.1461 – Marge & I (my roommate) front of apt. (1st one) [Elanor and woman posed on base, buildings with camouflage paint in background. Duplicate in album]
.1462 – Taken first Sun. I was here, on steps of first apt. we lived in. Just before we went for a hike [Elanor posed on steps of barracks. Duplicate in album]
.1463 – Sammie & I, taken on a hike one Sun., first Sun. I was here [Elanor and soldier posed next to Ship Creek. Duplicate in album]
.1464 – 3-44 [Elanor posed outside in winter, base building with camouflage paint in background]
.1465 – [scenic of base in winter, with volleyball net and buildings with camouflage paint]
.1466 – [scenic of base in winter, with volleyball net and buildings with camouflage paint]
.1467 – Our quarters, count six windows down from r. hand side on first floor, is my bedroom window. Snow at time is taken is 2 ft. or more, note long icicles. The first window on left of first door on r. is our kitchen window, second the bathroom. Back view of NCO 191 [base building in winter]
.1468 – [distant view of buildings at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl, soldier using camera to take photograph in foreground]
.1469 – After skiing [man reclining on bed in barracks room, radio on shelf at right]
.1470 – [men playing baseball, batter and catcher in foreground, Chugach Mountains in background]
.1471 – [men playing baseball, batter and catcher in foreground, Chugach Mountains in background]
.1472 – Elanor, yours, Bill, ’43 [on verso:] This is I with Late Pete and Repete, taken May 1, 1943. Yours [soldier posed next to base building with two puppy dogs. With stamp “Censored”]
.1473 – Yours truly, June 1943. Pistol packing Billy the Kid [soldier posed next to base building wearing gaiters and gun holster on belt. With stamp “Censored”]
.1474 – Scene, my room. Notice display of curves on door. Plot, the end of a perfect day, and a perfect bottle. Results, hangover in a.m. June 10, 1943. Maureen O’Hara, Rita Hayworth & others bring up rear. (L to R) (Cpl) Eddie Goskoski, Polish, and yours truly always, love, Just Bill [two soldiers posed with bottle of alcohol in front of pin-up photos on barracks room wall. With stamp “Censored”]
.1475 – Scene, my room. I’m writing you, honey, and your photo is in front of me. It was posed, but I mean every bit of it. Kind of blurry, better luck next time. June 10, 1943. Alaska, ’43, yours, Bill [soldier sitting at desk in front of window. With stamp “Censored”]
.1476 – (L to R) Buddy Delfino, buddy from N.Y.; yours truly; and Joe Samodulski. Quite a trio. Pictures in background. Not my room but in the style. My room is smaller [three soldiers sitting on cot in barracks room, pin-up photos and Pledge of Allegiance on wall. With stamp “Censored”]
.1477 – Resting our bones. That is me sort of hunched over with my new style hate. June 1943 [group of soldiers in open boat on water, arrow pointing to man in back. With stamp “Censored”]
.1478 – The start of trip. All characters, with “Billy the Tenor” 2nd from left. June [group of soldiers posed at back of truck in base yard. With stamp “Censored”]
.1479 – “They never had a chance” – arrow marks me, must have missed [soldiers firing rifles next to log cabin in wooded area. With stamp “Censored”]
.1480 – Buddy Delfino (my buddy) and yours truly. “The christening of a Brooklyn-ite”, June 1943. That is real beer & was taken while on a hunting trip. All I caught was a hangover. Love, Bill [man pouring bottle of beer over second man’s head next to log cabin in wooded area. With stamp “Censored”]
.1481 – “Deadeye Dick” or Daniel Boone II & III. Jim Lynch and yours truly, newest camera, June 1943 [two soldiers shooting rifles in wooded area. With stamp “Censored”]
.1482 – Hunting trip, the catch – me, I guess. June 1943 [three men standing next to dressed carcass hanging from branch. With stamp “Censored”]
.1483 – Yours truly, catch, Battle of Deer, rifle and that gleam in the eyes, June 10, 1943 [man holding rifle and beer bottle standing next to carcass. With stamp “Censored”]
.1485 – Elanor, this is Johnny O’Connor the Irishman [sailor posed outdoors]
.1486 – Arrow, yours truly and I’m eating the apple for the teacher. March 1944, the Mob [eight soldiers posed outdoors, tents in background, one soldier holding puppy dog]
.1487 – (L to R) Cy, Buddy, and I with Rex, Skippy, & Molly (see, I can still smile) [three soldiers posed with three puppy dogs]
.1488 – [soldier wearing cold weather gear posed in hole dug into snow]
.1489 – [soldier wearing cold weather gear and holding shovel posed in hole dug into snow]
.1490 – Here I am again on May 14, 1944 in the Aleutians [soldier posed outdoors next to Quonset hut]
.1491 – April 1944, Aleutians, in my office [soldier sitting at desk, telephone at right, books and papers on shelf in background]
.1492 – [Illegible] again. This is supposed to be me, taken in April 1944 in the lovely (???) Aleutians. Note, I had that dark front tooth replaced! [portrait of soldier]
.1493 – Labor Day 1943, Sgt. G. Westerman and myself [two soldiers posed outdoors]
.1494 – Don’t you think my car took a good picture? Don’t know why I ruined it. Anyhow that’s supposed to be me. Do you know him? Notice how dirty the car is. And do you know where the picture was taken? Rather dopey of me as usual [soldier posed with automobile, possibly farmhouse in background]
.1495 – Here’s a horse shoe, wishbone and clover leaves, too, from someone who’s wishing the best for you! [portrait of soldier smoking cigarette. Cf. .1506]
.1496 – Just a reminder in case you forgot, here’s a snapshot of someone who loves you a lot! [soldier posed outdoors, base buildings in background]
.1497 – [soldier posed with automobile on base]
.1498 – [self-portrait of soldier standing next to base building, man on steps in background wearing T-shirt “U.S. Air Corps Elmendorf Field”]
.1499 – [soldier posed next to base building T-458, other buildings in background]
.1500 – [soldier posed with truck on base in winter]
.1501 – [soldier posed with truck on base in winter]
.1502 – [soldier posed with truck on base in winter]
.1503 – [soldier posed with truck on base in winter]
.1504 – [soldier posed outdoors on base in winter, truck and buildings in background]
.1505 – [soldier posed reclining on bedroll in barracks room, pin-up photos on wall]
.1507 – [portrait of soldier wearing campaign hat and smoking cigarette]
.1508 – [portrait of soldier smoking cigarette]
.1509 – [soldier posed outdoors on base]
.1510 – [portrait of soldier]
.1511 – [soldier wearing military sweater posed outdoors on base]
.1512 – [soldier posed with truck on base in winter]
.1513 – P39 [pilot posed with Bell P-39 Airacobra “Little Joe” on Marston matting on airstrip]
.1514 – June ’44 [two soldiers sitting on low wall of sandbags next to base building on tundra]
.1515 – Col. Bassett, Maj. Torjak (?), Commander Davis [three officers eating at low table outdoors on base, Aleutian Islands]
.1516 – Eichert, Charles [soldier posed outdoors, base buildings in background]
.1517 – Hollis Gray, Ark., & James Williams, Texas [two soldiers posed next to base building]
.1518 – [two soldiers posed in front of door to log building, moose antlers mounted over door]
.1519 – [photo booth portrait of Elanor and unidentified man]
.1520 – [Elanor wearing headscarf riding in back of military truck]
.1521 – [woman riding bicycle on field, sign in back for Bolo Field]
.1522 – Another view on Mt. View trail, Jan. 30, ’44 [scenic of partially frozen Ship Creek]
.1523 – Ship Creek, Alaska, near Ft. Richardson, October ’44 [scenic of partially frozen Ship Creek]
.1524 – Julia Sahler & myself, October ’44 [Elanor and woman posed next to partially frozen Ship Creek]
.1525 – [Elanor and woman next to partially frozen Ship Creek, woman sitting in snow with boots in water]
.1526 – [woman wearing eyeglasses posed next to partially frozen Ship Creek, buildings along shore in background]
.1527 – [man and woman wearing eyeglasses posed outdoors in winter, man holding camera case]
[.1528-1546 in original envelope labeled “New Year’s Eve of 1945 at Land Rescue Cabin, Arctic Valley, Alaska”]
.1528 – [group standing in front of cabin, Elanor second from left]
.1529 – [group standing in snow at night, most holding cups]
.1530 – [Elanor with woman and two men inside cabin, eating breakfast off small table]
.1531 – [group standing in front of cabin, Elanor second from left, snowshoes propped in snow]
.1532 – [bird’s eye view of cabin partially buried in snow]
.1533 – [group standing next to cabin, Elanor at right]
.1534 – [group standing next to cabin]
.1535 – [group standing next to cabin]
.1536 – [group standing in front of cabin, snowshoes propped in snow]
.1537 – [woman sitting in sleeping bag inside cabin, drinking from cup, plate of food on her lap]
.1538 – [man and woman reclining on cot in cabin, ceiling decorated with pine boughs, table at right, rifle, backpack, and lantern hanging on wall]
.1539 – [people dancing inside cabin, Elanor at left, stove in background]
.1540 – [group walking on winter trail, Elanor in lead]
.1541 – [man and woman on skis at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
.1542 – [group stopped on winter trail, Elanor at right]
.1543 – [group hiking up ridge, possibly Elanor in center]
.1544 – [two soldiers and dog in front of log cabin, one soldier putting snowshoes on]
.1545 – [group walking on winter trail]
.1546 – [group gathered around table in cabin, dog at left, candles and bottles of alcohol on table, lantern hanging from ceiling decorated with pine boughs]
[.1547-1611 – images apparently from trip to McKinley Park Hotel in 1944]
.1547 – Cosy & myself, Curry, Alaska, July ’44 [Elanor and Cosette Buford holding camera posed next to Alaska Railroad tracks]
.1548 – [Cosette Buford and soldier holding camera and smoking cigar posed in front of small building]
.1549 – [Cosette Buford and soldier posed on pedestrian bridge at Curry, hotel in background]
.1550 – Swinging bridge, Curry, Alaska [view across pedestrian bridge]
.1551 – [view across Susitna River to Curry Hotel]
.1552 – [woman carrying two pails of water using yoke, standing in front of homestead]
.1553 – McKinley Hotel [distant view of McKinley Park Hotel]
.1554 – Mt. McKinley Hotel, Alaska [view down dirt drive at McKinley Park Hotel]
.1555 – [distant view of McKinley Park Hotel]
.1556 – [interior of lobby at McKinley Park Hotel]
.1557 – [man sitting on couch next to fireplace in McKinley Park Hotel lobby]
.1558 – In lobby of Mt. McKinley Hotel, July ’44 [men sitting on couches]
.1559 – [four soldiers sitting in armchairs in McKinley Park Hotel lobby]
.1560 – [four soldiers sitting in armchairs in McKinley Park Hotel lobby]
.1561 – [portrait of Elanor in party dress]
.1562 – Cosette Buford & myself, Mt. McKinley, Alaska [Elanor and woman in party dress posed in front of hotel]
.1563 – [Elanor and Cosette Buford in party dress posed in front of hotel]
.1564 – [Cosette Buford and soldier posed in front of hotel]
.1565 – [women in party dresses standing on lawn next to military Jeep]
.1566 – [women in party dresses standing on lawn next to military Jeep]
.1567 – [view from hotel porch of women in party dresses next to military Jeep]
.1568 – [woman and several soldiers sitting on hotel porch]
.1569 – [woman and several soldiers sitting on hotel porch]
.1570 – [woman and several soldiers sitting on hotel porch]
.1571 – [woman and several soldiers sitting on hotel porch]
.1572 – [woman kissing soldier as several other men look on]
.1573 – [woman kissing soldier as several other men look on]
.1574 – Practicing golf, Mt. McKinley, Alaska [Elanor swinging golf club next to hotel]
.1575 – [Cosette Buford swinging golf club next to hotel]
.1576 – [several men standing in front of cabin, military truck in tall grass in background]
.1577 – [two men sitting on porch of cabin, Welcome sign hanging above steps]
.1578 – [people standing on gravel creek bank, one man lying down to drink water from creek]
.1579 – [soldiers loading many bicycles on back of military truck in front of McKinley Park Hotel]
.1580 – [soldiers unloading bicycles from back of military truck on gravel road]
.1581 – [soldier posed with bicycle on gravel road]
.1582 – [Elanor posed on bicycle on gravel road]
.1583 – [soldier sitting outdoors]
.1584 – [two soldiers posed outdoors, McKinley Park Hotel in background]
.1585 – [man wearing bathing suit and sunglasses brandishing a stick]
.1586 – [two men wearing bathing suits posed outdoors]
.1587 – [two men wearing bathing suits posed outdoors]
.1588 – [Elanor and man, both wearing bathing suits, sitting on blanket outdoors]
.1589 – Andy & myself, Mt. McKinley, Alaska. (Is his wings I have) I met him at McKinley
[Elanor and man, both wearing bathing suits, posed outdoors]
.1590 – [Elanor posed outdoors with two men wearing women’s hats, one man holding
camera]
.1591 – [Elanor lying down on rocks to drink from creek]
.1592 – [man wearing bathing suit sitting on blanket outdoors, soda bottle on ground]
.1593 – [two men wearing bathing suits posed outdoors]
.1594 – [three soldiers posed with metal plaque, one man wearing Fort Richardson sweatshirt]
.1595 – [Elanor and two other women standing on wood pedestrian bridge]
.1596 – [Elanor and woman walking down trail through brush]
.1597 – [man posed on gravel road]
.1598 – [woman picking fireweed]
.1599 – [Colette Buford standing on trail]
.1600 – Cosey & myself, a deserted cabin, McKinley, Alaska [Elanor and Cosette Buford posed
in doorway of log cabin]
.1601 – [Cosette Buford posed in doorway of log cabin]
.1602 – [Cosette Buford and couple standing next to porch of two-story cabin]
.1603 – [view down path to two-story cabin overgrown with brush]
.1604 – [dogs and kennels in dog yard]
.1605 – [man driving dog team on winter trail, baby in sled basket]
.1606 – Dog sled, Mt. McKinley, Alaska [sled frame next to tar-paper cabin]
.1607 – [moose skull and antlers hanging from pole]
.1608 – Horseshoe Lake, Mt. McKinley, Alaska [bird’s eye view of lake. Cf. .2026]
.1609 – Horseshoe Lake, Mt. McKinley, Alaska [bird’s eye view of lake]
.1610 – Horseshoe L., Mt. McKinley, Alaska [bird’s eye view of lake]
.1611 – Horseshoe Lake, Mt. McKinley, Alaska [bird’s eye view of lake]
.1612 – On way to Fbks., McKinley hill [at?] stream [scenic of creek]
.1613 – [airplane landing on gravel airstrip or river bed next to cabin, laundry hanging on
clothesline at left, near Tonsina?] [.1614-1864 – images from trips, including on Richardson Highway, White Pass & Yukon Route,
and up Alaska Highway and down Yukon River on sternwheeler Klondike in 1945; see diary]
.1614 – [Tonsina Lodge perched on eroded riverbank of Tonsina River, man standing in
doorway]
.1615 – [view down eroded bank of Tonsina River, remains of concrete walkway in foreground,
bridge in background]
.1616 – [log greenhouse, pond in background]
.1617 – [distant view of homestead in broad valley]
.1618 – [building with signs for “U.S. Jail” and “Deputy U.S. Marshal”]
.1619 – [view down driveway to Copper Center Roadhouse, automobile parked in front of
small building at right, man walking to door]
.1620 – [Athabascan family standing in front of log house with sod roof, laundry hanging on
clothesline at right]
.1621 – [mailbox on dirt road]
.1622 – [exterior of Eureka Roadhouse, caribou antlers and Coca-Cola sign on front, dog lying in doorway, sign on ground reading “Just ahead Eureka Roadhouse, 70 miles to Santa Claus Lodge”]
.1623 – [road signs, including mileages to Valdez and Fairbanks, advertisements for Santa Claus Lodge and Copper Center Roadhouse]
.1624 – [distant view of barn, windmill, and possibly water storage tank on dirt road]
.1625 – [distant view of log cabin and cache]
.1626 – [view down gravel road to couple standing next to automobile]
.1627 – [scenic of small spruce trees on taiga]
.1628 – On highway out of Valdez [view down dirt road to man standing next to automobile]
.1629 – Between Valdez & here [scenic of snow patches next to dirt road]
.1630 – Between Valdez & here [scenic. Double exposure]
.1631 – 6/24 Alcan Highway [Elanor and two women standing on dirt road, couple walking at left, “Speed limit 20” sign in background]
.1632 – Pullen House, Skagway, Als. [Elanor and two women standing on boardwalk in front of building, plants visible through large windows, automobile parked at right, stone chimney visible at left]
.1633 – Skagway, Pullen House [Elanor and two women standing on boardwalk in front of building]
.1634 – [Elanor and two women standing building steps, probably Pullen House]
.1635 – Skagway, 6/27 [soldier and woman standing next to picnic table, second woman sitting at table smoking cigarette]
.1636 – Skagway, 6/27 [bird’s eye view of town]
.1637 – Skagway, 6/27 [bird’s eye view of town]
.1638 – Skagway [bird’s eye view of mudflats and possibly fish trap]
.1639 – Skagway [bird’s eye view of dock]
.1640 – Lake atop Mt. Skagway, 6/27 [scenic]
.1641 – Skagway [scenic of lake and trees]
.1642 – [Elanor and woman posed next to railroad car, Elanor holding camera. Cf. .1004 et seq.]
.1643 – [Elanor and man standing next to railroad car, Elanor showing man how to use camera, warehouse building in background]
.1644 – [Elanor and three women posed at metal gate on railroad car]
.1645 – [Elanor and three women posed on observation platform on railroad car]
.1646 – Leaving Whitehorse [Elanor and three women posed on observation platform on White Pass & Yukon Route car]
.1647 – Aboard train, Whitehorse to Skagway [Elanor and women inside White Pass & Yukon Route railroad passenger car, stove in background]
.1648 – Railroad built over glacier [distant view of train on tracks through pass, railroad construction equipment along line]
.1649 – Whitehorse, 6/24 [bird’s eye view of city, rows of Quonset huts in foreground]
.1650 – Whitehorse, 6/24 [bird’s eye view of city]
.1651 – Whitehorse, 6/24 [bird’s eye view of city, rows of Quonset huts in foreground]
.1652 – Whitehorse, 6/24 [bird’s eye view of rows of Quonset huts and walled tents]
.1653 – Whitehorse, Indian grave, 6/24 [Athabascan spirit house labeled “Elsie Harry”]
.1654 – Canol pipeline, Whitehorse, 6/24 [small diameter pipeline disappearing underground, road at left]
.1655 – Whitehorse, 6/24 [scenic of landscape]
.1656 – Whitehorse, 6/24 [scenic of water]
.1657 – Whitehorse, 6/24 [scenic of river]
.1658 – 30 Mile, 6/23 [scenic of bluffs]
.1659 – 30 Mile, 6/23 [scenic of Yukon River]
.1660 – Lake Laberge [scenic]
.1661 – Lake Bennett [scenic]
.1662 – Carmacks (store) [exterior of log building, people standing in front, pile of logs at right]
.1663 – Carmacks [distant view of Athabascan man and woman walking towards buildings, Carmacks]
.1664 – Carmacks, 6/23 [four women and one man sitting on riverboat docked at bank, logs at right]
.1665 – Hike to Carmacks, 6/23 [people walking across log bridge over creek. Cf. .1827]
.1666 – Hike to Carmacks [Elanor sitting with woman and man on log bridge over creek]
.1667 – Hike to Carmacks [woman and man on log bridge over creek]
.1668 – [Elanor sitting with two women on log bridge over creek]
.1669 – Coming into Dawson, 6/17 [view across water to dilapidated log cabin]
.1670 – Dawson, 6/19 [waterfront as seen from boat]
.1671 – Dawson, 6/19 [waterfront as seen from boat]
.1672 – Dawson, 6/19 [distant view of city from boat]
.1673 – Dawson, 6/19 [bird’s eye view of woman standing on dock next to ship gangway]
.1674 – Mrs. Knutsen, Brad, Chris, at Dawson [bird’s eye view of three people standing on dock next to gangway]
.1675 – Dawson, 6/18 [scenic of landscape]
.1676 – Dawson, 6/18 [distant view of buildings, bluff in background]
.1677 – Dawson, 6/18 [street scene]
.1678 – Dawson, 6/18 [abandoned store. Cf. .1860]
.1679 – Dawson, 6/18 [exterior of Yukon Hotel]
.1680 – Dawson, 6/18 [exterior of Yukon Hotel]
.1681 – Dawson, 6/18 [exterior of Central Hotel, woman standing in front]
.1682 – Dawson, 6/18 [wagon parked on street in front of K.T.M. Co.]
.1683 – [three women standing on boardwalk in front of Regina Hotel, Dawson]
.1684 – Dawson, 6/18 [Elanor posed next to doorway with oval window and lace curtains, Regina Hotel]
.1685 – 6/18 [Elanor standing on street next to Regina Hotel]
.1686 – Dawson [Elanor and three women posed in front of Regina Hotel]
.1687 – Dawson hotel (we stayed in) [Elanor and three women posed in front of Regina Hotel]
.1688 – [view out window of Regina Hotel, man walking past small cabin]
.1689 – Dawson, Service cabin [two women standing in front of Robert Service cabin]
.1690 – Service cabin, Dawson [exterior of Robert Service cabin]
.1691 – Klondike R., 6/19 [scenic]
Ice cakes along side of river first day out [ice on banks of Yukon River]

[Elanor posed on Royal Mail wagon in yard]

[woman posed on Royal Mail wagon in yard, other vehicles visible]

[two women posed on Royal Mail wagon in yard]

[Alaska Railroad section sign for Hurricane, with moose antlers atop sign]

[En route, Anchorage to Fbks. [Alaska Railroad section sign for Canyon, with moose antlers atop sign]]

[En route Anch. to Fbks. [Alaska Railroad section house at Colorado]]

[passengers outside Nenana depot, Alaska Railroad train on track at left]

[Nenana [two riverboats in dry dock, including paddle steamer Nenana]]

[Nenana [Nenana Ice Pool tower, freight car in foreground]]

[At Nenana [paddle steamer Yukon at Nenana dock, metal barrels on dock]]

[woman posed next to aboveground pipeline, probably Davidson Ditch, road at left]

[woman panning for gold on bank of rocky creek]

[Elanor and woman panning for gold on creek bank]

[two women lying on ground to drink from creek]

[Elanor sitting on gravel creek bank with feet in gold pan, soldier lying on ground in foreground]

[Fairbanks [façade of Masonic Temple, sign for First Baptist Mission to right of entrance, Church of Christ sign to left of entrance]]

[view across street to exterior of Northern Commercial Co. in Fairbanks, automobile in foreground]

[Fbks. [automobile on street in front of Pastime Bar and The Wanigan, Coca-Cola billboard above Wanigan sign, Fairbanks]]

[Fbks. [view across intersection to building obscured by trees, probably Episcopal Hospital]]

[Fbks. [view across street and sidewalk to log building housing Episcopal Church]]

[Fbks. [woman wearing corsage and holding bundle wrapped with newspaper standing in front of restaurant]]

[woman wearing corsage and holding bundle wrapped with newspaper standing in front of restaurant, Elanor and second woman standing in doorway, possibly Model Café]

[Fbks. [scenic of river]]

[Fbks. [scenic of Chena River]]

[Fairbanks [Chena River and Cushman Street Bridge]]

[Elanor and woman standing with two soldiers on bank of Chena River, Elanor holding camera, Samson Hardware across river, Fairbanks]

[two women standing in front of Chena Liquor Store, Fairbanks]

[Fbks. [Elanor standing in front of Chena Liquor Store, Fairbanks]]

[Elanor and three women standing in front of Chena Liquor Store, Elanor holding camera]

[Fbks. to Circle Spgs. [distant view of buildings along Steese Highway, Central?]]

[Fbks. to Circle Springs [dredge along Steese Highway, Chatanika?]]

[Circle [dog standing in small pond in foreground, buildings in background]]
1726 – Just out of Circle [scenic of Yukon River]
1727 – Circle [view down dirt drive to Yukon River, large ice chunk on bank, dilapidated building at left]
1728 – Circle [man sitting on wood plank platform in foreground, Northern Commercial Co. store in background]
1729 – Circle [men and women sitting on freight sled, eating, Athabascan man at left]
1730 – Circle, Mr. Powers boy [son of Fred Powers standing next to store, Pol-A-Gan tomato crate at left]
1731 – Circle [woman sitting on driftwood on bank of Yukon River]
1732 – Circle [scenic of Yukon River]
1733 – Circle [exterior of two-story log building, possibly Tanana Roadhouse]
1734 – Circle [metal barrels and other debris on bank of Yukon River]
1735 – Circle [men and women on bank of Yukon River, metal barrels in background]
1736 – Circle [white woman posed with Athabascan woman on White Pass & Yukon Route riverboat Woodchuck]
1737 – Circle [two women standing on deck of riverboat Woodchuck on bank of Yukon River]
1738 – Circle [collapsed building on bank of Yukon River]
1739 – Between spgs. & Circle [view down dirt drive to man and dog standing between two small buildings, lumber piled between buildings, metal barrels in foreground, Steese Highway]
1740 – Between Circle Spgs. & Circle [man and dog standing between two small buildings, lumber piled between buildings, automobile in background, Steese Highway]
1741 – Circle [distant view of two-story cabin with porches at left, Northern Commercial Co. store at right, engine in foreground]
1742 – [Elanor and three women sitting with luggage in back of pickup truck]
1743 – [Elanor posed in driver’s seat of pickup truck]
1744 – Circle City [view from docked riverboat, two men with tracked vehicle at left, Tanana Roadhouse building in center background, adults and children standing around piles of lumber in center]
1745 – At Circle, [illegible], Mar, Grace [three women in front of collapsing building]
1746 – Circle Springs [Elanor and two women sitting on bench in front of log building at Circle Hot Springs, one woman smoking cigarette, advertisement for Star Tobacco on wall]
1747 – Store at Central [two horses standing in front of log building with signs for “Central House” and Central Post Office]
1748 – [two men standing in front of Central Post Office, two horses at right]
1749 – Eagle, 6/16 [scenic of Eagle Bluff]
1750 – Eagle, 6/16 [paddle steamer Klondike at dock, Eagle Bluff in background]
1751 – Eagle, 6/16 [waterfront as seen from boat, Northern Commercial Co. in center, large cross at right]
1752 – Eagle, 6/16 [view from boat of men standing in front of warehouse No. 3 next to ramp and stairs from beach, wagon wheels and lumber on ground]
1753 – Eagle, 6/16 [view from boat of eroding riverbank, large cross and greenhouse next to building, possibly church]
1754 – Eagle, 6/16, Mr. & Mrs. Fulton, missionaries [man and woman standing in front of log building, St. Paul’s Church, picket fence at right]
.1755 – Capt. Coghlin [two women posed with riverboat Klondike captain, probably Charles M. Coughlan. Cf. .1771 et seq.]
.1756 – Where fish are dried, first day out [Yukon River fish camp, large drying structure in center, dogs at right, supplies on riverbank in foreground]
.1757 – Calico Bluff, 6/15 [scenic]
.1758 – Atop Eagle Summit [Elanor and two women posed outdoors, Elanor holding camera]
.1759 – [Elanor and two women posed outdoors at Eagle Summit on Steese Highway]
.1760 – Eagle, Mr. Clark (pilot on Woodchuck), Mr. Wilson [two men sitting on bench in front of Northern Commercial Co. store]
.1761 – Eagle, 6/16 [woman smoking cigarette sitting on railing of boat at dock, Eagle Trading Post in background]
.1762 – Eagle, 6/16 [automobile parked in front of Northern Commercial Co. store, wagon wheels at left]
.1763 – Mission, Eagle, 6/16 [view down boardwalk to group of women standing outside St. Paul’s Church]
.1764 – Eagle, 6/16 [cross at St. Paul’s Church, greenhouse in background]
.1765 – Capt. Bromling, 6/17 [riverboat Klondike captain smoking cigar in pilothouse, woman standing in background, possibly William Bromley]
.1766 – [Elanor standing in doorway of riverboat Klondike pilothouse]
.1767 – [woman sitting at wheel in riverboat Klondike pilothouse]
.1768 – First morn on boat [close-up of wheel in riverboat Klondike pilothouse]
.1769 – 6/23 [woman sitting at wheel in riverboat Klondike pilothouse]
.1770 – First morn on boat [man sitting at wheel in riverboat Klondike pilothouse]
.1771 – Capt. Coghlin (skipper) [man sitting at wheel in riverboat Klondike pilothouse, probably Charles M. Coughlan]
.1772 – [two women posed with riverboat Klondike captain, probably Charles M. Coughlan. Cf. .1755]
.1773 – [Elanor and woman posed with riverboat Klondike captain, probably Charles M. Coughlan]
.1774 – [Elanor and woman posed with riverboat Klondike captain, probably Charles M. Coughlan]
.1775 – 6/23 [view from riverboat Klondike pilothouse of three men on boat deck, barrels of drinking water and lifeboats in background]
.1776 – [riverboat Klondike crew member wearing bow tie sitting on deck to wash dishes]
.1777 – Night steward [riverboat Klondike crew member wearing white jacket posed on deck]
.1778 – Cook, Mr. Baron [riverboat Klondike crew member wearing white jacket posed with lifeboats on deck]
.1779 – [woman posed with riverboat Klondike crew members on deck]
.1780 – Our steward, Russ Palmer [riverboat Klondike crew member wearing white jacket and bow tie posed on deck]
.1781 – 1st engineer Mr. Ford [riverboat Klondike crew member posed on deck]
.1782 – 2nd engineer Mr. Carson [riverboat Klondike crew member wearing white jacket posed with lifeboat on deck]
.1783 – Clare, in Woodchuck [man in pilothouse of riverboat Woodchuck]
.1784 – [man sitting at wheel in pilothouse of riverboat Klondike, man smoking cigarette standing at left]
.1785 – [man and two women on observation deck of riverboat Klondike]
.1786 – [passengers playing horseshoes on deck of riverboat Klondike]
.1787 – [view from boat of man sitting on dock at Dawson, winch, handcart, and moveable ramp visible]
.1788 – First day on boat [view from upper deck of tug and barge loaded with metal barrels and automobile, several dogs on barge, pushed by riverboat Klondike. Cf. .1847]
.1789 – First day on boat [several people sitting on barge loaded with automobile and metal barrels]
.1790 – [view along deck to pilothouse]
.1791 – [three men, probably all crew members of riverboat Klondike, standing on deck]
.1792 – [view from upper deck of riverboat Klondike night steward on lower deck]
.1793 – [couple standing on deck, possibly posing for photograph, two women in foreground]
.1794 – [Elanor standing with woman and man on ladder between decks]
.1795 – [white woman posed with two young Athabascan girls on deck]
.1796 – [two young Athabascan girls on deck]
.1797 – [three men posed with two young Athabascan girls on deck]
.1798 – [two young Athabascan girls holding flowers on deck, man sitting at left, other passengers in background]
.1799 – 6/19 [Elanor standing next to boat railing]
.1800 – 6/19 [Elanor and woman sitting on deck]
.1801 – 6/19 [Elanor and woman posed on deck]
.1802 – 6/16 [Elanor sitting on boat railing]
.1803 – 6/19 [woman standing next to boat railing]
.1804 – 6/19 [two men and woman standing next to boat railing]
.1805 – 6/19 [woman on deck]
.1806 – 6/19 [woman on deck]
.1807 – 6/16 [woman standing next to boat railing]
.1808 – Ch. steward, 6/19 [riverboat Klondike crew member and woman standing next to boat railing]
.1809 – 6/19 [windblown woman wearing halter top and skirt standing on deck holding blanket, case, and papers]
.1810 – [woman sitting on deck]
.1811 – [view up from lower deck to Elanor and two women standing next to railing on riverboat Klondike above lifebuoy]
.1812 – First day out [view up from lower deck to Elanor and woman standing next to railing on riverboat Klondike above lifebuoy]
.1813 – [view up from lower deck to man and woman standing next to railing on riverboat Klondike above lifebuoy]
.1814 – 6/20 [view from dock of two women sitting on railing on riverboat Klondike]
.1815 – [view from dock of two Elanor sitting on railing on riverboat Klondike, three men at left]
.1816 – 6/19 [view from dock of man standing next to railing on riverboat Klondike]
.1817 – [Elanor and two women on deck below pilothouse of riverboat *Klondike*, Elanor and second woman holding cameras]
.1818 – 6/20 [Elanor and woman standing next to paddle wheel on riverboat *Klondike*, Elanor holding camera]
.1819 – 6/20 [paddle wheel on riverboat *Klondike*]
.1820 – 6/15 [view up to pilothouse of riverboat *Klondike*]
.1821 – [close-up of pilothouse of riverboat *Klondike*]
.1822 – [scenic of Five Finger Rapids, foredeck and pilothouse of riverboat *Klondike* in foreground]
.1823 – [scenic of Five Finger Rapids, metal barrels on barge with riverboat *Klondike* in foreground]
.1824 – [scenic of Five Finger Rapids, metal barrels on barge with riverboat *Klondike* in foreground]
.1825 – Wood camp [view from bluff of riverboat *Klondike* docked along bank]
.1826 – Wood camp, 6/16 [view from bluff of men loading fuel wood onto riverboat *Klondike*]
.1827 – Wood camp, 6/19 [bird’s eye view of log bridge over creek. Cf. .1665]
.1828 – [bird’s eye view of log bridge over creek]
.1829 – Wood camp, 6/16 [view up to large stacks of fuel wood on bluff above river]
.1830 – [view up to large stacks of fuel wood on bluff above river]
.1831 – Wood camp, 6/16 [view up to large stacks of fuel wood on bluff above river, men throwing pieces of wood down to riverbank]
.1832 – Wood camp, 6/16 [two women standing in Yukon River water next to boat deck being loaded with fuel wood]
.1833 – Wood camp, 6/16 [two men standing on boat deck, two women standing in Yukon River water next to boat]
.1834 – [two women standing in Yukon River water next to boat deck]
.1835 – 6/20 [men loading fuel wood onto boat]
.1836 – 6/20 [view from boat of men pushing handcart loaded with fuel wood along boardwalk]
.1837 – 6/20 [view from boat of men loading fuel wood onto handcart on boardwalk]
.1838 – [men loading fuel wood onto handcart on boardwalk]
.1839 – Wood camp, 6/16 [log cabin with cut timber and table saw in front]
.1840 – Wood camp, 6/16 [two women standing on deck, one holding shoes and socks, one holding shoes and camera]
.1841 – Wood camp, 6/16 [Elanor standing in clearing holding flowers, large stack of fuel wood in background]
.1842 – Wood camp, 6/16 [woman standing in clearing holding flowers, large stack of fuel wood in background]
.1843 – Wood camp, 6/19 [woman standing next to stream holding flowers]
.1844 – Wood camp, 6/19 [woman holding camera standing in wooded area, Yukon River in background]
.1845 – [view from boat of Elanor and woman standing on bank next to large stack of fuel wood]
.1846 – As we passed Casca, 6/23 [paddle steamer *Casca* under way on Yukon River]
.1847 – 6/23 [distant view of riverboat *Klondike* pushing barge in Yukon River]
.1848 – 6/23 [view from bank of riverboat *Klondike* pushing barge in Yukon River]
.1849 – [distant view of riverboat *Klondike* docked along bank of Yukon River]
.1850 – 6/27 [man wearing neck tie and holding camera standing next to railroad tracks, Skagway?]
.1851 – 6/27 [man wearing neck tie and man wearing leather jacket standing next to railroad tracks, Skagway?]
.1852 – [man posed on locomotive 51, White Pass & Yukon Route]
.1853 – [man posed on locomotive 51, White Pass & Yukon Route]
.1854 – [woman posed in railroad car in yard, probably White Pass & Yukon Route locomotive 51]
.1855 – [Elanor and two women posed in railroad car in yard, probably White Pass & Yukon Route locomotive 51]
.1856 – [view of Yukon River village as seen from boat, church in center]
.1857 – [two buildings with cupolas, one possibly a hospital, with bluff in background, Eagle?]
.1858 – [two women posed next to large cache]
.1859 – [view of town from dock, automobiles on street]
.1860 – [Elanor and two women standing on gravel road in front of abandoned store in Dawson. Cf. .1678]
.1861 – 6/20 [view of homestead along Yukon River as seen from boat, bluff in background]
.1862 – 6/20 [log cabin at homestead along Yukon River]
.1863 – [woman and three men lying on ground after eating, buildings in background]
.1864 – [Elanor and two women standing outside of store, one woman taking photograph of group in mirror displayed in window, Pullen House?]
.1865 – 6/23 [group walking down dirt road through taiga, hike to Carmacks? Cf. .1665]
[.1866-1904 – other locations, some possibly commercial images]
.1866 – Anchorage overlooking bay [bird’s eye view from top of Masonic Temple looking north down G Street to Cook Inlet, pedestrians on sidewalk, federal building at left, Central Building and Ad-Art Studio at right]
.1867 – Anchorage [bird’s eye view from top of Masonic Temple looking east down Fourth Avenue to Chugach Mountains, pedestrians on sidewalks, banner for Halloween Carnival Dance hanging over street, businesses including Anchorage Hotel and Hewitt’s Drugs]
.1868 – Fire Lake [scenic, with two boats at small dock in foreground]
.1869 – Eagle River [scenic of river in winter]
.1870 – Lake Spenard cabin [log cabin in stand of trees]
.1871 – Russian grave at Eklutna [Dena’ina spirit house at Eklutna cemetery]
.1872 – Cabin near Palmer [log cabin with stone chimney, outbuilding at left, mountains in background]
.1873 – Palmer [three horses in pasture in foreground, buildings and water tower in distance, mountains in background]
.1874 – Matanuska Valley [view down curving gravel road to hay stacks in field, Pioneer Peak in background]
.1875 – Sourdough home (Matanuska Valley) [view across plowed field to homestead, mountains in background]
1876 – Independence Mine [view past mine building with stone chimney to tailings on mountainside]
1877 – Independence Mine [view down dirt road to mill complex, storage tanks at left]
1878 – Independence Pass [scenic of Hatcher Pass, two men walking on tundra in foreground]
1879 – McKinley Road [view down winter road in pass area, railroad trestle bridge in distance]
1880 – McKinley Road scene [winter scenic of mountains and trees]
1881 – Mt. McKinley Hotel [bird’s eye view of McKinley Park Hotel in winter, men with brooms cleaning off ice skating area next to building]
1882 – Hq., Ranger Station, McKinley Park [Denali National Park and Preserve headquarters building in winter]
1883 – Rangers cabin [Denali National Park and Preserve ranger station in winter]
1884 – Whittier [scenic of mountains in winter, two soldiers walking past warehouse buildings in foreground]
1885 – Whittier [scenic view down road in winter, buildings in middle ground, mountains in background]
1886 – [winter scenic view down Alaska Railroad tracks]
1887 – [Loop District in winter, distant view of Alaska Railroad trestle bridge]
1888 – [winter scenic view down Alaska Railroad tracks to mountains, siding at left and sign “Derail”]
1889 – [view up large snow bank to utility pole along Alaska Railroad tracks]
1890 – [distant view of buildings in mountain pass in winter, sign in front, possibly roadhouse or Alaska Railroad section house?]
1891 – [Loop District in winter, distant view of Alaska Railroad trestle bridge]
1892 – [winter scenic in mountain pass]
1893 – [winter scenic of Chugach Mountains as seen from base]
1894 – Whittier [winter scenic of trees and mountains, soldier standing in foreground]
1895 – Whittier [winter scenic of mountains]
1896 – Gulkana Gulch, Alaska [bird’s eye view of creek emptying into Gulkana River]
1897 – [view down winter road to small truss bridge over creek]
1898 – Between Fort R. & Eagle River [scenic of creek in winter]
1899 – Between post & Eagle River [scenic of creek in winter]
1900 – Palmer 4 July [two women holding wrapped parcels on boardwalk in front of stores]
1901 – Palmer [distant view of town, water tower in center, soldier standing on back of truck taking photograph with camera in foreground]
1902 – Nov. ’44 [view down winter road past corrugated metal building on stilts at left, mountains in background]
1903 – [Alaska Native boy wearing snow goggles and parka with short fur ruff standing outdoors in winter with dog]
1904 – Cordova [woman standing on boardwalk with fishing nets drying on railing]
1905–1957 – commercial photographic postcards
1905 – [description card for postcards 1906-1920]
1921 – Cordova, Alaska. Rosswog, P-1343 [ street view looking down First Street, with automobiles and pedestrians, Crystal Liquor Store at right ]
1922 – First Avenue, Cordova, Alaska. R, P-1348 [ street view looking down First Street, with automobiles and pedestrians, Crystal Liquor Store at right. Photographer Clara Rosswog? ]
1923 – Cordova, Alaska. Rosswog, P-1420 [ bird’s eye view of buildings and inlet, breakwater at right ]
1924 – 3P-61A. Taku River huskies. Ordway, Juneau, Alaska [ three puppy dogs ]
1925 – Curry Hotel, Alaska, B-1. Photograph approved by Theatre Censor A.D. [ view across Alaska Railroad tracks to Curry Hotel, two soldiers standing on platform ]
1926 – Chena River & St. Joseph’s Hospital, Fairbanks, Alaska. Cann’s [ view across river to church and hospital, bridge at left ]
1927 – America’s northernmost corner drug store, N-11. Photograph approved by Theatre Censor A.D. [ Fairbanks street view on corner of First Avenue looking east, neon signs for Drugs, Mens Wear ]
1928 – Sky twins, Fairbanks, Alaska, O-33. Photograph approved by Theatre Censor A.D. [ stacks of old Fairbanks power plant between First and Second Avenue ]
1929 – Second Ave., Fairbanks, Alaska [ on verso: ] Cann’s [ street scene, with automobiles and pedestrians, clock on corner building at left, businesses including Model Café, Waechter Bros. Meats ]
1930 – University of Alaska, B-13. Photograph approved by Theatre Censor A.D.C. [ view across field to campus buildings ]
1931 – University of Alaska, B-12. Photograph approved by Theatre Censor A.D. [ aerial of campus buildings ]
1932 – University of Alaska, L-32. Photograph approved by Theatre Censor A.D. [ view from gravel driveway to campus buildings ]
1933 – P-1262. University of Alaska [ winter aerial of campus ]
1934 – First locomotive brought to Tanana Valley [ on verso: ] Cann’s [ locomotive 1 on display next to Alaska Railroad depot at Fairbanks ]
1935 – An Alaskan gold dredge, M-11. Photograph approved by Theatre Censor A.D. [ dredge in pond ]
1936 – F.E. gold mining dredge, Fox, Alaska. Cann’s [ dredge in pond, possibly Fairbanks Exploration Co. Dredge No. 2 ]
1937 – P-1257. Gold dredging on Ester Creek, Alaska [aerial of dredge and tailings piles]
1939 – Princess Nora at Skagway, Alaska [steamboat Princess Norah under way]
1940 – Pullen House, Skagway, Alaska [view across lawn to hotel, man standing on porch]
1941 – D-7. A.B. Hall, Skagway, Alaska [exterior of Arctic Brotherhood hall. Original photographer’s caption and initials partially cropped]
1942 – Skagway, Alaska (looking south). D-2, Dedman [aerial]
1943 – D-63. Skagway, Alaska, looking north up the White Pass. Dedman [aerial]
1944 – International boundary Canada-Alaska at summit White Pass Route. Dedman [border crossing building on White Pass & Yukon Route, with flags of United States and British Columbia]
1945 – View from Inspiration Point on White Pass Route, Alaska. Dedman [scenic, with steam from White Pass & Yukon Route locomotives visible in distance]
1947 – Dead Horse Gulch, White Pass & Yukon Route [on verso:] Made in Canada by the Gowen, Sutton Co. Ltd. [scenic view down railroad track in pass]
1948 – Lake Bennett. Taylor [on verso:] Photographed and copyrighted by G. Morris Taylor [scenic of Bennett Lake, White Pass & Yukon Route track at right]
1949 – Lake Bennett, B.C. [scenic]
1950 – Made in Canada by the Gowen, Sutton Co. Ltd. [exterior of Whitehorse Inn]
1951 – Whitehorse Rapids, Yukon River [on verso:] Photographed and copyrighted by G. Morris Taylor [scenic]
1952 – Sam McGee “at home”, Whitehorse, Yukon [man sitting in front of log cabin]
1953 – Carcross, Y.T. Dedman [view down railroad tracks in front of White Pass & Yukon Route depot to mountain, church in right background]
1954 – Whitehorse, Yukon Territory, Canada. 83 [on verso:] Made in Canada by the Gowen, Sutton Co. Ltd. [bird’s eye view of town]
1955 – Giant Yukon mosquito! 32 [fake mosquito carrying dead rabbit]
1956 – Man wanted! [on verso:] Made in Canada by the Gowen, Sutton Co. Ltd. [woman wearing bonnet splitting wood with hatchet, cabin in background]
1957 – Alaska midnite sun across the Arctic Circle. Cann [time lapse photography of path of sun over water]
1958 – [portrait of soldier seated outdoors, possibly on hood of Jeep; print date June 2, 1949. Color]
1959 – [view from boat of Elanor and woman sitting at camp site in wooded area, tent at right, outboard motor in foreground; print date Sept. 15, 1952. Color]
1960 – [man and woman posed with moose antlers and rifle outdoors in autumn, Radio Flyer wagon at left, lean-to or shed at right. Color]
1961 – [Elanor sitting on building steps; print date November 5, 1943. Color]
1962 – [Elanor posed next to building with camouflage paint; print date July 1, 1946. Color]
1963 – [woman wearing party dress posed next to building with camouflage paint; print date July 6, 1946. Color]
.1964 – [Elanor and woman dress posed next to building with camouflage paint; print date 1946. Color]
.1965 – [two women posed on steps of Warm Up Hut Coffee at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl in winter; print date July 9, 1946. Color]
.1966 – [woman and two soldiers posed next to building with camouflage paint; print date July 1, 1946. Color]
.1967 – [Elanor, woman, and soldier posed next to building with camouflage paint; print date 1946. Color]
.1968 – [woman and three soldiers sitting outdoors on base, Theater No. 1 in background; print date July 1, 1946. Color]
.1969 – [woman and three soldiers sitting outdoors on base, Theater No. 1 in background; print date July 1, 1946. Color]
.1970 – [Elanor and two soldiers posed at ski area, one soldier holding camera; print date July 9, 1946. Color]
.1971 – [woman and two soldiers posed at ski area, woman holding camera; print date July 9, 1946. Color]
.1972 – [passengers debarking from Alaska Railroad train and picking up skis and poles, possibly Grandview; print date July 9, 1946. Color]
.1973 – [passengers debarking from Alaska Railroad train, skis and poles propped against car, woman in foreground carrying snowshoes, man in foreground carrying camera, possibly Grandview; print date July 9, 1946. Color]
.1974 – [two women standing next to Alaska Railroad car, possibly Grandview; print date July 9, 1946. Color]
.1975 – [two women posed outdoors in winter, possibly Grandview; print date July 9, 1946. Color]
.1976 – [men and women sitting on the ground, picnicking next to wind-damaged cabins, probably Camp Eielson; print date August 7, 1944. Color]
.1978 – [horses in paddock, probably Camp Eielson; print date August 7, 1944. Color]
.1979 – [C. Buford and two soldiers posed outdoors; print date August 7, 1944. Color]
.1980 – [C. Buford and two soldiers sitting on ridge above small lake; print date August 7, 1944. Color]
.1981 – [woman, young boy, and dog standing in water, mountains in distance, probably Lake Spenard; print date August 7, 1944. Color]
.1982 – [scenic with river, mountains; print date August 7, 1944. Color]
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.1983 – Diddy Merrill, Rusty Dow [two women leaning against military Jeep]
.1984 – [men and women sitting in club, cans of Budweiser beer and other drinks on small tables, Elanor second from right]
.1985 – [men and women sitting in club, cans of Budweiser beer and other drinks on small tables, Elanor second from right]
1986 – [Elanor and woman sitting in club, cans of Budweiser beer and other drinks on small table]
1987 – [military officer presenting Elanor with paper, four men also receiving item, graphs on moveable boards in background. U.S. Army photograph]
1988 – [group portrait of men and women standing with military officer in front of graphs on moveable boards, Elanor fourth from left. U.S. Army photograph]
1989 – June 21 or 29, 1973 [Elanor receiving certificate from military officer]
1990 – [group portrait of men and women having Christmas party in office area, woman in center holding abacus behind man dressed as Santa sitting with child, Elanor at far right]
1991 – [group portrait of men and women having Christmas party in office area, woman in center holding abacus behind man dressed as Santa sitting with child, Elanor at far right]
1992 – Mrs. Elanor Johnston is picture above after receiving a check and a certificate for Sustained Superior Performance. Colonel Clare Farley, District Engineer, presented the award. Mr. Warren George, Chief, Engineering Division, is looking on [Elanor posed with two men. U.S. Army photograph]
1993 – [group portrait at Elanor and Johnny’s wedding reception, with bride and groom in center]
1994 – [portrait of Elanor wearing wedding gown in church]
1995 – [Elanor and Johnny cutting cake at wedding reception]
1996 – Glacier, Whittier [close-up of glacier terminus]
1997 – Whittier [scenic, piers from unfinished dock in foreground, snow on mountains in background]
1998 – [possibly Curtiss Robin floatplane, pleasure boats, and fishing boat Mary B. at dock, low hills across water in background]
1999 – [several trucks on pier under construction, pile driver in center, barge at end, Whittier?]
2000 – [view down road under construction to heavy equipment, water in background]
2001 – [scenic view down creek emptying into inlet, buildings or tents on far shore]
2002 – [scenic view down gravel road with fireweed, mountains in distance, Palmer Road? Tinted]
2003 – [scenic of Knik River Bridge and mountains. Tinted]
2004 – [two men refueling The Air Transport Command Douglas C-54 Skymaster airplane from U.S. Army Air Force tanker truck, Union Air terminal building in left background, Anchorage?]
2005 – [Douglas C-54 Skymaster airplane on base in winter, building porch in foreground, Minor Repairs hangar in background]
2006 – [scenic of winter sunset over base, icicles on building at left, metal barrels in center, Quonset hut and buildings in background]
2007 – [winter street scene on base, looking southeast to Chugach Mountains, icicles on building at left, chapel in right background]
2008 – [exterior of Fort Richardson Post Office in winter, with icicles and No Parking sign]
2009 – [winter scenic at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
2010 – [winter scenic at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
2011 – [winter scenic at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
2012 – [winter scenic at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl]
.2013 – [bird’s eye view of Alaska Railroad yards and Ship Creek in winter, train at depot, Government Hill in background]
.2014 – [scenic of Turnagain Arm in winter, Alaska Railroad freight train on track at left]
.2015 – [scenic view down road in winter, probably Kenai Peninsula]
.2016 – [icicles and frozen water on rock face next to Alaska Railroad tracks heading into tunnel, possibly Whittier Tunnel]
.2017 – [scenic of Turnagain Arm in winter]
.2018 – [scenic view down Alaska Railroad track in winter, possibly Loop District]
.2019 – [scenic of river with gravel banks, mountains in background]
.2020 – [Elanor fishing from spruce tree fallen across creek, possibly Ship Creek]
.2021 – Ship Cr. [scenic of Ship Creek]
.2022 – Ship Crk. [scenic of Ship Creek]
.2023 – Whittier [scenic of small waterfall on creek]
.2024 – Whittier [scenic of glacier]
.2025 – Whittier [American flag flying from large pole in front of building, military Jeep parked at right]
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1964 Earthquake
.2027 – [Johnston kitchen after 1964 earthquake, with food and broken dishes on the floor. Polaroid]
.2028 – [Johnston kitchen after 1964 earthquake, with food and broken dishes on the floor. Polaroid]
.2029 – [Johnston kitchen after 1964 earthquake, with food and broken dishes on the floor. Polaroid]
.2030 – [cracks in wall at Johnston house after 1964 earthquake. Polaroid]
.2031 – [damage to ceiling at Johnston house after 1964 earthquake. Polaroid]
.2032 – [cracks in wall at Johnston house after 1964 earthquake. Polaroid]
.2033 – [damage to wall at Johnston house after 1964 earthquake. Polaroid]
.2034 – [cracks in bathroom wall at Johnston house after 1964 earthquake. Polaroid]
.2035 – [cracks in wall at Johnston house after 1964 earthquake. Polaroid]
.2036 – [damage to wall at Johnston house after 1964 earthquake. Polaroid]
.2037 – [people walking and standing on damaged Fourth Avenue in front of businesses including D & D Bar & Café, Sportsman’s Club, Frisco Bar & Café, Mac’s Foto, Anchorage Westward Hotel in background]
.2038 – [people walking and standing on damaged Fourth Avenue in front of businesses including D & D Bar & Café, Sportsman’s Club, Frisco Bar & Café, Mac’s Foto, McKinley Apartments in background, “Our Town” banner hanging over street]
.2039 – [J.C. Penney garage being demolished by Morrison-Knudsen crane]
.2040 – [people walking past toppled Four Seasons Apartments]
.2041 – [damage to businesses along Second Avenue in Ship Creek yards area, Anchorage Westward Hotel in background]
.2042 – [close-up of fissure in ground in Anchorage residential area]
.2043 – [damage to L Street near Presbyterian Hospital, “Quiet Hospital Zone” sign at right, Inlet Towers in background]
.2044 – [people standing on top of fissure in street next to damaged building, automobiles on street, Government Hill in background, possibly Third Avenue]
.2045 – [aerial of Anchorage showing patterns of fissures near L and M Streets. U.S. Army photograph]
.2046 – [aerial of Anchorage showing damage to J.C. Penney parking garage, Cook Inlet in background. U.S. Army photograph]
.2047 – [aerial of Anchorage showing damage to Cordova Building, Gilman’s Bakery across street. U.S. Army photograph]
.2048 – [damage to Fourth Avenue in front of businesses including D & D Bar & Café, Sportsman’s Club, Frisco Bar & Café, Mac’s Foto, McKinley Apartments in background. U.S. Army photograph]
.2049 – [men standing on damaged Fourth Avenue in front of businesses including Anchorage Hardware & Sporting Goods, Koslosky’s Store for Men, and Hobby Lobby, “Our Town” banner hanging over street. U.S. Army photograph]
.2050 – [man wearing hard hat walking past van parked in front of damaged Bagoy’s Florist. U.S. Army photograph]
.2051 – [soldier wearing bunny boots and carrying rifle standing on Fourth Avenue in front of damaged Denali Grill and Denali Theatre. U.S. Army photograph]
.2053 – [automobile parked on street next to debris from damaged J.C. Penney parking garage, crane in background. U.S. Army photograph]
.2054 – [men wearing hard hats using crane to move damaged automobile from street next to damaged J.C. Penney parking garage, Singer Sewing Center at right. U.S. Army photograph]
.2055 – [crane lifting automobile from street next to damaged J.C. Penney parking garage and Singer Sewing Center. U.S. Army photograph]
.2056 – [damage to Cordova Building, with sign “Reserved USGS” in front, “Private Parking” sign propped against building. U.S. Army photograph]
.2057 – [damage to McKinley Apartments. U.S. Army photograph]
.2058 – [automobile parked in front of toppled Four Seasons Apartments. U.S. Army photograph]
.2059 – [automobile flipped upside down next to fissure in earth, Four Seasons Apartments in left background. U.S. Army photograph]
.2060 – [damaged building on Second Avenue, Berry’s Service and Alaska Railroad headquarters in right background. U.S. Army photograph]
.2061 – [flattened warehouse on Second Avenue, Alaska Railroad yards in background, Coca-Cola sign on Anchorage Cold Storage building in left background. U.S. Army photograph]
.2062 – [damage to Alaska Sales & Service, street sign for Medfra Street in foreground. U.S. Army photograph]
.2063 – [automobiles parked near fissure in Eighth Avenue, Four Seasons Apartments in left background. U.S. Army photograph]
.2064 – [people standing outside damaged apartment building at M Street and Eighth Avenue. U.S. Army photograph]
.2065 – [two soldiers standing on edge of fissure in street, woman at left taking photograph with camera. U.S. Army photograph]
.2066 – [people walking on street near fissure, one woman pointing at automobile. U.S. Army photograph]
.2067 – [view up hill on C Street at First Avenue, flattened warehouse at left. U.S. Army photograph]
.2068 – [four automobiles caught in fissures in street, two men standing in background next to building with sign for “Housekeeping Rooms,” Cook Inlet in background. U.S. Army photograph]
.2069 – [exterior of West Anchorage High School. U.S. Army photograph]
.2070 – [damage to apartment building. U.S. Army photograph]
.2071 – [damage to warehouse in industrial area or on base. U.S. Army photograph]
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.2072 – [bird’s eye view of damaged houses in Turnagain area, woman standing in doorway at left]
.2073 – [view past fissure and through trees to damaged houses in Turnagain area, soldier carrying box of belongings in center. Cf. .2084]
.2074 – [trees bending over on tilted slabs of fissured earth, damaged house in background, Turnagain area]
.2075 – [damaged houses in Turnagain area, automobile in collapsed carport in foreground]
.2076 – [automobile crushed in collapsed structure, Turnagain area]
.2077 – [automobiles caught in fissures, damaged house in background, Turnagain area]
.2078 – [view along fissure to damaged houses in background, Turnagain area. U.S. Army photograph]
.2079 – [view past low fence to damaged house, Turnagain area. U.S. Army photograph]
.2080 – [people standing between damaged houses, Turnagain area. U.S. Army photograph]
.2081 – [automobile caught in fissure, Turnagain area. U.S. Army photograph]
.2082 – [Volkswagen van caught in fissure, Turnagain area. U.S. Army photograph]
.2083 – [bird’s eye view of Caterpillar tractor clearing earth in front of damaged houses, Turnagain area. U.S. Army photograph]
.2084 – [same as .2073]
.2085 – [view along Cook Inlet shoreline past damaged houses in Turnagain area to downtown skyline. U.S. Army photograph]
.2086 – [debris from houses in Turnagain area, fissured earth, and ice chunks along shoreline, Cook Inlet in background. U.S. Army photograph]
.2087 – [view across fissures and through trees to damaged houses in Turnagain area, Cook Inlet in background]
.2088 – [people retrieving belongings from damaged house in Turnagain area, helicopter flying over Cook Inlet in background. U.S. Army photograph]
.2089 – [man standing amid debris from house in Turnagain area, Anchorage skyline in background. U.S. Army photograph]
.2090 – [fissures in Turnagain area, street signs for McCollie Avenue and Turnagain Parkway in foreground. U.S. Army photograph]
.2091 – [aerial of Turnagain area, with fissure at right, people walking near automobiles at left. U.S. Army photograph]
.2092 – [aerial of Turnagain area showing damaged houses and fissures along shoreline. U.S. Army photograph]
.2093 – [high aerial of Turnagain area, showing fissures and subsidence along shoreline, Point Woronzof in background. U.S. Army photograph]
.2094 – [aerial of Turnagain area, showing damaged houses, fissures, and subsidence. U.S. Army photograph]
.2095 – [aerial of Turnagain area, showing fissures and subsidence. U.S. Army photograph]
.2096 – [aerial of Port of Anchorage. U.S. Army photograph]
.2097 – [aerial of Port of Anchorage. U.S. Army photograph]
.2098 – [view across damaged Seward Highway bridge at Twentymile River]
.2099 – [view along fissure in front of Portage Inn, helicopter on Seward Highway at right]
.2100 – [view along warped Alaska Railroad tracks near Portage. U.S. Army photograph]
.2101 – [aerial of damaged Alaska Railroad tracks near Girdwood. U.S. Army photograph]
.2102 – [aerial of cracks in frozen lake, railroad bridge over river inflow at top, highway at right. U.S. Army photograph]
.2103 – [aerial of damage to Alaska Railroad tracks and yard near Turnagain Arm, Portage?]  
.2104 – [aerial of Seward Highway and Alaska Railroad tracks along Turnagain Arm, showing subsidence. U.S. Army photograph]
.2105 – [aerial of Alaska Railroad tracks along Turnagain Arm, showing landslide or subsidence. U.S. Army photograph]
.2106 – [aerial of Alaska Railroad tracks showing damage to small bridge. U.S. Army photograph]
.2107 – [aerial of Alaska Railroad tracks and Seward Highway along Turnagain Arm. U.S. Army photograph]
.2108 – [damage to buildings in Portage along Seward Highway, showing subsidence. U.S. Army photograph]
.2109 – [debris from damaged building in Portage, sign for Diamond Jim’s in foreground, other buildings in background. U.S. Army photograph]
.2110 – [small boat harbor, breakwater in background, Cordova]
.2111 – [two men walking past automobile on pier, buildings in background, Cordova]
.2112 – [small boat harbor as seen from boat, Cordova]
.2113 – [aerial of Cordova waterfront and harbor]
.2114 – [view from spit of boats near building washed into bay, Homer. U.S. Army photograph]
.2115 – [forklift next to small sheds on pier, Homer. U.S. Army photograph]
.2117 – [log shed washed against aviation fuel storage tanks, Homer. U.S. Army photograph]
.2118 – [low aerial of Land’s End resort on spit at high tide, Homer. U.S. Army photograph]
.2119 – [high tide on Homer spit as seen from dock, with Land’s End resort at left, fuel tanks submerged in water in background. U.S. Army photograph]
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.2120 – [high tide on Homer spit, with Land’s End resort at left, fuel tanks submerged in water in background. U.S. Army photograph]
.2121 – [high tide on Homer spit as seen from ship, with Land’s End resort at left, fuel tanks submerged in water in background. U.S. Army photograph]
.2122 – [high tide on Homer spit as seen from ship, with Land’s End resort at left, fuel tanks submerged in water in background. U.S. Army photograph]
.2123 – [high tide on Homer spit as seen from ship, with Land’s End resort at left, fuel tanks submerged in water in background. U.S. Army photograph]
.2124 – [Land’s End resort at high tide, Homer. U.S. Army photograph]
.2125 – [view underneath Land’s End resort resting on stacks of lumber, Homer. U.S. Army photograph]
.2126 – [close-up of stacks of lumber holding up Land’s End resort on Homer spit. U.S. Army photograph]
.2127 – [view along side of Land’s End resort resting on stacks of lumber on Homer spit. U.S. Army photograph]
.2128 – [damage to Standard Oil Company of California building on beach, Homer. U.S. Army photograph]
.2130 – [view across gravel beach to Land’s End resort, Homer spit. U.S. Army photograph]
.2131 – [view down gravel beach to Land’s End resort, showing erosion. U.S. Army photograph]
.2132 – [view down beach, with driftwood and other debris in front of building at right, Homer? U.S. Army photograph]
.2133 – [low aerial of Seward looking south, burned fuel tanks at left. U.S. Army photograph]
.2134 – [low aerial of Seward docks. U.S. Army photograph]
.2135 – [low aerial of Seward docks showing damage to buildings. U.S. Army photograph]
.2136 – [damaged warehouses on Seward docks, intermodal freight containers at right]
.2137 – [Seward waterfront as seen from water, with damaged Alaska Railroad cars in front of warehouse building. U.S. Army photograph]
.2138 – [close-up of damage to corrugated metal warehouse building on Seward dock, intermodal freight containers in left background. U.S. Army photograph]
.2139 – [view from ship of damage at waterline to warehouse building on Seward dock. U.S. Army photograph]
.2140 – [smoke issuing from burning fuel tanks, Seward? U.S. Army photograph]
.2141 – [damaged fuel tanks and Alaska Railroad track along waterfront, Seward?]
.2142 – [Alaska Railroad cars submerged in water at high tide, Seward. U.S. Army photograph]
.2143 – [damaged Alaska Railroad tracks in front of burned fuel tank along waterfront, Seward. U.S. Army photograph]
.2144 – [view down damaged Alaska Railroad tracks along waterfront, damaged cars in left background, Seward. U.S. Army photograph]
.2145 – [burned and toppled fuel tanks, large ice chunks in foreground, Seward? U.S. Army photograph]
.2146 – [damaged Alaska Railroad cars piled up in Seward yard. U.S. Army photograph]
.2147 – [damaged pier and buildings close to waterfront, Seward. U.S. Army photograph]
.2148 – [pleasure boat beached on Seward waterfront. U.S. Army photograph]
.2149 – [damaged motel with banner “All-America City, Seward, 1963”]
.2150 – [man and woman wearing SXQ tags standing next to large ice chunks washed up in front of house, Seward? U.S. Army photograph]
.2151 – [fishing boat Regent beached on shore. U.S. Army photograph]
.2152 – [lumber and other debris washed onto beach, utility pole at right, fishing boat beached in center background, Seward]
.2153 – [view across debris sitting in water at high tide to burning fuel tank in background, Seward?]
.2154 – [view across mud flats at low tide to burning fuel tank, Seward? U.S. Army photograph]
.2155 – [man wearing hard hat walking past building at left, pickup truck parked at right, burning fuel tank in background, Seward?]
.2156 – [view past piles of debris to damaged houses, Seward?]
.2157 – [view past pile of debris on gravel beach to building with boarded-up windows, Seward? U.S. Army photograph]
.2158 – [street scene, with debris on ground, damaged buildings, power and telephone lines hanging from utility poles, Valdez?]
.2159 – [view past debris on waterfront to single building, boat beached in right background, mountain across bay, Seward?]
.2160 – [view down driveway to damaged house in wooded area, Johnston house?]  
.2161 – [Valdez street scene, with damage to Alaskan Hotel, Woodford’s. U.S. Army photograph]
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Color prints, post-1964
.2162 – Anchorage, Alas. from atop Penney’s parking garage, Sep 68 [bird’s eye view of downtown, Anchorage Westward Hotel at left, Cook Inlet in background]
.2163 – Anchorage, Alas. from atop Penney’s parking garage, Sep 68 [bird’s eye view of downtown, Anchorage Westward Hotel at right, Cook Inlet in background]
.2164 – Anchorage, Alas. from atop Penney’s parking garage, Sep 68 [bird’s eye view of downtown, Captain Cook Hotel in center background, Cook Inlet in background]
.2165 – Anchorage, Alas. from atop Penney’s parking garage, Sep 68 [bird’s eye view of downtown, Chugach Mountains in background]
.2166 – Anchorage, Alas. from atop Penney’s parking garage, Sep 68 [bird’s eye view of downtown, McKinley Apartments at right]
.2167 – Anchorage, Alas. from atop Penney’s parking garage, Sep 68 [bird’s eye view of downtown, fire department in center foreground, Chugach Mountains in background]
.2168 – Anchorage, Alas. from atop Penney’s parking garage, Sep 68 [bird’s eye view of downtown, McKinley Apartments at right]
.2169 – Front of house, Sep 68 [2219 Arctic Circle Drive, fuchsia in hanging baskets on porch; print date Jul 68]
.2170 – Back yard, summer ’68 [2219 Arctic Circle Drive; print date Jul 68]
.2171 – Rock garden, summer ’68 [2219 Arctic Circle Drive; print date Jul 68]
.2172 – Driveway, front yard, fall ’68 [2219 Arctic Circle Drive; print date Sep 68]
.2173 – Begonias, our back yard, fall of ’67 [2219 Arctic Circle Drive, flowers planted next to patio; print date Sep 67]
.2174 – [2219 Arctic Circle Drive, front yard, mailboxes along street; print date Sep 65]
.2175 – [2219 Arctic Circle Drive, flowers planted next to driveway; print date Sep 65]
.2176 – [2219 Arctic Circle Drive, back yard, Cook Inlet in distance; print date July 65]
.2177 – Back yard, Dec ’67 [2219 Arctic Circle Drive, view across yard to sunset over Cook Inlet; print date Dec 67]
.2178 – [2219 Arctic Circle Drive, view across yard in winter to Cook Inlet; print date Oct 66]
.2179 – Back of house, snow & frost, Dec ’67 [winter scenic, 2219 Arctic Circle Drive; print date Dec 67]
.2180 – Front of house, Dec ’67 [winter scenic, 2219 Arctic Circle Drive; print date Dec 67]
.2181 – Frost, Dist. Engr. office front yard, Dec ’67 [winter scenic of hoarfrost on trees, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers building; print date Dec 67]
.2182 – Living room, looking into dining room, Xmas ’66 [2219 Arctic Circle Drive, interior of house, small Christmas tree at left; print date Dec 66]
.2183 – Living room (we don’t have the screen on fireplace yet) [2219 Arctic Circle Drive, interior of house; print date Apr 65]
.2184 – Living room [2219 Arctic Circle Drive, interior of house; print date Apr 65]
.2185 – Looking out living room window [2219 Arctic Circle Drive, interior of house, television console at left; print date Apr 65]
.2186 – Living room, into dining room at left [2219 Arctic Circle Drive, interior of house; print date Apr 65]
.2187 – Dining room [2219 Arctic Circle Drive, chandelier and mirror; print date Apr 65]
.2188 – Entrance to dining room [2219 Arctic Circle Drive, glassware displayed on shelves, framed photograph of Elanor and mother; print date Aug 69]
.2189 – [2219 Arctic Circle Drive, interior of bedroom with bed; print date Sep 66]
.2190 – [2219 Arctic Circle Drive, interior of bedroom with vanity and bureau; print date Sep 66]
.2191 – Kitchen [2219 Arctic Circle Drive, interior of house; print date Apr 65]
.2192 – [2219 Arctic Circle Drive, interior of kitchen; print date Oct 66]
.2193 – Kitchen [2219 Arctic Circle Drive, interior of house; print date Apr 65]
.2194 – “Your” bedroom [2219 Arctic Circle Drive, interior of guest bedroom; print date Apr 65]
.2195 – Our bathroom [2219 Arctic Circle Drive, interior of house; print date Apr 65]
.2196 – “Your” bath [2219 Arctic Circle Drive, interior of guest bathroom; print date Apr 65]
.2197 – Me [Elanor sitting on couch; print date Apr 65]
.2198 – [2219 Arctic Circle Drive, interior of living room, Johnston reading newspaper in chair at right; print date Oct 66]
.2199 – [woman sitting in armchair in living room, bag of knitting at her feet, wall calendar at right shows year 1969]
.2200 – [2219 Arctic Circle Drive, interior of kitchen; print date Dec 69]
.2201 – [2219 Arctic Circle Drive, interior of living room; print date Dec 69]
.2202 – [2219 Arctic Circle Drive, interior of house with bookshelves, desk, framed art on walls; print date Oct 66]
.2203 – Oct ’68 [television console in living room]
.2204 – Oct ’68, our living room, stereo & TV [stereo console and television console]
.2205 – Doris, Johnny, & I, & Belle’s nose, Jul ’69 [Elanor, Johnston, and woman standing in front of fireplace, dachshund dog in center]
.2206 – Doris, Bums & Belle, Jul ’69 [woman and two dachshund dogs in front of fireplace]
.2207 – Nov ’68, Bums [dachshund dog on rug]
.2208 – Belle, Jul ’69 [dachshund dog outdoors]
.2209 – The finished product, three years in the making [quilt on bed; print date Feb 74]
.2210 – Johnny inside cabin, L. Susitna, Sep ’68 [Johnston sitting at table, lantern hanging from ceiling]
.2211 – Johnny inside cabin, L. Susitna, Sep ’68 [Johnston lying on cot, wearing ammo belt]
.2212 – Inside cabin, Lake Susitna, Sep ’68 [stove]
.2213 – Inside cabin, L. Susitna, Sep ’68 [cabinets for pantry supplies, pans hanging on wall, radio on top of cabinet]
.2214 – Elanor inside cabin, L. Susitna, Sep ’68 [Elanor sitting at table, dachshund dog lying under cot at left, coats and other gear hanging on walls]
.2215 – Johnny, L. Susitna, Sep ’68 [Johnston sitting on boat on Susitna Lake]
.2216 – Johnny, Bums & Belle, cabin yard, L. Susitna, Sep ’68 [Johnston and two dachshund dogs outdoors]
.2217 – Cabin yard, L. Susitna, Sep ’68 [trees next to cabin]
.2218 – Cabin yard, L. Susitna, Sep ’68 [trees next to cabin]
.2219 – L. Susitna, Sep ’68 [scenic of Susitna Lake]
.2220 – Our boat, L. Susitna, Sep ’68 [pleasure boat at small dock on Susitna Lake]
.2221 – Elanor & Bums, cabin yard, L. Susitna, Sep ’68 [Elanor and dachshund dog outdoors]
.2222 – Our place, Lake Susitna, Jul ’69 [view past fire pit to Johnston lying on lawn chair, other lawn chairs in yard]
.2223 – Naomi Gamble & Belle, Lake Susitna, Jul ’69 [woman standing next to cabin with dachshund dog]
.2224 – Our place, Lake Susitna, Johnny & Virgil, Jul ’69 [Johnston and man lying on lawn chairs in yard]
.2225 – Johnny, Lake Susitna, Jul ’69 [Johnston lying on lawn chair]
.2226 – Doris Johnston, Lake Susitna, Jul ’69 [woman sitting on cabin porch, second woman lying down next to coolers at left]
.2227 – Lake Susitna, me, steps, our cabin, Jul ’69 [Elanor sitting on cabin porch]
.2228 – Virgil & his fish, Lake Susitna, Jul ’69 [man posed holding fish]
.2229 – L. Susitna, Sep ’68 [scenic of Susitna Lake]
.2230 – L. Susitna, Sep ’68 [scenic of Susitna Lake]
.2231 – Our boat, L. Susitna, Sep ’68 [pleasure boat under way on Susitna Lake]
.2232 – Back bay at cabin, L. Susitna, Sep ’68 [scenic of pond]
.2233 – Lake Louise, Alaska, Jul ’69 [view of lake from gravel parking area with boat launch]
Small boat harbor, Seward, Alas., Jul ’69 [view across road to automobiles parked along street and in lot, harbormaster office at right]

Thumbs Cove, Seward, Alaska, Jul ’69 [scenic of Thumb Cove]

Our cabin, Lake Susitna, Jul 66 [exterior of cabin, with caribou antlers mounted over window; print date Oct 66]

[fire in fire pit, two lawn chairs in cabin yard; print date Oct 66]

Sunset, taken from back of cabin [scenic; print date Oct 66]

Apr 73 [Elanor posed with pickup truck in highway pullout]

[an aerial of coastline, homestead on bluff above beach in foreground]

[aerial of coastline, homestead on bluff above beach]
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Album, 1972-1974

[color prints mounted to construction paper; pages removed from binder]

[.2242-2247 on page labeled “Juneau, Alaska, from ferry, Jan ’72”]

.2242 – [A-J Mine as seen from water]

.2243 – [buildings on waterfront in winter]

.2244 – [distant view of Juneau waterfront]

.2245 – [A-J Mine as seen from ship at dock]

.2246 – [Juneau waterfront as seen from water]

.2247 – [Juneau waterfront as seen from water]

[.2248-2253 on page labeled “Leaving Juneau, Alaska, from ferry, Jan ’72”. All distant views of Juneau waterfront]

[.2254-2259 on page labeled “Lynn Canal, Juneau to Haines, Alaska, Jan ’72”. All scenics]

[.2260-2265 on page labeled “Lynn Canal, Juneau to Haines, Alaska, Jan ’72”. All scenics]

.2266 – Lynn Canal, Jan 72 [scenic]

.2267 – Coming into Haines, Alas., Jan 72 [scenic]

.2268 – From back of ferry, Jan 72 [scenic, deck railing in foreground]

.2269 – [scenic in Lynn Canal]

.2270 – [scenic in Lynn Canal]

[.2271-2305 after page labeled “1-5 May 1973, driving from Alexis Lake, B.C. to Anchorage, Alaska”]

.2271 – [Peace River interpretive marker “The First Highway”]

.2272 – [Johnston posed with one foot on girder on bluff overlooking river valley]

.2273 – [scenic of river]

.2274 – [scenic of river valley]

.2275 – [Elanor posed next to pickup truck in parking area overlooking river valley]

[.2276-2277 – numbers never assigned]

.2278 – [scenic of river]

.2279 – [Elanor posed next to road sign for Racing River, mile 419.7 on Alaska Highway, steel girder bridge in background]

.2280 – [muddy pickup truck parked on side of Alaska Highway]

.2281 – [scenic of frozen lake, possibly Muncho Lake]

.2282 – [scenic of river]
.2283 – [scenic of mountains]
.2284 – [scenic of snow-covered mountains]
.2285 – [scenic of mountains]
.2286 – [view across unpaved Alaska Highway to snow-covered mountains]
.2287 – [scenic of brush and mountain, mile 988 Alaska Highway. Cf. .2290]
.2288 – [view down unpaved Alaska Highway to snow-covered mountains]
.2289 – [view down unpaved Alaska Highway to snow-covered mountains]
.2290 – [scenic of mountain, mile marker 988 in foreground]
.2291 – [scenic of snow-covered mountains]
.2292 – [distant view of sheep or goats on scree slope]
.2293 – [scenic of partially frozen lake. Original image blurry. Cf. .2297]
.2294 – [scenic of snow-covered mountains]
.2295 – [distant view of sheep or goats on scree slope]
.2296 – [scenic of valley and mountains, Alaska Highway in foreground. Original image blurry]
.2297 – [scenic of partially frozen lake]
.2298 – [scenic of partially frozen lake]
.2299 – [Johnston posed next to muddy pickup truck at Canadian customs]
.2300 – [scenic of valley and mountains]
.2301 – [automobiles stopped at Canada Customs building, Alaska Highway]
.2302 – [Elanor posed next to muddy pickup truck at Canadian customs]
.2303 – [flagpole and building at United States Border Inspection Station, Alaska Highway]
.2304 – [automobiles lined up at United States Border Inspection Station, Alaska Highway]
.2305 – [Johnston’s pickup truck in line at United States Border Inspection Station, Alaska Highway]
.2306-2309 on page labeled “Sep 73, new Anchorage to Fairbanks Highway, below, bridge across Hurricane Gulch”]
.2306 – [scenic near Hurricane Gulch]
.2307 – [scenic near Hurricane Gulch]
.2308 – [Hurricane Gulch Bridge]
.2309 – [Hurricane Gulch Bridge]
.2310-2332 behind page labeled “3-5 Apr 74, driving from Anchorage to Haines”]
.2310-2314 on page labeled “4 Apr 74, between Tok and the border”]
.2310 – [Johnston posed with pickup truck and trailer stopped on side of Alaska Highway]
.2311 – [scenic of snow-covered mountains, frozen lake in foreground]
.2312 – [Elanor posed with pickup truck and trailer stopped on side of Alaska Highway]
.2313 – [scenic of snow-covered mountains, frozen lake in foreground]
.2314 – [Johnston posed with pickup truck and trailer stopped on side of Alaska Highway]
.2315-2319 on page labeled “5 Apr 74, views along road, Haines Junction to Haines”]
.2315 – [view down Haines Highway to snow-covered mountains]
.2316 – [view down Haines Highway to snow-covered mountains]
.2317 – [scenic of snow-covered mountains as seen through automobile windshield]
.2318 – [road sign, “Haines Road Summit, Elev. 3493 ft., mile 65.3”]
.2319 – [view down Haines Highway to snow-covered mountains]
.2320-2323 on page labeled Along Haines Junction road, 5 Apr 74”]
F7
1945 Trip Diary
[From the Forward: “By contacting the White Pass and Yukon Railway at Whitehorse, Yukon Territory, we received approximate date (June 10th) of the arrival of the Canadian steamer Klondike at Circle, Alaska. Using this as a focal date and allowing time out for Fairbanks and Circle Hot Springs, the tome of departure from Anchorage was set at 2:30 P.M. June 5, 1945.” Trip members Grace Clark, Elanor Kvasnicka, Elena McGlothlan and “myself (Smitty)” ride Alaska Railroad train to Fairbanks, and then travel to Circle Hot Springs. They spend ten days aboard the riverboat Klondike going up the Yukon River to Whitehorse, then take the White Pass & Yukon Route to Skagway. They board the steamer Norah to travel to Juneau where they catch the S.S. Alaska to Valdez. A Mr. Baird gives the women a ride back to Palmer in his automobile; finally, they ride a bus from Palmer to Anchorage, arriving on July 4.]

F8
Ephemera
- Decal. National Wildlife Federation Associate Member
- Decal. Izaak Walton League of America Member
- Clipping. Logo of U.S. Naval Amphibious Training Base, Solomons Branch, Washington D.C.
- Business card. Frank Cook, World Record Dall Sheep, Boone & Crockett Club
- Postcard. Elanor to folks, Christmas greetings, no date. Illustrated with photograph of Denali by M.L. Sharp
- Patch. Arctic Valley Ski Club (2)
- Patch. 11th Air Force Squadron
- Menu. Dinner, S.S. Klondike, White Pass & Yukon Route, 1945. Meant to be folded and mailed, illustrated with four images
- Flyer. Circle Hot Springs, comparison of mineral analyses of the waters of these springs with other great hot mineral springs, 1945
- Menu. Arcade Café, Dawson, Yukon Territory. 1945
- Brochure. Cheechako Tavern and Café, Anchorage, no date. Includes “Alaska as I see it” by Anton Anderson
- Cartoon. Tourist map of Anchorage, with caricatures of people and places, no date
- Typescript. List of names of individuals shown in panoramic portrait, .2333

Panoramas

Guide written: February 20, 2019